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I? T HE'CZFZTBSRQLIO
't

Practical SurVeyor,

o R, T H E _ '

Art OfLandeMeaſuriizg,

Made E A s Y. '

Shewing by plain and practical Rules, how .

to Survey any Piece of Land whatſoever, by the'

Plain-Table, _Theodolite,- *or Circumferentor 2'

Or, by the Chain' only. And how to Protrafik,

Cast up, Reduce, and Divide the ſame;

L 1 K E w 1 s E, r

'ANew Method oſ PrOt'racting Obſervation's i'nade

with the Meridian; and how to cast up the Con

tent of' any Plot of Land, by Reducing any Mul

tangular Figure to one Triangle: Being more exact and

expeditious than heretoſore uſed.

' _ To'lwhieh is added, _

An A P P E N D I X,

Shewng how to Draw Buildings, He. in Perſpecti-vc,

- from Obfin'vations made by the New Theodolite, its Uſe in

Levelli , 'in finding the exact Number of ſolid Feet,

eonta'ine in any tTimber Trees before they are cut down

by Inſpection only; and alſo the Uſe of a new-'invent

'Spirit-Level. With ſeveral other never 'before made

Publick. - ' -

By SAMU'E L WTL P,__Gent.

LONDON:

Printed for H o o K E, at the Hower-dt-Iure against St.

Du'gflaſſs Church in Flat-street: And J. Srsson, _

Mathematical Instrument-niaker, the Comer of Beeufl'rt

Bnildings in the Strand. M.Dcc.xxv.

.(Price Three Shillings.)
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THE

PREFA.C'E

READER
; N this ſmall Tract 'you'fl find

the whole Art of Surveyin'g

Land Epitomized : The Rules

and Methods here laid down

in a plain and familiar M.-.nner,

' w being ſuch as are ſittest for a

Practiſer's Uſe, without an unneceſſary-Mix

ture of uſeleſs Curiofities and needleſs-Repe

titions. And altho'Bzex-'ity be chieflyin-t'ended,

yet nothing' is here omitted, but what-fmighc

well enough be ſpared in a Treatiſe that

immediately relates toHPmctice.

A 2 .-I know

  



iv£ The P _R E.,F_ A,C Es _

. I know the common 'Objection will be

raiſed by the, Ignorant; that is, What needs

any more Writing in this Kind, ſince ſo many

Authors have, with great Ingenuity, be

stowed no ſmall Pains therein; (to whoſe

Labours and Industry I acknowledge this

Tract not a little beholding) Now to this

Objection, the old and common Anſwer must

be- returned, That A Pigmy mounted on the

Shoulder: of a Giam, may ſee further than it:

Supporter. And Arts Mathematical can ne

ver be ſo fully learned, but that there will

still be new Experiments left for the Trial

of others that ſucceed. '

Beſides, here are inſerted, not only the

most uſeful and Practical Methods yet extant

in any other Author, but alſo a great many .

new Improvements never before made pub

*]ick, rendring the Buſineſs of Surveying Land

more exact, eaſy and expeditious.

The Book is divided into Seven Chapters,

and the Appendix into Three, and theſe into

ſeveral Sections, for the more orderly Rang

ing the ſeveral Subjects under their proper

Heads.

In the First and Second Chapters, is de- -

ſcribed the Manner of Meaſuring Land by

the most uſeful Instruments, the'Plain Table,

Theot
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'NNPREFACE V

Theodolite and Circumferentor; the first

being proper for Gardens, or ſuch ſmall

Pieces of Land about Buildings, the ſecond

for larger Tracts of encloſed Land, and the

third for Parks, Commons, 66.

ln Handling this, I have not choſe the

most Accurate Method I could think of, but

rather the most Plain and Simple, as being

most Agreeable to the Conception of a Stran

ger to the Art, to whom nothing can be too

plain.

In the Third Chapter, is deſcribed -a new

Way of Protracting obſervations made in the

Field, by the_Needle: As alſo hbW to Cast up

the Content of a Piece oſ Land, by Me

thods more facile and expeditious than here

tofore uſed. -

In the Fourth, the Uſe of the Theodolite

is ſhewn in Surveying ſeveral Parcels oſ Land

lying together; with the Form ol the Field

Book, and Plan of the Work annexed,- which

ſhews, by Inſpection only, the ſeveral Stationsv

and Station-Lines throughout the whole ;

from which the Obſervations are made in

the Field.

The Fifth ſhews how to meaſure or plot

any Piece of Land by the'Chain only, with

A 5 QUE,
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out the Help of any other Instrument in the

Field but a ſmall Croſs.

The Sixth ſhews thevManner of Laying

out, and Dividing Land, without inſerting

the various Methods by which the ſame might

be performed; but by ſuch only as are the

most eaſy and fit for Practice. -

The Seventh ſhews how a County is

to be SurVeyed 5 as alſo Roads and Rivers;

and how to make the Ground-Plott of a

City, (To And becauſe theſe more ſeldom

come in Practice, I only touched gene

rally on the Manner how they are to be

perſormed."v -* - ' - ' '

In the Appendix is deſcribed the Uſe oſ a

new Spirit4Level, for Conveying Water to

any appointed Place: Shewi-ng alſo, how the

Draught ol a Building or'other Objects, may
be drawn in Perlpective, from Oblſiervations

made with the Theodolite, by a' Method

entirely new: As alſo how to find' a true
Meridiſian-Line, (51. 'Theſe Problems, ſithol

not immediatelyrelated to the Buſineſs of

Land-meaſuring, will be found very uſeſul

to a Practitioner in that Art, and may well

deſerve the little Room that is allotted them

in'ſthis'Book. - - r - < -

I?



ThePREEACE. vii

'It may be expected, here ſhould have been

inſerted (as uſual in Books oſ Snrveyingmore Thcaremr,dc. of Geometry; I confeſs it

is neceſſary a Surveyor ſhould be well acquain

ted therewith, as alſo with Trigonometry, as

the Ground-work of the rest. Burthen he

may as well read in the Commentators on

Enclid, the Demonstration of each Theorem

at large (beginning with the Principles of

the Art first) as to ſee 'em tranſcribed by

Piecemeal any where elſe. Since the Two

Theorems in the First Chapter, well underg

stood and applied, will be ſufficient for the

Performance of most Problems relating to

Land-meaſuring: And indeed, a Perſon who

is well acquainted with the Uſe of his IU1

struments, will have little Occaſion to have A

Recourſe to Trigonometrical Calculations ſor A

vfinding his Angle-s, and for casting up the

Content oſ any Piece oſLand after the Plott

thereof is made, the 'Directions in Sect. 4.

may be ſufficient: But iſfiany one thinks

otherwiſe, he may be farther informed from

'the works of our Trigonometrical Writers,

pl which there are many good ones extant.

However, 3tis hop'd, the Country Fat-mer,

who understands but ſo much Oſ Arithmetick,

as to add, ſubtract, multiply and divide (with

a little Practice." the genuineParent oſ Per

fection) by theſe plain Directions, and with
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good instruments, will be enabled to find

the Content of each Piece oſ Land in his

own Occupation, (and thoſe who will not

be at the Charge of lnstruments, may make

good Uſe of the Fifth Chapter,) and that

this Knowledge is extremely neceſſary to the

Countryman, none but the groſsly ignorant'

will deny, ſince thereby he may judge What

Stock of Cattle each Field will be likely to

feed, or what Quantity of Seed will be ſuf

ficient for each Acre, or what Number of

Workmen to reap or mow the ſame, (50.

Which makes me admire, when I reflect,

that this Science ſo beneficial to the Publick,

as well as particular Perſons, ſhould be ſo

much neglected, being ſo plain and obvious

to every Capacity. '

But I ſhall forbear any Panegyrical Expreffiz

ons in Praiſe of the Art it ſelſ, (tho' much might

be ſaid on that Head ) on Account oſ its

Antiquity, Salubrity, Pleaſantneſs, and above

fill, its Uſefulneſs, Ornari m ipſa negat contanm

. acm.

As for the Book 'it ſelſ, tho'- perhaps ſome

ill-natur'd Artiſls may be offended therewith,
becauſe ſeveral Things herein are diiCOvered,ct

(which they would have been as well pleaſed

ſhould have been concealed) like Flowers

gathered and placed in one Garland, and

profiituted to every one's Viewz yet if it

- " -.' " proves
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proves any way ufeful to thoſe for whom it

was deſigned, Ihave my End in Publiſhingit,

Rumpatur qmſquis rumpitur in'vidizi. -

Indeed I hoped ſome Perſon who had more
Hours of Leiſure to ſpare than my ſelf, mightv

have ſpent ſome of them in Compoſing ſome

thing of this Nature, ſince all the Books l

have yet ſeen are much deficient in many of '

the most neceſſary Parts oſ the Buſineſs, 'or

elſe too voluminous for common Uſe ; but

could not hear of any ſuch, till this was in

the Preſs, and ſeVCral Sheets wrotight off,

elſe I ſhould gladly have reſigned the Task:

But now that it is printed, e'en let it be

publiſhed 3' and at the Bookſeller's Requeſi,

I have added thus much by Way of Preſace,

which I ſhall conclUde with a Saying I have

ſizmewhere met with, Va, man Enfant, prend

til Fortuna. * '

S. W,
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AD VERTISEMENT

ECAUSE the,Practice ofS u R v r Y r N e

depends much on the Inflrumentr uſed

therein, which, being ill-contrived and ad

justed, cauſe unavoidable Errors: Therefore

*l thought fit to ſay, That all Sorts of lnstru

ments for Surveying Land, are made with the

'greatest Accuracy and newest Improveme'nts,

By JONATHAN S I ss O N,

Mathematical InstrumenteMaker,

At the Corner oſBeaufizrt-Buildings,

In the Strand, L O ND O N:

He being the Only Perſon that makes the -

Theodolite, Spirit-Level, and Parallelogram,

hereafter mention'd. Where alſo any Gen

tlemen-or Others may be furniſh'd with Sun

Dials of all SiZes, to be fix'd for particular

Latitudes, or portable and univerſal ones,
Double Horizontal Dials, and ſiProiections on

the Plane of any Circle, Mr. Collim's Qua

drants in Braſs, Twelve or Six Inches Radius,

Spheres of all Sorts,>and Globes, the best

Extanr: With all vother Mathematical In

ſiruments, both for Sea and Land, made in

Silver, Braſs, Ivory or Wood: And Sold

at Reaſonable Rates.
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cx p; 1." p
how" to' v'r'nake 'an Tlott of" a

J 'Piece ofL-and- by the Tlain Table,

and cast-up the Content thereof

sE ic T. I.

Geometrical Superficies or Sur-l

face, 'is produc'd or form'd by the

Motion of a Line, as that is de

ſcrib'd by the Motion of a Point,

for iſ a b, in Fig._ 1. b'e equally

mov'd upon the lame Plane to

c d, then will the Points at aand

b, deſcribe the two Lines a c, and b dz and by ſo

doing, they will generate the Superficies or Fi

gure a b e d, being the (luantity of two Dimett

lions, viz. it hath Length and Breadth (but not:

Thickneſs,) conſequently the Bounds or Limits oſ

a Superficies are Linesz ſo iſ the Linea b, doth

contain in Length five Cllrzains, and the Line a e
. -t two

  



'5 Practical SurVeyon' Chap. I.

tWo Chains, and iſ their oppoſite Sides and An'

iles be e nal, the anntity of Laxity theſe four

lines en ofir, viz. (a h, h d, d e, and e a,) will be l

an Acre. . 1

' ' Our preſent Bufineſs therefore, will be to com
pute what Number oſ ſuch Acres, or Parts oſ l

an Acre, are contain'd in any Piece of Land,

(be it Arable, Meadow or Woodland) whoſe Ex

tent is limitted b Certain Lines or Bounders.

Now an Acre of and (by the Statute Oſ33- Of

Eſi. I.) is appointed to contain 160 ſquare Perches

.o'r Poles, it is no matter in what Form it lyeS,

ib, it contains [60 ſquare Poles; and Gunter's

Chair! (the best for Practice) being therefore

made four Pole long, ten of theſe ſquare Chaind

make an Acre, (that is to ſay) one Chain in Breadth,

and ten in Length, or tWo in Breadth, and five in

angth, He, do contain 160 ſituare Poles, as per

Statute. See the following Tables.
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ſhe Uſe of theſe Tables is plain by Inſþection, therefore

particular Directions are needleſſ.

B 2.
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Let Figu_r@j-2 'be ſuppos'd to repreſent a Piece of

Land, bounded with the four strait Lines a b, b a',

de'ſ'and c a, whoſe Lengths are each ten Chain,

then the Area or Superficies thereof will comam'

ten times ten ſquare Chains, or ten Acres, (as per

.Fig.) each oſ the ſmall Squares repreſenting one

ſquare Chain. '

But before the Plan of any Piece oſ Land

can be laid down (or protracted) on Paper,

in order to make a Computation oſ the Area or

(anntity of Superficies it contains, 'tis neceſſary

we ſhould know the Length and Pofition oſ the

ſeveral Lines that bound the ſame. ,_

And to find the Length and Pofition of Linesin

the Field, we make uſe of Instruments, w'z.

'To meaſiire the Length of Lines in the Field,

we uſe Gunter's Chain, containing in Length

fOur Poles or 66 Feet, divided into roo

Parts or Links, each Linlc being 7 Inches, and

xffi oſ an Inch, and a Staff whoſe Length is

equal to zg part oſ the Chain 5" that is to ſhy, 10

Links, or 6 Foot 7 Inches ,% oſan Inch. For

Roads the Wheel. -

Instruments us'd for taking the Pofition

,oſ Lines, are of' two Kinds. With ſome' we

r take the Pofition of a Line by the Angle which

it makes with the Meridian, uſing a Box

and Needle, as the Circumferentor, He. and this

is uſhally call'd the Bearing oſ the Line.

_ With others we take the Poſition by the Angle

that theLine makes with any other given in Pofi

tion', as with the Limb oſ the Thebdolite, the
Chain, &it. 3 ſſ

' ' But with lbme we take the Angle it ſelf
as with the Plain Table, &do. ct

All other Instruments either differv from

theſe only in Name, ourre contain'd in themTh

a" _ .. - . . ' e

.ſi' _'. I

L4Mu___
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. The Instruments for Plotting, are a Scale

and Compaſks, or rather a Scale decimally divi

ded. cloſe to the Edge, and at every tenth Divi

fion, numbred o, r, 2, 3, Uſ. denoting Chains,

and a Protractor always to be divided, numbred,

and fitted to the Instrument.

Of'the uſe of theſe ſeveral Instruments in their Or

der; and firſt ofthe Plain Table; the Uſies thereof

being as plain as the Name oftheInstrumentdenotes.

But becauſe we make uſe oſ the Chain in all

manner oſ Bufineſs in the Field, it will be

neceſſary, in the first place, to inform our ſelves

in the manner how to manage it in meaſuring the

Length of Lines in the Field.

S E C T. II.

K Direction: for 'izeafuring with the Chain.

The Chain contains in Length 4 Pole or '66

Feet, divided into Ioo Links, each Link being

7 ,Z% Inches, as aſoreſaid, having a large Ring

' exactly in the middle oſ the Chain, and pretty

large Pieces oſ Braſs oſ different Shapes at the end

oſ each 10 Links, for the ſpeedier counting of the

odd Linksz alſo you inayntie a'large red Rag at 50

Links, and Others of' a lighter Colour at 25,

from each end of the Chain, eſpecially when

the Graſs is long. '

' Take care that they who carry the Chain '

deviate not from a ſtrait Line, (that being

the nearest Distance than can be between any

tfwo Places,) for if'_t'he"Li1gi,es'v be not eXactlY

' meaſured, neither the Forin 'nor Content oſ the

Plott can be true. 'ProVide a Staff just ſix

Foot ſeven Inches and ,z,'- long, which divide

into 10 equal Parts, ſo will the Whole be the

Len'gth or 10 Links, and each Part the Lengtl?

' oBz
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of' dhe jLinlt, and' re times rh'e megth' of this
(whichfyou niiay! call! the'off-ſetct'Staff) the:

Lenng of the WhOle Cha'na'; alſorprovide 9' Ar

rows ofiiſrfiallstijcles at'SZXVeza Footlong," Which you)

niay mark at cheToLzswit'h Bi'cs dfredCloarH,anckae

'the Bottom you ma put ſmall'Iron Ferlrii'l's and?

trio' Stavee a "che;- Foot each; r

Bel-bre- you' mealffi're- with the Ch'aih, 'cisne-'u

(gnarry tpexa'mipeitstengthxby the off-fſict Steiff;

&retehin'gv it on later? Ground in ſuch' fart, as

When' Youiinetflhjtect vxftt'h it. v- *

'Being th'us Proi/id'ed', let the Leader at' the
Chaiſinl take' she 'nine Arrows in' h'is Hand; and

one oſ the 5 Foot'S't'mfesf; and' let the Followerct, '

flanding at the Station, direct him to place his

Staff at; the Chainffsl End, in a right Line with the

Stations, and there to put down one of his Ar

rowe, and then go On. , '

__ Le': the. Follower, being come to the Arrow, take

ufi, puf his Shall' thev place thereof',

And' 'direct Leader' to' place his Staff as before 2,

the; Iscf theLeadei tra-'hang at His' sat-aſſ, look,

hack ,_t'dv'v"ards_ me he Station', and he wan fee.

the ttvo" staves' and the Stdtion ih one right

King; 'iſ they have 'directed right; but iſ n'o't, the

Laedamia direct the Follower 'to 'place his Scaff

if; the ſlime right Line" with the' Statiori and.

the LEa'de'r's Staff', and lb must each direct the

other, till the_two Staves and two Smcions are

in _ſi0'hc tlffhit Line. A

Let; 'en thu's Proceed till' they have mea

liſſed to the Station, Or till the Leader is

make; the Station than' one Chaih's Lengthc,

then 'will 'the Number of whole Chaihsr mea; '
lined, be ex'prkſs'd By the Niſſtmlſſzer of LAr'row's

Prickld ddtvn, ſuppoſe' 7; and the Lea'dbr holding

th? Efid Of 'the Chair! th. the Stati'tſiiiz the 1561

- t 'WET
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between the Station and last Ariow, ſuppoſe 60

Now enter in the Field Book, the Chains and

Links without any Distinction between them, and

they will be 760 implying either 760 Links, or

7 Chains 60 Links', but the Links must always

Poſſeſs two vPlaces after the Chains, as 7 Chains

4 Links must be written 704, and not 74; and

8 Chains must be written 800, alſo as ſoon as

you have meaſur'd each Length, enter it down

immediately in the Field Book, and never trust

to your Memory 3 alſo at the end of each Lengt'h,

enquire of' the Leader and Follower how many

Arrows each have in their Hands, and iſ 'the

Sum oſ the Arrows are not nine, the last mea

ſur'd Length is doubtſul, and must be re-meaſimr-'d

before you proceed. ,

- When the Length is above nine Chains, let-the

Leader go on, and strt his Staff doWn at the

tenth, andfflet the FollOWCr put his 'Staff in the

place Of the Leader's, give the Leader the

nine Armws, and ohen proceed as before; but

enter theſe io Chains 'immediater in the Field

Book, and iſ the Lengrh is 'to Chains more, enter

20; alſo obſerve it is uſual to allow 5 Links,

from the Stem oſ the quickſet Hedgje, for the

vBreadth oſ the Ditch', ' escept the Custqm þr

Agteerncnt is Other'wiſ'ez but the Custmn dſ
:the Place generally 'is the Surveyor's Rule. v 'ſi
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S E C T. Ill.

Shewng how to 'ſtake a Plott ofone Field, or

. , ſeveral Fieldr, upon the Paper an; the Plain

Table, by placing the lnflrument'at one or more

Statiom about. the Middle, from 'whence the

Angles may he ſeen. -' ' ' ' -

Let Fz'g. 3.,bezſi1ppos'd to repreſent two Fields or

._Encloſures,,a Plott of which is delFr'd, and firſt oſ

_the Field,alm\o A - - - -- _

-. * Having put_,_your Plain_Table in order, and

obſhrv'd the Needle to play well, puta Sheet

_oſ fair Paper "thereon, and cruſh down the

Frame, ſo that the Paper lyes ſmOoth *, then

you may imagine the Paper on the Table to

repreſent the Surface of the Land, and the Lines

you ſhall draw thereon, to be the Bounders oſ

the reſpective Fields or Encloſures in ſome Pro

portion or other, and iſ you make the Propor

tion thus, ALine drawn on the. Paper an Inch

long, is equal to, or in proportion to, the Length

of one Chain on the Land, and iſ 5 Chains in

Length, and 2 in Breadth, do contain the (Alan

tity oſ one Acre on the Land, then z Inches in

Length, and 2 in Breadth, ſhall alſo contain the

Quantityoſ one Acre on the Paper, and takes

up the ſame Alantity of Space thereon, as an

Acre does in the Field; vide Fig. r.

This being premis'd, we. proceed to lay down

the Lines that encloſe theſe two Fields of the

lame Length and Poſltion on the Paper, which ſhall

therefore include the lame (luantity oſ Superficies

as thoſe in the Field it ſelf in proportion, as r

Inch to 1 Chain.

But iſ we make half', or a quarter oſ an

luch, or half a quarter (by which the followli)ng

1'
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Dimenfions were laid down) on the Paper, to

repreſent one Chain, it is the ſame in effect,

only the Plott thereby is made leſſer; alſo the

Inches, He. on the Paper, are capable oſ being

- filbdivided, as the Chain is into Links.

First, place the Table ſomewhere about the

middle of the Field, from whence, iſ poffible, you

can ſee all the Angles, as at O, and make an

Hole in the Ground, over which by the help oſ

a Plummet and String, 'ſet the Center of the

_Table, by applying the String to the head of

the Staff, and having ſet the Instrument steady

on the Ground, turn the Table about till the

Needle hangs over the Flovver de'Luce in the

Box, (or iſ 'tis more conVenient, turn the Length

' oſ the Table to the Length of the Plott, that it

may, iſ poſſible, lye on one Sheet of Paper, and

note, on a Bit oſ waste Paper, the Diviſion in

the Box the Needle hangs over when at rest,)

and then ſcrew the Table fast. Affign on the

Paper a Point, or stick a Pin at O, (to repreſent

the Hole in the Gr0und or preſent Station) to

which Point, apply the fiducial Edge oſ the In

dex, and turn it about, keeping the Edge cloſe

to the Point or Pin at O, till through the Sights

y0u lee the Hair cut a Staff or Mark, ſet up

exactly in one oſ the Angles, as at a, then by the

Edge oſ the Index, draw a Line from the Point

O towards the Angle a, with the Point of the

Compaffis, without regarding the Length, ſo it

be long enough. \

Let the Mark be leſt at a, and cauſe Others

to be ſet up round the Field, at every Angle

therein, as at lm o h, to every one of which

direct' the Sights, and when the Hair therein cuts

the Mark (keeping 'the Edge oſ the Index cloſe

to the Point- e) draw the ſeveral Lines OI, om,

O o, oh.

Now
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NOW'TEe "Whether 'the 'Needle 'continues FW'MA,

Wr'tlſe ſMHeLPoint in the Box as when'ybuthe Tabfe, alſo lay-the Edge oſ Index

tothe-Lineew,nnd'ifthen the Hair 'in the Sigiits cutsv

the 'Mark At'a, find'theNe'edie hangsever 'the

fame Point 'at firfl, "you May condone the

Table hath 'not ben! movfi out 'of its first Po

Ifition, which is cal'efiklly 'to be obſerWd.

iIn the 'hent place weap'voceed to make theLines

_Oa, ol, &to. ofvh'eir just Leng-th, nndto that end

'apply the Ring at one End of the Chain 'to the

How xmder the Tabke, and let the Chain be

&cetth at length towards One oſ the Angles.

as at a, and when I hewe meafitred 'up thereto,

(obſerving the Directions bekbre 'laid down 'for

Jneaſitring with the 'Chaifiþ I find the Length of'

'the Line on, to contain achains 60 Links, or

360 Links, which note in a B'it oſ Paper.

Having tho-nd the Length oſ the Line O a on the

Ground, I proceed to make that on the Paper

at' 'the ſame length, to corretþond 'therewith in

ProportiOn, as an Inch to a Chain, or any other

Pxoportion as ſhall 'be most convenient.

'- Therefore having provided a Scale and Compaffis,

manvthe Leng't'h of the Line 'I am 'abcmt to take

off, is '26o, or g Chains 60 Links -. I ſet one Foot

fifthe Compaſſes in the Line of Inches, Uſ. at 2,

and extend the other to 60 in the diagonai Di

, Wifions; thereby taking off 260 Links, then the

Compaſſes remaining at thisExtent, I let one

Foot in the Point o on the' 'Pa-per, and 'let the

'Other fill] in the Line O a, where I make a viſi

ble Mark or Prick with the Compnſs Point, in

Order to find it again preſently.

Note, each whole Inch, -; Inch, 555. on the Scale,

Tepreſhnts one Chain, and the Links, or hundredth

Parts oſ the Chain, are taken off from one whole

Inch, ihmh, He. divided alſo into xoo Parts,
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by diagonal Lines drawn croſs the Scale; for

each loth of- that Divifion repreſents 10 Links,

and is divided into other ten Parts, by the

croffing of the diagonal Lines. Any Instrument

maker that ſells this Scale, will preſently ſhew

the Uſes of theſe Lines, or the Sight thereof

Will be afiiffieient Information 5 only it ma be

obfin'v'd, that theſe Scales are best made of rats,

and the Joints of the Compaflizs are chiefly to

be oblErv'd, which ſhould have an equal eaſy

Motion without leaping, and that the Points

be Well temper'd, and cloſe in a Point exactly.

Obſerving the Directions before laid down , I

first mea-ſure with the Chain the' Length of the ſe

veral Lines e I, Om, O a, and e h, and then trans-_

fer the Length of each Line on the Ground to its

Repreſizntative on the Paper, making viſible Marks

Where the end ofeachLine falls, as at a, I, m o, h.

And here it may be oblierv'd, that gene

rally meaſure one Line from the Instrument to

an Angle, and the next from the Angle to the

Instrument, till all are finiſh'd, and note the

Length of each Line as I meaſure it in a Piece

of waste Paper, and never trust to my Memory -,

then obſerving which Line I began with, I ſet

on its true Length onthe Paper on the _Table,

and the rest of the Lines in their order.

, Lastb/zI join the Points a, I, m,_a, h, with Ink

Lines, becauſe they ſhould not rub off, (and for

this purpoſe a drawing Pen is requiſite,) as the

Linesa 1, lm, ma, oh and ba, which conſtitute

the BOund'ers of the Field a I m 0 h.

It may be a young Beginner will take ſome Plea

ſure' to meaſure croſs lome part of the Plott on'

the Paper, as the Distance from nto 0, or from a to

5, with his Scale and Compaſſes, and afterwards

m'eaſuring the ſame Distance on the Ground with

the Chain, he will find them both exactly to

agree, iſ the Plott be truly laid down. Ha.
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Having finiſh'd this Field, I cauſe a Staff to be

ſet up with a Paper thereon in the next, in a conve

nient Place,- ſrom whence I can view all the Angles :,

but iſ ſuch a-Station can't be found, I chuſe the

most convenient *as'-' at o a,"

The Table standing at- 'O r, in the Field
ai'ſſ'l m 0 þ, '. in the lame Poſition as at first,

(which it must do, or the Plott of the next:

Field can't be truly laid down in reſpect .0k

the last) I lay the Index to the Point 9, and

turn it about thereon, till the Hair in the Sights

cuts the Staff Or Mark in' the next 'Field

at e 2, and holding the Index fast in that Pofi

tion, I draw a Line by the Edge thereof, from

e; r, towards 92, in the next Field, and take

care to continue it long enough', then remove

the Table, and place a Staff with a Mark

thereon, in the Hole over which the Center of

the Table was plac'd, and meaſure with the

(Chain the nearest Distance between O r, (in the

Field al m o h,) and e 2 in the next Field,

(drawing the Chain through the Hedge in a

straitLine, and let on the Distance 621, (by the

Help oſthe Scale and Compaſſes) from e 1 to 6 2.

NOW I take away the Staff, and plant the

Center oſ the Table over the Hole, in which

the Staff stood at O 2, and sticking two Pins, or

the Points oſ two ſmall Needles in o 1, and e 2,

apply the Edge Oſ vthe Index thereto, ſo as it

lyes exactly on the_Line O r, Os, and keeping

it in this Polition, turn'the Table about till the

Hair or Thread in the Sights cuts the Staſſ or

iMark in the last Field, and then lcrew the

Table fast that it stir not out of this Pofition,

till I have finiſh'dthe Obſervations in this Field,

(but obſerve to turn that Part oſ the Table

mark'd With O r, towards its Repreſcntative in

the last Field)

-- ' - When
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\

When * the Needle hath ſtttled, and is

at rest, obſerve whether it hangs over the

Flower-de-luce or, lame DiviſiOn in the Box, as

at o r in the vlafl: Field; which it will do ifyou

a have made your Obſervation truly, and the Needle

be good', andv iſ you were to move the Table

to never ſo many. Stations, the Needle will still

point to vthe ſame Diviſronin the Box, which

obſerve 3 becauſe the' removing the Table from

one Station to another is the greatest Difficulty in

thisWay- oſ-'Sltrveyins-. m -_- .*,-Ha,ving taps'd, ;Marks to heſizt up in ſo many vof

z.t_he Anglesin _thisField, as you', can conveniently ſee,

-_from.the.preknt_Statim,as at k, fiſh, g,.lay the Index

to the Point e), and direct the Sights'. to k, i,,h,* ,

>_ drawing Lines lay-the Edgeloſ the Index towar

every. vone oſ them', then' meaſrn'ing the Length of

-_ theleveral Lines O le, O' i, o la, o g,-with the Chain,

'il-Et; the ſeveral Lengths of theſe Lines on the

(reſpeflive Lines; on the Paper (as before directed,)

_ marking the 'Points_,k, i, la, where the Ends of'

, the Lines-fall- ;fiorn a: Lastly, join the Poin'tstk,

3 U, ivb, and lag, with ink Lines, and they conſtitute

fflthekaopndersy-nof ſovmuch Of the preſent Field,

.-_ae-yor1£an conveniently ſte from this Statio'n'; '

z But there is no occaſion to meaſure to the An

. gles. Z- or '_ m with zthe Chain, except that it may

- be. ſome Satisfaction, as aſoreſaid,to ſeethe Lines

'on the Paperzand thoſe on the. GrOundto agree.
J -. -. Obſervingſi, the ,forſimer Directions for rem'o

ving; che Table,._- let it be, plac'd 'in its true

z Ppſition at, (as in this Field :, and dire&.the

Sightsto the Angles f, e, d,- and Land when' the

ſeveral Distances from e 3, to f, e,d and t, are ſet

._on the Paper, the Points g flfezr'e J,_,d_"'c,

., and. w,- withinh Lints,. ſo isltheſi true .Plott_.*pf

\ theſe-'tWo Fields,.a-lſim 0 þ,' and I 'la gþffleld

c 1 o m, laid' down on the 'Faper;_ in ſuch 'Pro

.. a - 9 " - "Portion
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'_portion', as the Scale you made uſe oſ is to the

,_Ch_ai'n. j _

EBut obſervefl'xat 'if the 'Hedge b a, had Been

jjſb thick, that 'from e 2, you could not 'have

_ſeenxthe _Angle al, or other Obstr-uſhon had hin

udestd. your' Sight or 'Meaſi'ring-ther-eto, youmu'st

'ſhave remov'd the Tableto another Station 3 but
ivz'hen you-can:_(as commonly you may) by holding

jafide 'the 'Boughsv 'or other , , fire the Mark, and

, *by drawing the Ohain-throngh'theHedge, mea

zſuxe _the Line from O 3, to the Angled, 2tis-a

Ibet'ter way than to remove the Table, 'for the

Tewer Statian you make, fthe better, and the
"_Wofk will 'bexrſinore truly-laid down, (which re

' member. ,

_ 'It 'would be only repeating the -ſhme thing

jover again, 'to give Directions how vto Jui'- .

' vey _a'hield 'fiom a Station taken _in any Angle

ztheteof; fiom whence the rest may beſeen; as 'if

afflit 'ſhall been _more convenient win the Field

',-a th 0 "5, to 'have planted the Table ;at the

LAngleffl, the 'Sights-musthave been directed from
thence to the 'rest of 'the Anglesſi I, _m, 0, *b, xand

The "Lines meaſured on vthe Ground, from a to

__ I,m,0 _and Þ, whoſe Length" laid down onthe Pa

__p_er 'from.a, would give the ſame Points-I, m, qſh,
.ſia,s*fiſ the Station'had been in 'the Middle of the

Field, and When'the'Bounders are drawn, they

_ijil-be in _the 'ſilmetPofition - as wbeſore. *
" LIFy'ou wOuld 'draw a Meridian,ſi_ on a Nor-th and

"south, Line'through'thc Plott', turn-the Table about,

tillſthe 'Needle 'hangs over ithe P'Flowe'r-deuluce in

,the'Card, and lazſi'ingxthe Index -onj._ſi)me"oſ the

e ual Diviſions on the' ſides oſthe l-anme,-draw

ſzagllineffldkoſEbYthe Edge, whiqh_-:ſhal] --be_ a ine

ifridian "Linea and if you croſs =this-Line\by_ a

_nather at Right*Angles,vthatv*lhall_-ſhew the' East
j'an'ſid *West*Pointsg - '

s E C T.- Iv,
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S E 'C T. IV. .

Diyeþ'fiom cſſing up. the: Ccnftht of an]

iece of Land.

Theznqxt thing that lies before us is the Man

ner offalculating the annt-um of the Superficiesi

encloſed by the Linea on the Paper, asi they re

HW7W,ſhup®ffi in the Field; that is to ſhy,

how many ACſeS, .a{1d.'-.Pacts oſ-ianAcre are conr-T

tain? tabelfflewzz * = - - -

In; orderthexeto, theſeſeveral'Things may. be

PFþffliſedL-Z Fish, TJMCYOZ-Y Magnitude is mar

fizzjablg hy,-ſqme,-Mngnitude,_afithe am Kind 5- as,

a Line by a Lineal Foot, (975. aSuper-ficies by a

SquagflFggg, z He; and -a_,Sa'lid 'byz &Solid "Root, fir.

The &WrfigiaLMeqfiuo maybe'ic'onceived, by.
imagining Fig. 2. to ſibe a Field, as now- divided;

igffiz-LpQ'quflms, everytSqUa're being me. Chain,

having a Chain for its Side: Now if the Fjeld be

just, one Chain breath: the. Number oſ Square

Chains will be equal to the Number oſ Linea!

[in the -L_eegcthzroſz*the Field: But iſ the

Fieldsbe a, 3 , _4,_ 6992.- zChaim broad, the -Number

of Sqtiare Chains will be twicexd'grice, or fOur

ringes fl) zmanyrſqtiaerChains'z ſo> this Field-be

iHB: 10 Maius long, fand lQ-Chains broal," the.

Numbex; > offizuare Chains- in; it are, loo, aviz. to

multiply'd_zby 10, 4 gives IOOZ, or it' it had,

been 40 Chains long, and 5 broad, the Number

of ſquare, Chain's WOuLd be 200. - s

2', II'hattheMmfizrationſof all fiiperficialſFigures,
as Lgnd,j£9*c. depender the. exact Meaſi'ringr otct

certainX regular-'Figukesy as the Parallelogmm,

Triangle,- Go. ſh/thar, if, any Plov of Land- be- not

OIIQ QſflthZ. Figures, will must 'be reduc-'dſſPnt-o

. . . ' * ._ _\ -3 , omo.
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flame or one oſ theſe Forms before it can be

meaſured. ' ' ' ' "

3. A Parallelogram is a quadrilateral Figure, each

of' whoſe: oppoſite. Sides are parallel, and the

Diagonal dividesk'the ſame into two equal Parts,

as the Parallelogram a b c d, Fzg. 5. the oppofite

SidCS'and oppoſite Angles oſ which areequal

between themſelves, and the Diameter or Diago

nalm bilects thev Parallelogram.

.- 4. A Right-lin'd Triangle, is a Figure' compre

hended within three strait Lines. -' * * -* v

We need not here take notice whether a Tri

angle be Right" or Oblique-angled, or by What

Name diſtinguiſh'd, whether an Iſoſceles, Scale

num,- &it. becauſe they are all meaſuredyby one

and ithe' ſameRule. ' = - ' '

'5. A Trap'ezia is an irregular four-fided Figure,

comprehended under -4* unequal Sides and An

Ies." _ -; - . -' - '

3 To this welſhall add theſe two uſeſul Theorems

flallowin'g- ;.. ' - ' -'

-- a -* ' ' Theorem r;" '

r That: Parallel-ograms constituted upon the' ſame

Baſe,-- and -. hetWeerrſ the lame yParallels, are' equal,

Euclid; fib- =1:.14P"0]),*'35. - * '

_ Let a Zz c'd,'. ab cf,'£ be Parallelograms ' con'ſti-=

tuted upon therſame' Baſeb c, and between the

ſame Parallels,- azf,>7 and'bc, then the Parallelo

gramf 'a þ ed, (is equal to the Parallelogram
eþctſſ- bffdi Aſſ." - 'iiclFor becauſe abr d* 'is a Parallelogram, a d

is equal itjo' be, and 'for the ſame Reaſon ef

is equal. to .b r, wherefore' ad ſhall be equal

to-e ſ, but 'aſ e is; common, therefore ae is

equal- tozd but a b is equal to dc, wherefore

e. want, zt-he tWo-Sidestof, the Triangle. a be

are equal to the two Sides f d, d t, each to eachci

an

r

\
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and the Angle f d a, equal to the Angle e ab;

the outward one to the inward one, there

fore the Baſe e þ is equal to the Baſe f c, and

the Triangle e a b, to the Triangle f d a.

Iſ the common Triangle d g e be taken from

both, there will remain the Trapezia a b g d, equal

to the Trapezia f o g e, and iſ the Triangle gb r,

which is common, be added, the Parallelogram

a a r a', will be equal to the Parallelogram ebcf,

which was to be demonstrated. I/ide Fzg. 4.

Hearem 2.

Iſ a Parallelogram and a Triangle have the

lame Baſe, and are between the ſame Paral

lels, the Parallelogram will be double to the

Triangle, Eudid. Lib. 1. Prop. 41.

Let the Parallelogram a 12 c d, Fig. 5. and the

Triangle e be, have the ſame Baſe, and between the

lame Parallels be, ae, then the Parallelogram

a had, is double the Triangle eke.

For join a t', then the Triangle ab; is equal

to the Triangle eb a, for they are both consti

tuted upon the ſame Baſe be, and between the

lame Parallels 5 a, a-e, but the Parallelogram

a b c d, is dOuble the Triangle a b a, ſince the

Diameter a c biſects it, wherefore likewiſe

it ſhall be dOuble to the Triangle e b c, which

was to be demonstrated. ſ/ide Fig. 5. '

By the last Theorem, a Parallelogram having the

ſame Baſe with a Triangle, and lying between

the ſame Parallels, is double to the Triangle;

therefore ifthe Baſe oſ a Triangle be of the ſame

Length with one fide of a Parallelogram, and the

Perpendicular of the ſame Height, as the other

fide oſ the Parallelogram, thoſe Triangles are

equal but to half that Parallelogram. I/'ide

Fz' . 6.
g C If'
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Iſ a Weight (as a Bullet) was ſuſpended at

e, Fig. 6. and from thence let fall on the oppo

fite Line þ d, it wou'd deſcribe the Perpendi

cular Line e f, then a Perpendicular is the near

est Distance, or ſhortest Line that can pofilbly

be draWn from any Angle to its oppoſite Side.

And here' it may be convenient to inſert the

Manner of raiſing or letting fall a Line perpen

dicular to another.

"Let a Perpendicular be raiſed on the Line

d e, from the Point r, Fig. 7. Open the Com

paſſes to a convenient Distance, and mark out

the two Points a and 5, then opening them

ibmething wider, you may by fitting one Foot

in a and b, ſeverally deſcribe the two Arches

cutting one another at the Point f, from which

draw the Perpendicular f 6', to c, alſo the Line

f t, continued, will croſs the Line d e, at Right

Angles.

Let a Perpendicular be raiſed fiom the End

of the Line a b, at b, Fig. 8. Open the Com

paſſes to an ordinary Extent, and ſetting one

Foot in the Point 5, let the other fall at Ad

venture, as at o, then without altering the Ex

tent oſ the Compaſſes, ſet one Foot in the

Point O, and with the other, croſls the Line

a þ, at d, and deſcribe the obſcure Arch d a',

then lay the Ruler to d and e, and draw the

obſcure Line a' e e, through the Arch. Lastly,

apply the Ruler to the Point oſ Interſection at

f, and to the Point at the End of the Line

a þ, and draw the Perpendicular c b. '

_' Let a Perpendicular be let fall fi*om the Point

r, upon the Line a a: Set one Foot oſ _ the

Compaſſes in the given Point t, and with the

other, deſcribe ſuch an Arch oſ a Circle, as

will' croſs the given Line a þ, in two Points,

._.t=zz. al, f, then' biſect the Distance between the

' two
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two Points a' and f, as at e, and draw the Per-r

pendicular c e. -

This is no more but the First Problem re-'

verſed: Alſo a Perpendicular may be let fall

nigh the End of a Line by the Second.

Note, Thoſe Problems touching Perpendiculars,

aim at no greater Matter, than may be per

formed in a mechanical Way, by the help of

a ſmall Square, exactly made as a Square Pro

tractor, or for want thereof, a Scale in a Caie oſ

Instruments, that hath a Right Angle, and true

Sides, or the Square therein, in the Form oſ a

Carpenter's, Uſ. for iſ you apply one Leg of

ſuch a Square to any Line, ſo as the Angle of

the Square may touch the End of the ſaid Line,

or any other Point where the Perpendicular is to

be raiſed, you may by the other Leg, draw the

Perpendicular. In like manner may you let fall

a Perpendicular from a Point affigned, by ap

plying one Leg oſ the Square to the Line, ſo as

the other may touch at the ſame Line the

aſſigned Point, whence you may draw the Per

pendicular by that Leg that touches the Point.

If the Angle oſ the Square, be a little' Blunt

by Wearing, you must allow for it when you ap

ply it to the Point in a Line, and when you

are drawing a Perpendicular, you must stop before

you reach the given Line, and then by applying

the Leg of' y0ur Square, to that Part oſ the

Perpendicular already drawn, ſi) as that Part of

the Leg may paſs clearly over the Line, you

may draw the Perpendicular as exactly, as if

the Angle had been true. The like Courſe is to

be taken, when a Line is to be croſſed by ano

ther drawn quite through it at Right Angles.

6. Every Figure encloſed with 3 Right-lines is a'

Triangle, and in the Menſuration thereof, only the
ctLength of the Baſe, and Height oſ the Perpen

* ' C 2 dicular
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dicular is confiderable, and any of the Lines may

be' made the B'aIe, though commonly the longest

is, and a Line let fall from the oppoſite Angle'

upon, or made to touch the Baſle in the neareſt

Point, is the Perpendicular, and you are nor con'

fin'd to any Angle, but may let fall the Perpen

dicular from What Angle youv pleaſe, taking the

Line on which it falls for the Baſe.

7. The Area or COntent of the two Primitive *

Right-Lin'd Figures, the Square or Parallelo

ram and Triangle' is found by multiplying the

Length of the Square or ParalleIOgram by its

Breadth, and the Baie of the Triangle' by' half

the Perpendicular, or the whole Perpendicular

by half the Baſe, or the Whole Baſe by the' whole

Perpendicular, then the' half of that last Product,

is the Content of the Triangle.

And here it may bex Worth obſerving,

that the Multiplier in any of the Multipli

cations made uſe of intaſiing up any Menfurati

on, is an abſtract Number, as well as in all other

Multiplications whatſoever, which may prevent

the falſh'ConlEquences uſually drawn from multi

plying Feet, (575. by1 Feet, (21in that of multi

plying by- a contract Number (as half a Crown

by half a Crown) which is contrary to the Na

ture of Multiplication, whoſe Operations are on'

ly compendious Additions, either of the Multi

plicands, or ibme Part of it continually to its ſelf

or its Part.

8. The Parallelogram or square, being the origi

nal Figure from which are deduced all Compu'

tations, that relate to the caſting up the Con

tent of a Superficies, a Line drawn from any

Angle therein to its oppoſite Angle, may be di

vided into two Triangles (which dividing Line is

called the Diagonal, as aforelaid) both of

Lwhich Triangles taken together, are equal to

- the
l
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the Square or Parallelogram, and one oſ them e:

qual to half oſ it, and any manner of'Figure that

hath ſour Sides, whether equal or parallel, or nei

ther, let it be called a Trapezia-Rhombus, Eft.

is capable oſ being divided and cast up in the ſame

manner.

9. Then any irregular Figure, let it conſist ofne

ver ſo many Sides, may be divided by ſuch Diagn

nals into a Number of Triangles, He. which r:

parately cast up and added together, their Sum

is the Content oſ the whole Figure.

ro. And almost all Fields to bemet within Sur

veying, being bounded with a Number of unequal

Lines, we first take the Plott thereof by ſome In

strument, and-lay it down on Paper, and by draw,

ing Diagonal Lines thrOugh it, reduce it into

Triangle-25, &or. Via'e Fig. 10.

1 1. And theſe Triangles or Squares,being meaſur

ed by the Chain of loo Links, when cast up,

their Content is given in the lowest Denomina

tion, (12in ſquare Links, as in Figure 10 -:

r o Chains multiplied by to Chains, gives IOO ſquare

Chains -, or, which is all one, looo Links by rooo

Links, gives Loooooo ſquare Links in the lowest '

Denomination, only making the Links to poſſeſſ

two Plates oſFigures after the Chains, as 6 Chains

54 Links must be written 654, without any Point

oſ Separation between them, and i'o Chains must

be written ic.oo.

1 2. In one ſquare Chain, there are 10000 ſquare

Links, 'and ro'oooo ſquare Links in an Acrez,

the Chain therefore is divided into loo Parts or

'Lengths (ſuch as a Link is made' to-be) on pur

poſe, that all Operations may be made in _a de

tuple Manner, and to ſave the trouble oſDiwfion;
FOF as the Acre is limittcted by Statute, this Num

ber 'ooooo is the Diviſor in the lowest Denomi

nation (me ) Links. so if a h'ield contains

r C z ' tas-is. 2!
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1654321 ſquare Links, we need not to find the

Number of Acres therein divide it by Iooooo,

the ſquare Links in one Acre z but according to

the old Rule, when a Diviſor confisted of 1 and

Cyphers, cut off from the Right-hand, ſo many

Places of Figures of the Dividend, as the Divi

Fbr hath Cyphers, accounting them the Remain

der; ſo ſhall the rest on the left Side be the

Quotientz ſo the five last Figures cut off from

the Right, there are 16 Acres for the Aotient,

the remainder Parts of an Acre. Then by the

known Rules in Decimal Arithmetick (viz.) mul

tiplying Decimal Fractions by known Parts in the

next inferior Denomination, gives thoſe known

Parts in Integersz due regard being had to the

Separation. So 54321, multiplied by 4, the

Roods in an Acre, produces 217284, from which

Produfl: cutting off 5 Places oſ Figures towards

the Right, leaves 2 Roods on the left', and that

Remainder ſo cut off, being multiplied by 40,

produces 6913603 and from this last Product, ſe

arating 5-Places by aPoint, gives 6 Poles on the

Lest, and the Remainder 733323 Parts ofa Pole.

From what hath been ſaid, the general Rule

for caſting up the Content of a Piece of Land

may be given. *

General Rule.

Set down the Number of Chains and Links in

the Order of Multiplication, making the Links

poſſeſs two Places after the Chains; and from

the Product cut off by a ſeparating Point 5 Fi

gures to the Right-hand, ſo ſhall thoſe on the Left

be Acres: Then multiply the five Figures ſo

cutoff by 4, (the Roods in an Acre) ſeparating

five Places alſo from that Product towards the

' * Right
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Right Hand; then the Figures on the left of'

the ſeparating Point are Roods.

Lastly, Multiply this lafl: Remainder by 40; '

(the Poles in a Rood) and ſeparate five Places to

the Right from that Product, and the Figures on

the Left ſhew the Number ofPoles. <

So in Fig. Io. the Field a I m 0 b being divi-'

ded into the Triangle I m 0, Whoſe Bafe is

660, and the Perpendicular let fall from the

Angle m, on the Baſe Line 1 o, is 252.

Therefore half 660, multiplied by whole 252 5

or whole 660 by half 252; or whole 660, by

whole 25 2, then the half of this last Product is the

true Content. Uſe any of theſe Methods,

the Content of the Triangle I m 0 will be 83160,

The Diagonal Line l'b divides the Trapezia

l 0 b a into two Triangles, I a b and I [2 a,which

might be ſeparately cast up as the Triangle I ma,

but the quicker Way is, to add the two Perpen

diculars 0 z and a x' together, and by that Sum

multiply the Line l 5, which is a common Baſe

to both Triangles, and halve the half Product for

the true Content of the Trapezial. See the ſole

lowing Work; ' '

XC 4 Baſe
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Bale 660--I 0 Perp. 290 a x

Perpn. 5 '2--my Perp. 272--0 z

1320 562 Sum

3300 Baſit 800--l b

13 zo -

.--*- 449600

1663 20

1 663 20
449600 } Product

.__._-_

- _ 615920 double Content.

Acresh- 3.0796o true Content.

4

Roods- -3184o

. , 40
 

Poles --- 12.73600

Acres Roods Poles Parts

3 : o : 12 : lie?

of' a Pole.

The Baſe I 0 multiplied by the Perpendicular

my, produces 1662 20, which is double the Con

tent of the Triangle I m 0 in ſquare Links. Alſo

the Perpendicular a x, added to the Perpendi

cular 0 z, makes the Sum of both 562, which

multiplied by 800, the common Baſe to both

Perpendiculars, produces 449600, which is dou

ble the Content of the Trapezia I o-Im in ſquare

Links. ' .

Therefore (for avoiding Fractions) the double

Content oſ the Triangle lm o 1663 20, added to

the double Content of the Trapezia I o b a,

' : '- -- - - -' 449600
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449600 gives 615920 the double Content of the

Field a] m 0 12 in ſquare Links, the half of which

(ruiz.) 307960 is the true Content of the Field

a Z ma þ in ſquare Links, which reduced into

Acres, fir. as before directed, gives 3Acres, 12

Poles, and a little above half a Pole, for the

true Content of the Field a I m a b 5 but the

Parts of a Pole are ſeldom regarded.

In the ſame manner the Field þ c [I efg bi k I

ma, Fz'g. ro. being divided into Trapezias and

Triangles, add both the Perpendiculars of each

Trapezia together, and by that Sum multiply the

Diagonal or Baſe: Alſo multiply the Baſe ot

each Triangle by the Perpendicular, and ſet the

Product oſ each Trapezia and Triangle in an or

derly manner, one under another, and add them

all together into one Sum, the half of which Sum

is the Content of the Field in ſquare Links,

which reduce into Acres, He. as aſoreſaid.

But remember to meaſure the Baſes and Per

pendiculars by the filme Scale that the Plott was

laid down by, and contrive to reduce the Field

into as large Trapezias and Triangles as poſſible,

for the fewer you make, the exacter will the Work

be cast upz, and draw the Bark-lines neat and

ſmall, and exactly from Angle to Angle, and let

the Ferpendiculars just touch the Line, but not

paſs over it, at the nearest Distance from the

Angle that may be', and for this End a good

Pair of Compaſſes, and a Diagonal Scale are must

proper, and the larger Scale you uſe the better,
iſ the Compaſs of thePlott willſiadmit thereof?

\

SECT.
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SECT. V.

Shewing how to make the Plott of any Field

or Enclofure, on the Paper on the Plain Tai

hle, hy going round the ſame, and taking Off

ſet: to the Bounderr, &c.

Let Fig. 1 r. repreſent a Field to be plotted by

the Plain Table.

Now the former Method of planting the Ta

ble at one Station or more, in the middle of the

Field, and meaſiiring from thence the Distance

to every Angle, is eafiest for a Beginner, but is

not convenient in many Caſesz becauſe he may

be hindred by Firze, Water, &it. from meaſuring

the Lines to all the Angles -, and in many Fields

where the. Fences are as irregular as the Side

a e in this Field, he will be obliged to mea

ſure a great Number of ſuch Lines.
ſi'Tis therefore best to plant the Instrument at

the most remarkable Angles, and meaſiire round

the Field, for by this Method, all Sorts ofLand

may be meaſured (ſo the Plan be not too large

for one Sheet of Paper,) either within or withv

out the Plott, as Convenience ſhall determine.

Note, This Mark 9, always represtmts a Station,

. . . . . . a Prick Line repreſents the Station Lin

and a Black Line the Bounder. ' '

First ſet up a Mark at a, and draw a Line on
the Table, to repreſent a h, in ſithe Field, then

meaſure the Distance to the Hedge from O 20 Links,

which ſet ſtom O tof, alſo meaſure the Distance from

O a, to e h, 840 Links, which ſet on the Line a h. _

But instead of ufing a Scale_and Compaſſes,

you may flat on the Distance by the Plotting

Scale only, ſuch as aforementioned, whoſe Edge is

' cham
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champered, and the Numbers, and Divifions ſet

cloſe thereto; (being much readier than Com

paflES, and generally uſed by the best Surveyors)

each Divifion repreſenting a Chain, being num

bred 1, 2, 3, He. and each oſ thoſe Divifions

being again ſub-divided into ten Parts, one oſ

which ten Parts repreſents ten Links.

Therefore lay the Edge of this Plotting Scale

cloſe to the Line a þ, the Beginning oſ the

Numbers coinciding with a, and encreafing to

wards 5, and becauſe the Length oſthe Lineab,is

' 840, make a Mark witha Needle or protracting

Pin against 840, cloſe to the Edge of the Scale.

But iſ the Number had been 845, &a. you

must gueſs at the odd Links, which you may

do by a Scale oſ i oſ an Inch within 2 in an

Hundred, and not mistake, but with a larger

Scale much nearer. v

Having drawn the Line a b, place the Table

at b, and lay the Edge oſ the Index cloſe to,

the Line ab, and turn the' Table about till

you ſee the Mark at a, and there strew it fast',

then turn the Line the Index about on 5, till you ſee

a mark at t', and draw þ r, with the Point of the

Compaſſes, or a Black-lead Pencilz, alſo direct the

Sights to the Barn, and draw the Obſcure Line b z,

not regarding its Length, ſo it be long enough.

' When the Needle hath ſettled, take notice

what Diviſion in the Box it points to, for to

that Divifion it will point at every Station

through the Plott, iſ your Work be true, and

the Needle good, as aforeſaid -, but becauſe 'tis

not convenient to trust to the Needle when

We can do without it, I ſhall here lay down

a ſurer way to correct an Error, before 'tis

Zp/mrlxciunicated ' to the following Part oſ the

or . * -

In
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In the next place, Meaſure the Distance from

9 b, to the Hedge 17 Links, which let from e

to g, and draw the Bounder f g, alſo meaſure

the Distance from e to la, which ſet on the Pa

per fiom O to la, and continue the Bounder fg,

in a Strait Line, as you ſee it in the Field.

Remove the Table from b, and ſet up a Staff

with Paper thereon in the Hole, over which

the Center of the Table stood, as by former Di

rections, and meaſure from b, towards c, with

the Chain, but when you come over against the

Bend in the Hedge at i, meaſure the Distance

fiom the Chain Line b c, to that Bend 7 Links,

which fit from the Chain Line be, to z', and

draw the Bounder i ly, through b, till it cuts

the Bounder f g, constituting that Corner of

the Field.

Meaſure on to a', 620 Links, which 'flat from

5 to cz now the Reaſun why we made the

Station 5, ſo far from the Corner, is to avoid

Planting the Instrument too often, for if we had

continued the Station Line a þ, into the Corner,

we must have made another Station at i, other

wiſe we could not ſee to the Angle at c, for

the fewer Stations we make, the exacter will be

the Work, as aforeſirid. _

Now in order to examine the Length of b o,

and alſo its Pofition in reſpect of a þ, do thus:

Plant the Instrument at c, and lay the Index on

the Line 5 c, and by turning the Instrument a

bout, diret't the Sights to þ, and there ſhrew it

fast, then turn about the Index on the Point c,

towards the Mark at the Angle a, in the Field,

and if the Edge does not cut the Point a, in the

Table, the Line b a, is falſe, either in Poſition

or Length, and therefore must be corrected be

iore you proceed. '

' ' The

AVi
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_, The Line h e, being truly laid down, and the

Table standing at e, in the ſame Poſition, lay the

Index to the Point e, and turn it about thereon,

till the Hair in the Sights cuts the Mark at d,

and draw the Line e al, alſo direct: the Sights to

the Middle of the Barn, the Index being turn

ed about on the ſame Point e, and draw the Ob

ſcure Line e x, crofling the other Obſcure Line

h z, ſo ſhall the Point of Interſection determine

the Situation of the Barn in the Middle of the

Field, which you' may prove by meaſuring

on the Ground thereto, from any Part of the

Field.

Next meaſilre the Distance from the 9 at e,

to the Hedge 6 Links, which flat from 9 to k,

and draw the Bounder i le, continuing the Line

through k, alſo meaſiire the Distance to the other

Hedge e zI, fromO e, r; Links, which ſet offto L

Remove the Table from e, and place a Mark:

there, and meaſure the Distance from e to a',

481 Links, which Distance ſet on the Line ed,

then plant the Table at al, and lay the Index on

ed, and turn the Table about till you (be a Mark

at e, and then ſcreW the Instrument na.

Next, Examine the Length and Pofition of e d,

in reſpect of h e, as' before directed, then turn

ing the Index about on a', direct the Sights to e,

and draw the Line d e, and ſet off the Distance

from O a', to the Hodge at m lo Links, and fi'om

m, draw the Bounding Line ml, continuing it

streight through l, till it croſſes z' h, as you ſee

it to do it in the Field.

Leave a Mark at d, and plant the Table at.

e, having first meaſilred the Length of d e, '364.

Links, and ſet it on its proper Line from zl to e,

on which Line a' e, lay the Index, and turning

the Table about till you stre the Mark at eſ,

there ſcrew it fast, and having proved the line

I

l
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aſ e, to be truly laid down in reſpect of c d, turn

. the Index about on e, till you ſee the Mark at

a, and draw the Line e a, which will cut through

the Point at a, alſo direct the Sights to the Angle

p, and draw e p,_and to g, drawing O 3, on the Paper.

Then mcaiiire with the Chain the Distances

ep, and oq, fitting thoſe Distances on their

proper Lines, and draw the Bounders p o, and qp.

Now meaſure on the Line e a, and when you

come against the Bend in the Hedge at r, mea

ſure the Distance from the Chain Line ea, to

that Bend 8 Links, which ſiet on the Paper to

. r, and draw the Bounder g r.

In the ſame manner meaſuring on the Line e a,

fist offthe Distances from the Chain Line to the An

gles in the Bounder s and t, and draw the Bounders

rſ, ſt andt f, which croſſes the Line gflnearf,

and when you have meaſured the Line e a, on

the Ground, you will find it oſ the ſame Length

as that before drawn on the Paper.

_ If the Distance from the Station to the Bends

inthe Hedge be great, 'tis the ſafest way to plant

the Center of the Table over the Station Line',

as at w, and laying the Index on the Line

e a, direct the Sights to e, 'or a, by turning the

Table about, and in that Poſition ſcrew it faſt;

then direct the Sights to the Bends in the

Hedge as, to ſ, or t, drawing Lines towards

them, and ſetting off the Distances in the ſame

manner as is done from O e.

In order to examine the Lengths and Pofitions

of each Line before you proceed on the next,

if you don7t think it convenient to leave Marks

at all the Stations round the Field, if you turn

about the Index on the Point, repreſenting the

preſent Station, till you ſee any one of the Marks

before laid down, and it' the Edge of the Index

cuts that Point on the Paper, your Work is

* right',
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right; ſo y0u might have left a Mark at the

First Station a, and by that prove the Lengths

and Poſitions of all the other Lines, as well as

by the last but one you pafled by.

But if you could not ſee the Mark at a, at

all the other Stations, you may make uſe of anv

other Mark, as ſome Part of the Barnz or you

may ſet up a Mark in ſome convenient Place,

from whence you can ſee all the Angles.

But if the Mark you last us'd, is at too great

a Distance from you, or lyes almost in a Strait

Line with that you last laid down, then uſe

ſome other Mark in its Stead, whoſe Poſition you

have before found at one of the foregoing Sta

tions.

_ Or instead of a Mark thus ſitt up, you may'

uſe any remarkable Tree, Steeple, Cape. that is

not at too great a Distance from you, whether it

'be in the Land y0u are then Surveying or not.

[Jaw to Meastzre an immeffiþle Dzstamc.

Lastly, In the ſame manner as you found the

Pofition of the Barn in the middle of the Field,

Fig. 11. you may meaſure any other inaeeeffible

Distance; ſo if the Barn was 'ſo ſituated that

you could not come nearer thereto, by reaſon of

Water, or other Impediments, than the Line be,

yet you would know its Distance from b, or 6.

-The Instrument planted at þ, and the Sights

directed to a Mark at r, and alſo to the Barn,

and the Lines b z, and þ c, draWn on the Pa

per as before directed, and the Instrument re

moved from b, and planted at r, and the Sights

directed to a Mark left at þ, and alſo to the

Barn, and the Line cx', alſo drawn on the Paper,

cutting the other Line I) z, then ſhall the Point

- of
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of Interlection determine the Distance of the

Barn from h or e, whichyou may find by mea

ſuring from'q 'or e, or any other Part of the

Line he, by the ſame Scale with which you

laid down the Line I/ e.

But 7tis convenient to make the Stations h and

e, at ſuch a Distance from one another, that the

Angle at the Point of Interlection may not be

too ACute, lest you be not able to distinguiſh

nicely the Point oſ Interſection.

If Fzg. 11. was a Wood, ſo that you could

not meaſure the Station Lines within, you may

as well make them on the Outſide, for the Plott

will be the ſame, only the ſmall Pieces of Ground

between the Station Lines, and Bounders, are

excluded by the Bounders from being any Part

of the Plott. Particular Directions in this Caſe

are needleſs; ſee the Figure.

When you are about to meaſure a Plott of

Land, and in doubt whether it will lye on one

Sheet of Paper, you may place a Line or two

croſſe the Plott, as you walk about to chooſe

the most convenient Stations (reckoning ſo ma

ny Steps to a Chain, as you find by Experience

carries you a Chain's Length) and thereby gueſs

what Scale to make uſe of.

Alſo 'tis convenient to make a particular Re

mark at the First Station in each Field, that

you may readily find it when you come round to

it again, in order to cloſe the Plott.

Alſo as ſoon as you have drawn the Plott ot

a Field, 'tis neceſſary to write the Name ſome

where in the middle thereof?

There is another Way of Plotting a Field by

the Plain Table(though ſcarce fit for Practice) by

meaſiiring one Line only, which in ſhort is this:

Plant<the Table at a, Fig. rz. and direct the

Sights
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Sights to the ſeveral Angles round the Field,

keeping the Index cloſe to the Point a, and by

the Edge thereoſ draw a Line towards every

Angle, then place a Staff at a, and plant the Ta

ble at the other Station I', meaſuring the Diſ

tance between the two Stations, which Distance

fit on the Line a þ, lay the Index on the Line

b a, and turn the Table about till you flee the

Mark at a, and fix there the Instrument.

Then lay the Index to the Point b, and turn

it about thereon, directing the Sights to the ſch

ral Angles r0und the Field as before at a, and

towards every one of them draw a Line, which

will, interſect the Lines before drawn at a, ſi) ſhall

the 'Points oſ Interſcction determine the Place of

all the Angles round the Field, and Lines drawn

from Point to Point ſhall give the Bounders of

that Field.

But if you be not very exact and curious in

drawing the Lines, and alſo, iſ the Stations are

not contrived in ſuch manner as may prevent the

Lines Interiecting one another at very acute' An

gles you may commit groſs Mistakes. .

And here it may be obſerved in' this as well as

any other Caſe ofthe like Nature, that all Things '

that are to be determined _by the '_Interlcction of

Right Lines are best determined .when thoſe

Lines Intcrſect each other nearest Right Angles.

Therefore when Triangles laid down by the

Length of their Sides interſecting. one another

with acute Angles, the Point determining where

thoſe Lines interſect, is not ſo well determined

as it ought to be. '

ſiCHAE
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'CHABIL

shewing haw to Surmy any Tiece

of Land, 'by the Tbtodolife or'

Circumflrmtor, and to Protmct

the ſame.

SECT. I.

ſi H E Plain- Table is very ustzful ſin'

; ._ mldflg the Ground Plott of Buildings,

' 1 and meaſuring Gardens, or ſmall En

cloſur'es (where the ſhortneſs of Lines,

. and Multiplicity oſ Angles would be

a'ptto breed Confufion. in Protracting,) but by

no' means fit for fiirveying large Tracts of Land,
becauſe the least Moisture, or Damſipneſs in the

._'Air, makes the Paper not only ſink, but run up

When dry'd again, and thereby the Lines drawn

thereon are diſorder'd, making the 'Content leſs.

than it ſhould be; and in the least Rain or Mist,

the Instrument becomes altogether uſeleſs 5 alſo,

when the Plott proves larger than will lye on

one Sheet of Paper, there must' more be pieced

thereto with Glue or Paste, which wetting only

ſome Parts of the Paper, is liable to the afore

IDEQEYFniencies, neither can ſeveral Sheets of
,_ U __ _ _ . . Paper
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Paper be joyn'd together after the Plott is drawn

thereon, ſo as to meet exactly, and lye ſo flat as

it ought to do 5 and if to theſe Inconveniences be

added the tediouſheſs of compleating the whole

\ Plott in the Field, when a Surve or has hisAffistants about him, that alone might gle Objection

enough to induce any Perſon to make ufi: of

fitter Instruments. \

Here follow: the Defcription and Uſe: of a

New Theodolite, being the mofl ahſolute

ZI/Zr-Zment yet invented for Surveying

an .

If we be not very exact and curious in mea

ſuring the Angles in the Field, the Plott on the

Papen can never be truly laid down', and if the

Instrument with which we meaſure theſe Angles

be not well fram'd vand divided, all the care we

can take in making the Obſervations in the Field

will be to little purpoſe; therefore, I thought it

might not be impro er first of all, to give a ge

neral Destription 0 a new Theodolite, which

hath met with a general Applauſe'from-ali Ma

thematicians that have ſeen it, and far exceeds

any other Instrument that hath yet been in

vented. - _ _

For the Ball and Socket is ſo contriv'd, that

the whole Instrument may be ſet as truly Hori

ZOntal, as by the help of an Rack, and with'

leſs than a tenth Part of the rouble 'and Time,

and this in meaſuring every Angle is abſolutel'y

necefiery z for Instance, ſuppoſe we were to mea

ſure an Angle On the fide of an _Hill, by one of

the Theodolites as commonly made, and had ſat

the Instrument as near a level aszwe could by

the Eye, and then proceeded to' make fain-Ob

* D z ' strvation',
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lervationz if then the Limb be out of the Hori

zon, ſuppoſe but two Degrees; (and it can ſcarce

be flat nearer if ſo near, for'the, Ground being

on a Declivity will deceive us) the Angle thus

meaſured will be conſiderably falſe 5' ' for the

Instrument thus planted on the fide oſ the Hill,

let the Telleſcope be directed to the first Obj'ect,

and that part of the Limb next your Eye fixed two

Degrees out ofthe Horizon, and then let the Telleſ

cope or Sights be turn'd round to the other Object,

' and elevated thereto, ſuppoſe ten Degrees; then

the Index will cut on the Limb, the Number

expreſiing the Angle, ſuppoſe ninety Degrees;

now this Angle of ninety Degrees' is meaſured

above twenty one Minutes falſe, and if the Lines

that form the Angle, happen to be long, this

Error will be very conſiderable in regard of the

true Content of that Piece of Land, and the

Plott can never be expected to cloſe, if the An

.gles be thus meaſirred; but in 'the uſe of this

Theodolite, this Inconvenience is remedied, the

_Instrument being ſo eaſily flat exactly Horizontal.

There is a (Liadrant nearly, the Radius of

the Instrument ſo fix'd over the Center, as to

.move exactly in a vertical Circle, within which

is a Spirit level, and over that the Teleſcope

-fix'd thereto, ſo contriv'd that when the Bubble

rests in the middle of 'the Spirit-tube, the Ho

.rizontal Hair in the Telefbope will cut an' ex

act Level, and by its Motion in ' a vertical Cir

ccle, whatever ObjeE'c this: Hair cuts above or be

low, the trueLevel, its Elevation or Depreffion

iwill appear by the ſaid andrant divided and

. grav'd for that Purpoſirzthere is alſo in the Te

'Jeſcope a vertical Hair to be us'd in the meaſur

_ing HoriZOntal'Angles, ſo that both the Hori

=zontal and vertical Angles are obſerv,d at the ſame

.time,,-;which isextream Uſefulin laying down

- ' * " the..
guu
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the Plotts when the Hynothenuſal are to be re

duc'd to horizontal Lines. '

This Instrument is well contriv'd for working

with the Needle only; for as ſoon as the In

strument is ſet steady on the Ground; the Needle

will lye in the direction of the magnetick Meri

dian, and there be at rest, and then the Point in

the Box mark'd with 360, may be br0ught to

the north End of the Needle, and there fix'd

without stirring the Needle, alſo the Index and

Teleſcope may be mov'd round to any Object in

the ſameManner', for the Head of the-Staff is

made of Braſs, and not liable to ſhake as the

. wooden ones are, which contributes much to the

true meaſuring of an Angle, and the Index is

mov'd round a conical Center, touching the Limb

in three Places at 120. Degrees Distance, and iſ

by much wearing it ſhould ſhake, that is instantly

help'd by a Screw for that Purpoſe', for if the

Index grows looſe and ſhakes, it will not cut the
Minutes on the Limb to any Exactneſs. ſi

The Pin, on which the Needle hangs, is made

of' temper'd Steel turn'd and poliſh'd in the

Lath, and may be taken out and put in at Plea

ſure, and is not ſcrcw'd to the Box, but remains

fix'd always in the ſame Poſition, whilst the Box,

'Index, and Teleſcope are mov'd round it, and the

Teleſcope fix'd to an Object withOut st'rring the

Needle, ſo that an Obſizrvation may be made both

'by the Limb and Needle at the ſame Instant.

And when the Teleſcope is directed to an Ob

'ject, the whole Instrument is fix'd there in ſo

firm a Manner, with finall Power, that the Mo

tion of the Index when the Teleſcope is directed

to the next, ſhall not move the Limb from the

Poſition in which it was first' fix'd', which in

other Theodolites is very difficult to be done.

, . . D 3 The;
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The whole Instmment is made very portable,

and the Uſies thereof plain and ſimple 3 one Te

leſcope being apply'd to all the Operations, nei

ther is any thing to be added or taken from it

when we make ule thereof.

Being thus provided with agood Theodolite;

awe now 'proceed to ſhew the Manner of uſing it

in meaſhr'mg,Land.

The most material Things to be done in the

Field are two; Firſt, to meaſure the Ltmguh of

the Lines; and Secondly, the ſhmfity of the

Angles.

The manner of meaſuring in the Field

is already laid down; we now proceed to the

Angles.,

S E C T. i II. '

The Deſcription an Angle.

'An Angle is the mecting of the two Lines in

a Point -, provided the two Lines ſo meeting

don't make one flrait Line, as the Lines a, a,

and x, o, Fig. 12. meeting together in the Point

o, form the Angle a, a, x.

Angles are meaſured by the Arch of a Circle

deſcrib'd from the angular Point as a Center; ſo

the Angle a, 0, w, is mealixr'd by the Arch of

the Circle, Fz'g. 13. deſcrib'd from the angular

Point 0: The Arch of this Circle that mea

ſi1res the Angle a, 0, x, being intercepted be

tween the Lines a, 0, and x o.

An Angle is ſaid to be equal to, greateror leſs

than another, according as the Arch which mea

ſures it contains as many more, or ſewerof the

equal Parts into which the Circle is fiippos'd to be

divided.

The
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The Circle is divided into 360 Parts or De

grees, and each Degree into 60 other Parts call'd

Minutes; or ſuppos'd to be lb divided, ſo that

any Portion of the Circumference is expreſſed by

the Number of Degrees and Minutes it contains.
'Tis no matter whether the Circle' be vgreat or

ſmall, for each vis ſuppos'd to' contain gco Ile

grees (except that the Minutes 'are better citi
mated on a great Circle than cta finall.)

- The Line 0 I), is the vRadius of the Circle,

Big. 13. z, d, is the Diameter, and paſſes through

the Center o, dividing the Circle into two equal

Parts; the Line 2 e, is theZChord of 60 De

grees ' joinng the Extremities of the ' Arch z e.

' Z o b, is a Right angled Triangle, z a the

Baſe, o h the Perpendicular, and I: z the Hype

thenuial. Then the Angle z o I', contains 90

Degrees, which is the Meaſure of a right Angle;

Aſ 0 x, is an acute Angle, containing leſs than

90 Degrees. _

A o y, is an Obtuie Angle containing more

'than 90 Degrees, '

T'Tis no matter of vwhat Length the Lines of

an Angle be-7 'tisztheir meeting one another in a
ſſfPoint that forms the Angle, for the Angle z ab,

contains 90 Degrees, and a 0 e, contains 90 De'

;grees zalſo.

' Let the Circle Fig. 13.. repreſerzt the Limb of

the Theodolite, and let the Index be brought to

the beginning of. the Numbers at a, then the

'Teleſcope which moves therewith, will be ſet

-'in the Direction v'of 0 a: Now move the Te

Jeſcope till it be in the Direction of 0 x,-ſo ſhall

the Index on the Limb the .Numbei' of

Degrees of .the Angle a ox. X

.Let x 0, and 0 y, repreſent two Station Lines

in the Field, then the Center of the Theodolite

.being planted over the angular Point 0 ,
' . i- r .K' '4 - D 4 * I .,r

\
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let the Teleſcope be directted to x, (the Index

being brought to the beginning of' the Numbers

on the Limb at a) and the Instrument fix'd there:

Now move the Teleſcope till you . ſee y, ſo ſhall

the Index ſhew the (Axality loſ an Angle x, 0, y, .

on the Limb, 119 Degrees. ' ' : - -

In working with the Theoddlite we only mea

ſure the Length oſ the Lines, and Qiantity of

the Angles in the Field, which we note in a

Field-Book for that Purpoſe; and. by theſe Di

rections we may draw the exact Plan of the Land,

which is call'd Protracting. , ,- t

Provide a Field-Book rul'd with -three Co

lumns, in the middle Column inſert the' ann

tity oſ the Angles, and Length --oſ the Station

Lines-7 in the outer Columns the -Offsetts kfrom

the Station Lines to the Bounders, and on each

Side note the Remarks which you meet with in

the Survey. z .

SECT. IlI.ſi'

Sbeuiing the Uſe: of the Theodolite in zzzeaſzzrizzg

eke Angleſ round any Field or other Piece

of Land.

_ The Theodolite before mention'd is numbred

'on the Limb, from the Leſt to the Right, and

- the Box from the Right to the Lef't-7 and there

- fore the Circuit is most conveniently made (ac

cording to the common Phraſe) contra ſolem. i. e.

with the Fences on the right Hand.

Let Fzg. 14. repreſent a Field oſ which a

Plott is deſired: First, chuſe ſome convenient

Place therein, to begin the -Work as at O, near

the Corncr a of' the Field a, and ſet up a Staff

with a Mark thereon, as a Piece of Paper, or a
. ct ' white
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white Rag, ſo that you may plainly flee it at the

next Station', then lay the Chain in a strai -

from a towards þ, having first ſet up 2.

at b. . j* .

The Chain lying in this Direction onthe Ground,

meaſure with the Offset Staff from o, the Di

flance to the Hedge 56 Links, and enter in the

middle Column of the Field Book 0, and

in the right Hand Column 76, denoting an Off

ſett laid off from O, 56 Links to the right

Hand of the Station Line.

Meaſure forwards on the Station Line a b,

till you come against the next Bend in the Hedge,

then let- the Chain lye on the Ground in a right

Line between the Stations a, and b, and with

theOffset Staff, meaſure the Distance from the

Chain to that Bend in the Hedge 140 Links.

Take notice at what Length of the Station

Line each Offset is laid off', as here at the Length

of 540 Links on the Station Line, I lay of an

Offset of 140 Links, therefore in the middle

Column of the Field-Book that repreſents the

Station Line enter 540, and against it in the

Column on the right Hand, write 140, denoting

that at the Length of 5 Chains 40 Links in the

Station Line, you lz'Iid of an Offset to the right

140 Links. - , . *

Alſb take Notice that theſe Oſſsets are to be

meaſi-u'ed from the StationLine to the Hodge

or Bounder, in ſuch .Manner that the Line repre

ſhntingthe Offset may stand at right. Angles

with the Chain or Station Line, as the Line

o a, with z (1. Fig. '2.

Here I would adviſe a_ young Beginner in this

Art; not only to enter theſe Oblervations in the

Field-Book, but alſo on a Piece of waste Paper,

to draw first a Line that ſhall repreſent the pre

ſent Station Line, and then upon that, to ſet loſ

t C

3.; LZſi
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the Offsets as he meaſures them in the Field,

drawing the Bounders as he goes along, not re

.the Length of any Line, a reſemblance

of each Line being ſufficient; becauſe the true

Lengths are entered in the Field-Book; 'for lay

ing this .Sketch before him, when he protracts

this Work, he will find it an uſeſul Instruction,

in drawing his Angles inward or outward, and

laying the .Corners of the Field in their true 'Po

tfition, with other little Difficulties to be met

with in Practice', but when he is accustom'd to a

ſight Method of keeping the Field-Book vthis

Trouble will be ipar'd.

I proceed .to meaſure onthe Station Line .to

the next Bend in the Hedge, and there lay of an

Offset at 8 Chain 26 Links, therefore against 826

in the middle Column .of the Field-Book', .write

in the next Column on the Right; 36 (Links the

Length .of the Offset.

The Hedge continuing streight-to O 2, meaſiire

up-thereto, and enterthe tLength in the Field

Book -1 no, and meaſure .the Distance to .the

Hedge .36 Links, which enter in-the Column of

Offsets against rrzo, and draw a Line croſs-the

Field-Book. *

'Now remove the Staff from .b, and cauſe it

to be fist up in a convenient Place, as .at e, then

plant the Center of the Theodoliteexactly over

the Hole, in which the Staff stood at I', by

the help of the String and Plurnmet, as directed

in the Uſe of the plain Table, making the Staves

of the .Instrument to stand firm on the Ground,

then bring the Index to 360 on the Limb, and

turn the whole 'Instrument about till the -Hair in

the Sights cuts the Staff at a, and there Screw

it fast, that the 'Motion of the 'Index may .not

cauſe it to stirr from this xPofition :, then turn

the Index about 'till-the Hair in the Teleſcope

' - cuts
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cut-s the Staff at e, ſo ſhall the Index ſhew

the Quantity oſ that Angle a b e, on the

Limb, eviz. aof'. Degrees no Minutes, which note

Whe- Fieid-Book for anntity of' that

/ g

Now for certainty that you have meaſured

this Angle Right, you they tum eke Teleſcnpe

back to the Staff ate, and if the Hair cuts it

you are right, otherwiſe not.

Having meaſured this Angle, let the Stazff be

brought £rom a, and place it in the Hole, over

Which theflenter of the Infirument was Pofited

at 12, but leave ſome Remark at a, that you

may find (it again when xyou come round the

Field ito old? the Plott : and lay the 'Chain fi'om

la, towards 6., and at e, Meaſure the flffset to

the Hedge 2-0'Links, at 236., in theStation Line,

I lay of the Offset 36, at 428 in the Station

Line, theOffaet is 92," andzat 796 the End of

the Line, the Offset is go, to-the Homer, there

ſore against go in the Column of Offsets, write

Corner, denoting that Offset laid of' at Right

_ Angles from the Station Line, reach'd the Cor

ner of the Hedge.

. Place the Instrument at a, and as 'before

directed, meaſure the Angle þ e d 110 LDe

grees 40 Minutes, which note in the Field

Book for the anntity of zthe Angle at e.

'When you have meaſured the Angles, and

made zthe neceſſary Obſervations at each Station

draw a Line croſs the Field Book as ry0u will

ſee in the Form thereof, alſo take notice that

the Minutesare estimated hy the help of Nonus's

Invention which can't be ſo well deſcrib'd as by

the Sight of the 'Instrumentz only this may bc

ſaid, that we can thereby estimate xthe annticy

oſ an Angle to e or 3 Minutes, which is a;"

_ . iexa
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exact as they can be Llaid dOWn on Paper by the

Protractor. i ' - - - ' _

* Bring the Staff from b," and --ſet_: it as upright

as you can at c, and ſend another forwards t'o

a', then meaſure on the Line r d, and lay

of. the Offset to the Cor'ner at '543'4, and a

gainſt that Offset write Corner in the Field-Book,"

and'meaſure up to d, lentringthevLength 468

in the Field-Book. - ' -* - -

' Plant. the Instrument ' at d, and bring the

Index to 360 -on the Limb', and turn it about

till the Hair in the Teleſcope cuts the Staff at

r, and there'fix the Instrument, * and then di

rect the Teleſcope to e, and note the (Liantity

of the'Angle at a', which the Index cuts on the

Limb, win-no Degrees so Minutes, which note in

the Field-Book for the Quantity of that Angle. =
But noiAngle is 'greater than 180 Degrees,

therefore iſ you would know the true (Liantiry oſ

this Angle, ſubtract ago Degrees,' 50 Minutes,?

ſrom 360 Degrees, the Remainder is 129 De-i

grees 10. Minutes, the true Quantity oſ that'

Angle. K _ ' ' -

Note, When you meet with an outward An

gle', remember to Mark it in the Field-Book

with >, or ſome ſuch Mark, as a Direction

when you come'to protract this Angle 5 to draw

it outwards as it is in the Field.

.- In the ſame Manner deal with the rest of the

Lines and Angles round the Field, till you come'

to Stationv a, but there is no neceſſity' to mea-a

ſure the last Angle, or the two laſt Lines, un-l

leſs it be to prove the Truth oſ the Work, which

indeed is convenient. _

When the Instrument was planted at f,

and you had meaſuer the (Liantity oſ that

Angle, the Instrument remaining in the ſame Po;

ſition, if you direct: the Teleſcope to the Tree

in
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in the Middle vof the Field, and note the

Degrees , Ur. which the Index cuts on

the Limb, and the ſame at g, and note theſe

Degrees, He. in the Field-Book, in the Column

of Remarks, you may protract the true Situa

tion; of the Tree in reſpect of any- other Part of
thectField. _ : -

See' the Form of z/aeſh Olzſer-vatiom as noted in Ilu
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S E C T. IV.

' __ 'he next Thing. to be done, is to 'protra'ff the
ObſiſErvaſitions made in the Field, leg. 14. ſo that

the ſeveral Lines and Angles therein, may be laid.
ſ down
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down on Paper of the ſame Length, and in the

ſame Direction as in the Field it ſelf. In propor

tion as the Scale we r'nake uſe of is to the

Chain.

The Protractor generally uſed, is a Semicir

cle', though a whole Circle is better. Numbred and

divided in the ſame manner as the Limb of the

Theodolite, which it ſhOuld always be', the Pro

tractor being esteem'd an Epitome oſ Instruments.

But becauſe the Degrees on the Protractor,

are ſo much ſmaller than thoſe On the Limb 'of

the Theodolite, they can't be Well estimated

nearer than 10 Minutes7 yet ifany one will be cu

rious, he may lay down the Angles on the Pa

per, to a Minute or two as exactly as. they can be

obſerved in the Field.

Mr. Ward's Protractor being commonly uſed

for this Purpoſe, is made with an Index to move

on the Center of the Semicircle, which Index is

divided into 2 Parts, ſo fram'd, that each may

be the I)iagonal of one I)egreez fir that if the

distance at the extream Ends be Io Degrees,

that next the Limb muſt be 8 Degrees, the

Space between the two Limits in each Diagonal

being divided into 60 Parts or Minutes; but

theſe Divifions will be very unequal, being thoſe

_of the Tangent Line, which fall near Infinite.

Mr. Szſſan hath removed this Inconveniency,

by making each Edge the Arch of a great Circle

paſſing through the Center of the Protractor; the

Space between the first and last Diviſions being

two Degrees thereof, and is divided into 60

equal Parts or Minutes.

The Reaſon depends on the 27 Prop. of the

zcl, of Euelz'd, w'z. That the Angle at the Center

of a Circle is double to that at the Circum

ference.

The
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The lame Perſon hath contrived another Pro

tractor, to lay down Minutes without any Index

at all, and therefore preferable to both the

former, becauſe 'tis eXCeeding difficult to make

the Index move exactly reund the Center, and

iſ it ſhakes the least that can be, the Instru

ment is uſeleſs, but this last is made oſ one

Piece oſ Brals, and may be us'd as a common

one, without regarding the Minutes when Expe

dition is requiſite.

It may be thought here are too many _Words

ſpent about delbribing theſe Protractors as well

as the Theodolite before mentioned', but if'

any one pleaſes to conſider, that if we be not

very exact in meaſilring the Angles in the Field,

and laying them down in the ſame manner on

Paper, (which is impoffible to be done without

good Instruments) we ſhall commit very great

Mistakes, for Instance, If I mistake half a De

, gree in the meaſuring oſ an Angle, one oſ whoſe

Sides is 20 Chains, the Area or Content of that

Piece oſ Ground ſo Ieſi: out or added to the

Plott, by drawing this Line in a falſe Poſition,

will be above 23 Poles; and this Error communi

cated to the following Work, will be very confi

derable in the whole.

SECT. V.

The Manner of Protraffing the afiiregoing

Obfler'vationr.

S the Lines are meaſiired in the Field by

the Chain, and the Angles by the Limb oſ the

Theodolite, ſo the Lines are laid down on the Pa

per by the Scale, and the Angles by the Protr_a&ot._

Provide a Skin oſ Parchment, iſ the Plott is de

; ſired to be on Parchment, according to the

large:
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largeneſs oſ the Work you are about to lay

down', or iſ on Paper, let it be large enOugh to

hold all your Work; the strong Cartridge Paper for.

this Purpoſe is accounted best by ſome Surveyors.

Having conſidered which way the Plott will

eXtend, draw an obſcure Line on the Paper to

repreſent the first Station Line, and mark the

End thereof with ea, ſo ſhall that Point re

preſent the firfl: Station in the Field , and

cloſe to this obſcure Line, lay the edge of' your

plotting Scale, the beginning of the Numbers

coinciding with O a, and encreaſing towards

the next Station; then lay the Field-Book open

beſore you, and becauſe the offsets in' the firſt

Length are taken at the Distances o, 540, 826,

lrzoz therefore againſt theſe Numbers on 'the

Scale, make Marks in the obſcure Line, cloſe

to the edge oſ the Scale.

This done, turn the Scale perpendicular to

the obſCUre Line, ſo that the ſeveral offsets may

stand thereon at right Angles as aſoreſaid, and

apply it ſucceſiively to theſe ſeveral Points, and

there Prick off the Length oſ the ſeveral offsets

on the lame Side of the obſcure Line as noted

in the Field-Book; ſo at e I prick off 56 at

soo, the next Length I prick off 140, at the

next Point, which is at the Length 82(, I prick

off 36, and at 1120 the End of the Line, I prick

off 26.

Now iſ Lines are drawn from Point to Point,

they ſhall repreſent the Bounders oſ this Side oſ

the _Field; and becauſe the Hedges, eſpecially in

old Encloſures, are generally in the Form of a

curve rather than strait Lines, therefore if you

draw the Bounders from Point to Point with a

(Liill-Pen with your Hand only, they will be

more naturally expreſs'd, than if' you lay a-strait

Ruler from Point to Point, (except the Difian

* ces
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cesv are very long, or you take a 'multitude
of ()ſſsets-,) and to be exact, 7tis lbmetimes ne- i

ccſſary to expreſs the Nature of theſe little Irre

gularities in the Fences, by a Sketch on one Side

oſthe Field-Book; but if you will be very curi

ous, you'may have an Instrument in Form of a

Steel-Bow, which by the help OfScrews may be

drawn' in any curve Form, and by this the

Bounders may be readily drawn. v

The Length of the first Station Line being
rrſſzc, mark that. Distance from O a, with O b,

and let the obſcure Line be produc'd, each way

as long as' the Radius of the Protractor.

Lay the Center of the Protractor to the Point

O h, and turn it about thereon, till the Diameter

lyes on the Line e a, oh, the beginning of

the Numbers on the Protractor being laid to

Lvards O a, contrary to the Theodolite in the

'ield. ,

Hold the Protractor cloſe down to the Paper

in this Poſition, and becauſe the Angle at h,

is 102 Degrees 20 blinutes, therefbre with a

Protracting Pin or Needle, make a Mark against

102 Digrees 20 Nlinutes, cloſe to the Limb of

the Protractor, through which Mark from h,

draw'the obſcure Line I' e.

So is the Station Line h r, laid down in

the lame Direction as in the Field, and the An

glea he, the ſame.

Lay the Plotting Scale to the obſcure Line'

h e, the beginning of the Numbers coincid

ing With the preſent Station, and the Num

bers encreaſing towards the next, then cloſe .lto

the edge thereof, against'c, 236, 45 8, 796, the

Lengths where' the Offsets were taken, make

Marks' with the Protracting Pin, and turn the

scale' perpendicular to' the obſeure Line, and

Prick off the ſeveral Offs'ets, 20, 36, 92, 30.

E a And
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And now if Lines are continued from the Fen

ces beſore drawn to theſe Offsets, they ſhall re

preſent the Bounders on this Side oſ the Field.

The Offset at the End of the ſecond Station

Line, at c, reaches into the Corner, but thoſe at b

must be continued till they meet bone another,

and this might be expreſſed in the Field-Book or

Sketch, that you may not mistake the \Comer.of

the Field.

Lay the Center of the Protractor to c the

Diameter, held cloſe to the Line b c, and

againſt '10 Degrees 40 Minutes on the Limb

oſ the Protrattor, make a Mark, through which

draw the Line c d. .

At the Length 434, in this Line lay of the

Offset 30 Links, to which con-tinue the Bounders

before drawn, ſo is this Side oſ the Field fi

niſhed.

Note, the next Angle at d, being noted in

the Field Book, 2 30 Digrees so Minutes, y0u

must either iiibtract zogo z'o, from 30602 (00 the

Remainder is, 129 Degrees ro Minutes for the
true Quantity of' that Angle; and becauſe 'ſſtis mark

ed External, it must be plotted outward, and the

beginning of' the Numbers on the Protractor must

be laid the contrary way, viz. towards the next

Station.

Or iſ the Protraftor be numbred- to 360, on

a Circle concentric to the outward Circle, and

the Numbers on both encreaſe the ſame way,

(as the Limb of' the Theodolite) then the Angle

230 Degrees 50 Minutes, may be pricked off

from the inner Circle.

But if you uſe a circular Protractor, it may

be laid always one way, viz. the beginning of

the Numbers towards the last Station, contrary

to the Theodolite in the Field, and this in my

Opinion is the best Way.

But '
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But iſ you uſe a ſemicircular Protractor, ob

ſerve to lay the Diameter on that Line which

brought you to the preſent Station, and to lay

the beginning of the Degrees oſ the Protractor

towards the last Station when the Angle is leſs

than 180 Degrees, but the contrary way when

the Angle is more.

So at d, lay the Diameter of' the Protractor

on the Line c a', the beginning of the Num

bers being laid the contrary way to c, and a

gainst 230 Degrees so Minutes on the inner Cir

cle of the Protrastor, make a Mark, through

which draw the Line d e.

In the lame manner lay dOWn the Angle at

e, and draw the Line e f, continuing the Boun

ders as beſore directed.

When you have marked the Angle at f, let

the Protractor lye in the ſame Pofition, and make

a Mark against 38 Degrees 30 Minutes, as noted

in the Field-Book for the bearing of the Tree

from that Station, and through that Mark draw

an obſcure Line from f.

Do the ſame at g, continuing the obſcure

Line from thence till it croſſes that drawn from

f, ſo ſhall the Interſectlon of theſe two Lines

determine the Scituation of the Tree in the Mid

dle of the Field.

In the ſame manner may any other inacceffible

Distance be meaſurede the Theodolite.

When you have Marked the Angle at g,

and drawn the Line g a, it will cut through

the Point a, and the Length of the Line g a,

will be the ſame as that noted in the Field

Book, and the Angles at g, and a, (if you

had meafiired it) the lame which proves the

Plott to be truly 'laid down.

Ez SECTiVI,

p
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SECT.VL

Tmay not be improper to take notice in thisPlace,

of the Method propoſed by ſome Authors, as

a Proof that the ſeveral Angles in a Field are truly

meaſured, by collecting the Qxantities of all the

Angles into one Sum, and then to multiply 180,

by a Number leſs by two than the Number of' the

Angles in the Field 5 and if the Product of this

Multiplication be equal to the total Sum of

the Angles, the Work is concluded to be right.

But theſe two Numbers may agree, and yet a

Mistake may be committed in meaſuring the An
gles, as for Instance: ſi

Let the Number oſ Angles in the Field be 7,

and the (Liar-titles collected into one Sum be 900',

then multipling 180, by a Number leſs by tWo

than the Number of the Angles, viz. s, the

ProduEl: is 900, equal to the Sum oſ the An

les.
g Let the true Quantity of the firſt Angle be

160 Degrees, and the true (Luantity oſ the Sev

cond (90 Degrees z theſe two Numbers when ad

ded together make 350; but ſuppoſe you had

made a Mistake in estimating the Degrees

on the Instrument, or noting them'in the Field

Book, and for the First Angle had noted

190 Degrees, and for the Second 160 De

grees, their Sum will still be gso 3 ſo that

by this Method you will not diſcover your Er

ror; but hereafter will be inſerted a' Method,

whereby an Error r may be corrected at every

Station in the Field before We leave it "by the

help of' the Needle and Limb together, but first

_I proceed to ſhew the Uſe of the Needle only

1n ſurveying Land. ' ' " '

S E C T.

zahn , -.__
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S E C T. Vll.

Of the Circumflrmtor;

HE Circumſerentor is an Instrument uſed to

meaſure Angles in the Field :, it conſists oſ a

Box and Needle, strewed to the Index with plain

Sights thereon, or instead oſ the plain Sights with

a Teleſcope mounted over the Box, that may be

either elevated or depreſſed to an Object as there

ſhall be occaſion', the Index is mov'd by a Ball

gngff Socket, and ſupported by a three legged

t .

In Surveying Harbours, Seacoasts, 'Counties

or_large Commons, where the Lines are very long,

'or thick over grown Woods, where we may be

ſorced to make a multitude of Angles, and the

Sight oſ the two Lines constructing the Angle,

may be hindred by the Bruſh or Underwood -, in

theſe Caſes the Angles may bemeaſured ſiifficiently

exact: by the Needle only, (thOugh better, and

as quick by the Theodolite, as will be ſhew'd

hereafter) yet in ſurveying Lordſhips, Encloſures,

or plain Pasture Land, (a ſmall piece oſ which

got or lost is of a conſiderable Value, and each

particular Field ought to cloſe exactly) the An

gles are without dOubt more ſurely meaſured by

the Limb of the Theodolite, becauſe the De

grees in the Box can't be ſo nearly estimated,

and the Needle is liable to be drawn aſide by

ſome hidden magnetick Power.

The Pofition or bearing of a Line obſizrv'd by

the Needle, is expreſiiad by ſUCh a Number of

Degrees and Minutes as it is distant from, or (ban

tity of' the Angle, which that Line makes with

the Meridian.

' E 4 And
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And iſ a Perſon wholly unacquainted with the

uſe oſ this Instrument, will take the Pains to try

this following Method, it may be an help to

conceive the manner oſ uſing it in the Field.

Upon a Sheet of Paper let there be drawn

right Lines parallel one to another at any Diſ-'

stance, and upon a Table let there be fixed a Pin

with the Point upwards, let the Pin ſo fixed, be

run through one of' the Lines in the Paper,

and upon the Point of the Pin, let there be put

a Magnetick Needle, let it traverſe about till it

rests oſ it ſelf *, then turn the Paper about on the

Table till the Needle hangs directly over the

Line, in which the Pin is placed, which is diſ

covered by ſixing the Eye over its center', then

with ſealing Wax fasten the Paper to the Table

by the four Cornersz, ſo may the Paper be ſup

poſed to repreſent the Surſace oſ the Earth, and

the Lines the magnetick Meridian (which mark

at the top with North, and at the bottom with

South)

For if' the Pin be removed into any other of' the

Lines, and the Needle be made to traverſe there

on, it will, when at rest, hang directly over the

Line in which the Pin is placed, if it be drawn

parallel to the first Line, over which the Nee

dle hung when the Paper was fixed.

The Needle then points always to or lyesin

the direction of the Meridian, by virtue of the

magnetick Power; ſo iſ I had fastened to the

Table a Sheet of blank Paper, and had laid a

Ruleſ in the ſame direction with the Needle when

at rest, and had drawn a meridian Line, and

removed the Needle to another part of the

blank Paper, and drawn another ſuch a Line by

the direction oſ the Needle," that would halle been

a Parallel, ' '

. When
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When We take an Angle in the Field by the

Needle, the meridian Line is always one fide of

the Angle, and the Hedge Wall or Fence along

which the Teleſcope is directed, is the other fide oſ

the Angle, and they are ſuppoſed to meet at

the Center oſ the Instrument.

But with the Theodolite, the Angle is formed by

the meeting ofthe two Lines or Fences themſelves.

Set one Foot of a Pair of Compaſſes in ſome

one of the Meridians on the Paper, and deſcribe

a Circle, then the Line is its Diameter: Divide

this Circle into 360 Degrees, which is eaſily

done by the Protractor, and let the Numbers be

gin at.N. or North, and encreaſe to the left,

towards E or East.

Then this Circle repreſents the Box oſ the In

strument in the Field, and the Line N.S. re

preſents the Needle.

Ftom the Center of the Circle, draw a long

Line any way at a venture, and imagine this Line

repreſents an Hedge or Station-Line in the Field,

and to find its bearing or Angle that it makes

with the meridian, look what Degreee, &do. it

cuts on the Circle, for that is the O_uantity of

the Angle or Number, expreſſmg its bearing, coun

ted from the beginning oſ the Numbers.

So the Needle uſed' in the Field points out the

magnetick Meridian, and the Diviſions in the

Box mov'd under it meaſure the Angle, that

any Line in the Field makes with that Meridian,

The Box o'f t e Circumferentor is commonly

numbred from t e right to the leſt -, the Num

bers beginning at N or North, which is mark'd

alſo with a FloWer de luce, and encreaſe towards

E or East, and the direction is to be taken from

the North end oſ the Needle. ,, r '

Let it be required to obſeryenthe'bearing of

the ſeveral Station-Lines that encompaſs the Wood,

Fig. 15. ' SE CT.
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S E C T. VIII.

The Uſe ofthe Circumferentor in Surveying Land.

Irst plant the Circumferentor, at ſome conve

nient Station as at a -, the Flower de luce in the

Box being from you, direct the Sights to a

Mark at the next Station b, and mark the Di

viſion which the North end of the Needle points

to in the Box when at rest, which is 200 De

grees go Minutes; therefore note this Number

260 Degrees 30 Minutes in the Field-Book, for

the bearing of the Line a b.

ObIErvmg former Directions for removing the

Instrument from one Station to another, and mea

fitting the Station-Lines and Offsets from thence

'to the Bounders as you paſs along the Station

Lines, let the Instrument be removed from a, and

Planted at b, the next Station', then keeping the

Flower de luce in the Box from you; turn the In

strument about till the Hair in the Sights cuts a

Mark at the next Station e; then will the North

endof the Needle point to 292 Degrees 12 Mi

nutes, which note in the Field-Book for the bear

ing of the Line b e.
ſi The Instrument planted at e, and the Sights

'directed to d, the bearing of that Line t a? will

be 33: Degrees 45 Minutes.

In the firme manner proceed to take the bear

ing of the other Lines rOund the Wood, obſer

ving this general Law.

' To keep the Flower de luce in the Box from

you, and to take the bearing of each Line from

the North end of the Needle.

The Numbers in the Card ofſome'of theſe Cir

cumferentor' are made to encreaſe towards the

right, but that before mentioned is best; Ifl'or

W Cl'l
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_when you turn your Instrument to the Eastward,

the Needle will hang over the Westward Divifion

on the contrary Side.

Instead of planting the Circumferentor at every

Station in the Field, the Bearings of the ſeveral

Lines may be taken if it be planted only at every

other Station.

So if the Instrument had been planted at þ, and

the Flower de luce in the Box kept towards you

when y0u look back to the Station a, and from

you when you look forwards to the Station c, the

Bearings of the Lines a b, and þ c,, would be the

ſame as before obſerved-7 alſo the Bearings of the

Lines ad, and de, might be obſerved at rl, and

e f, and f a, at f-, ſo that instead of planting the

Instrument 6 times, you need in this caſe plant

it but 3 times, which ſaves ſome Labour.

But ſince you must go ' along every Station

Line, to meaſure it or ſee it meaſured, the trOu

ble of ſetting down the Instrument is not very

great, and then alſo you may examine the Bear

ing of each Line as you go along; and if you

ſuſpect an Error in the Work by the Needles be

ing acted on by ſome hidden magnetick Power,

or from your own Mistake, in obſbrving the De

grees that the Needle points to, you may correct

inch Error at the next Station before you proceed.

As when the Instrument was planted at a, and

the Sights directed to b, the Flower de luce from,

you, the North end of the Needle pointed

to 260 Degrees 30 Minutes; now being come to

a, direct the Sights back to a Mark at a, keeping

the Flower-de-luce towards you : So ſhall the North

end of the Needle Point to 260 Degrees, 30 Mi

nutes, as before at a, and then you may be ſure

the bearing of the Line a b, is truly obſerved.

But if the Needle doth not point to the ſame

number of Degrees, (575. there hath been ſome

Error
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Error in that Obſervation, which must be cor

rected before y0u proceed.

If you have a ſuſpicion that the Needle doth

not play well, when the Instrument is planted at

any Station, as at a, direct: the Sights to the

Mark at b, and note the Degrees, Uſ. pointed

at by the Needle in a piece of waste Paper',

then with a clean Knife, Key, or any bit of po

liſh'd Steel, 'that hath touched a Loadstone,

move the Needle by applying it to the Box, and

examine when, it hath ſettled again 'what De

grees it then Points at, the Sights being still di

retlced to the preceding Mark at bz' and if the

Degrees are the lame, they may be entred in

the Field-Book, but iſ not, the Cap and Pin

must be cleanſed with ſome brown Paper and

a little Putty, and thereby freed from ſuch Dust

or Dampneſs that hath gotten to it', if after all

the Needle does not play freely, place in the Box

another Pin, or uſe another Needle, or do both,

and theſe Neceflaries a Surveyor ought to have in

his Pocket while he is in the Fieldp

If you would meaſure the anntity of any

Angle by the Needle, place the Instrument at.

the angular Point, and take the Bearing of the

two Lines conſtructing that Angle, and ſubtract

ing the leſſer out of the greater, the Remainder

is the Qliantity of that Angle, if leſs than, 180

Degrees, but if the Remainder is greater than

180 Degrees, ſubtract it out of' 360 Degrees,

and that last Remainder is the Angle.

- The manner of entring the Offsets in the

Field-Book, is before ſhewn in the uſe oſ the

Theodolite; it will be ſufficient in this place, to

inſert the Bearing of each Line or (Liantity of

the Angle, which each makes with the Meridian,

together with their Lengths, in order to protract

or lay them down on the Paper Plott of the'

lame
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z ſame Length and in the ſame Direction as in

the Field. [ſide Fig. 15.

SECT. IX.

The manner of Protracting the aforegoing

Obfer'vatiom made by the Circumferentor.
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a h, 260 30---1242 First, draw Lines

[7 r, 297. 12 'orz parallel to one ano

r d, 331 45 1050 ther quite through the

a' e, 5 9 oo 1428 deſigned Draught, at

e f, 112. r;-- 645 Distances not exceed

f a, 15 r 30 1806 ing the Breadth of the

diametricalPart ofyour

Protractor, as in Fig. is', and mark them with N,

and S, for North and South; then conſidering

which way the Plott will extend, affign a Point

in ſome one of the parallel Lines, to repreſent

the first Station in the Field, as at a, to which

Point lay the Center of the Protractor, and by

the help of the Diviſions continued beyond the

Ends of the Diameter of the Protractor, lay

the Diameter upon, or parallel to thoſe North

and South Lines, the beginning of the Numbers

on the Protractor towards that part of the Line

mark'd with N, or Northwards, when the De

grees are fewer than 180, but Southwards when.

more', the Protractor thus placed, look in the

Field-Book forv the Bearing of the first' Line

a h, which is 260 Degrees go Minutes; there

fore with the beginning of the Numbers on the

Protractor towards ſ, cloſe to the Limb against

260 Degrees 30 Minutes make a Mark, and

through
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through that Mark from the affigned Point at

a, draw aLine a b, on which Line ſet 12Cha'ins

42 Links, as noted in the Field-Book.

So will the Line a b, on-the Paper, have a

Bearing like to that, which you obſerved the

Line a [7 to have in the Field, in reſpect of the

Meridian, but the Protractor to lay doWn theſe

Obſervations must be numbred contrary to the

Box of the Circumferator; and if it be a Sem'i

circle it must be numbred, first to 180, and then

on the inner Circle whoſe Numbers must en

creaſe the ſame way as the outer Circle to 360,

and' the Bearings greater than 180, are pricked

oſſ from this inner Circle, and 'the beginning of

the Numbers must be laid Northward or South

ward as the' Degrees of Bearing are more or leſs

than 1805 but if your Protractor be a Whole Cir

cle, the beginning oſ the Numbers may be kept

always one way, as the Numbers of the Circum

ferentor were in'the Field, (the Protractor being

an Epitome of the *Instrument you make uſe of

in the Field) but the Diameter must, be alivays

laid upon a Parallel to the meridian Lines, and

may be mark'd with N S at the Ends as a Di

rection to keep it in its true Poſition.

Having made the Line a Þ of its true Length

and Pofition, the next thing to be done isto lay

ofthe Offsets thereſrom, which gives the BOun

ders of that ſide of the Wood, Fig. 15.

Lay the Center of the Protractor to the Point

b, and becauſe the Bearing of the Line þ c, is

more than 180, lay the beginning of the Numbers

of the Semicircular Protractor towards S, and

against 29: Degrees 12 Minutes, make a Mark,

through which Mark from þ, draw the Line b c,

letting of the Offsets thereſrOm, and draw the

Bounders of that fide of the Wood.

In
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In the ſame manner lay down the other Lines

ed, d e, eſ, and f a', ſo will the Line f a, cut

through the Point a, and be of the ſame Length'

on the Plot as that meaſured in the Field, if'

the Obſervations be truly made. '

Then if you drew the Station-Lines, andi Off

ſets with a black-lead Pencil, and the Bounders

with Ink; you may with a piece of Bread rub

os?" thoſe Lines, ſo ſhall the true Bounders of- the

Wood only remain, which gives the exact Fi

gure thereof?

SECT. X.

The manner of rufling up the ſmall irregular

Piecer of Ground, which lye between the

Station Lineſ and Hedger.

T very rarely happens that the ſides of a

Field are all strait Lines, and therefore any

ethod for meafuring them from-one or more

Stations in the-Middle, can stldom be put inx

Practice; the best way being to go round, and -

meaſure the ſeveral Angles from Stations near the

Bounders, but at filCh a-Distance from thence

that we may fee clearly from one Station to ano

ther, and have plain Ground to meaſure the

Distances, free from the Incumbrance ofbruſhwood,

Trees, fie. ſo ſhall the greatest (Liantity ofthe

Land be included between the regular Station- '

Lines, which is cast up as before directed by di

viding the ſame into the largest Trapezias and

Triangles that may be, and meaſuring the Baſim

and Perpendiculars by- the ſame Scale that the

Plott was laid down by.

But in order to cast up the ſmall irregular

Pieces - comprehended." between the Station-Lincs

and-Bounder, if you reduce them into.Triang{lFes,z

t.
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&a. as they will be a great many in Number, ſo

you will very much err in laying of them down

first, and taking them off afterwards, eſpecially if

the Scale you protract by, be very ſmall, where

_ 10 or 12 Links of a Chain is hardly to be esti

mated thOugh the Scale be well divided, and

the Points of the Compaſſes very fine: For the

removal of this Inconvenience, I ſhall here ſhew

a way whereby y0u may cast up theſe ſmall

Bantities, let the Scale be never ſo ſmall, as ex

actly as any of the greater parts of the Field.

Suppoſe the ſmall irregular Pieces between the

Station-Lines and Bounders, Fzg. 14, were to be

cast up.

First lay the Field-Book before you, where

you will find the Length of the first Offset

(as meaſuer in the Field with your Offset Staff)

from e r at a, to be 56 Links, and the ſecond

at s4o, in the Chain-Line 140, forming the

ſmall Trapezia, a, Via'e Fz'g. 16.

' Now iſ you add the Offset 56 to the next

140, the Sum is 196, the half of which is 98,

the equated Breadth 5 multiply the Length 540

by 98, the Product is 52920, the content of the

Trapezia, a, in ſquare Links.

Add 140 to 36, the Sum is 176, the half

Sum 88, ſubtract 540 from 826, the Remainder

is 286, the Length ofthe Trapezia, h; there

fore multiply 286 by 88, the Product is 25168,

the Content of the ſmall Trapezia, h.

Subtract 826 from Irzo, the Remainder is

29 , the Length of e', and becauſe both the

0 sets are alike, multiply 294 by 36 , the

Length of the perpendicular Offset, the Pro

duct is 10584, the Content of the ſmall

Piece, e.

In the ſame manner deal with the rest of

theſe ſmall Pieces 'round the Field, and flat cloth

e

i
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the Product of each in an orderly manner one

under another -,- ſoſhall- the Sum give the exa'ct

Content of theſe .. ſmall Pieces, which added to

- that within the Station Lines, gives the true

Content of the Field in ſquare Links, which re-v

duce into Acr'es, (girt as before directed.

. i r- Mr, __ , - -_

'Nottz ,The Performance of this' being tedious; *

Irihallsin the next Chapter lay down a more

Practical ' Method' for casting up the Content of

any Piece of Land." ' * * ' "
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_Z-Ti-in Wit-newe .ct'zg Law-My the ſhalmſ:

i'vib'e "Made-and Lime ftbzef/yjffififflſii

'Ji l Yſik'

SECT. I.

N this Method of Surveyin'g Land,

i, the Angle which every Line makes

= _ with the Meridian is meaſured by the'

x_'_£ Limb of the Theodolite, and there

"4 - - threw-much preferable to that, before

mentioned in the aforegoing Chapter by the Nee

dle only, becauſe the Degrees and Minutes are

better estimated on the Limb of the Instrument

than 'tis poffible they ſhould be in the Box oſ

the Circumferentor; and this gives the Theodo

lite the preference to any other Instrument, bed

cauſe we can work by the Limb only, without

regarding the Needle at all -, but if it be more con

- venient to make uſe of the Needle, we may do

the' following manner,',being the most exact

and abſolute Method yet known for Surveying

large and ſpacious Tracts of Land. -

For the Needle being obſerved to play well,

when it hath ſettled in the direction of the Meri

dian and is at rest, the Box may be moved round

the fixed Center by turning the' Index on the

Limb and the Point mark'd with 360 in the Box,

brought directly against the north End of the
' ' ſi " ſi Needle
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Needle, withgreaterExactneſs than a Degree, and
its Parts can be vestimated in' any ſiocttheſir Part. of

the Boxz'beſides we. have this Adiamage which
is very conſiderable, that we can make uſe ſiof at

ſhort light; eedle vwhoſe friction being leſs, plays

better than-a longerand heavier. . t - a t

z -Let__the. Lines (a a, h e, de, f, in Fzg. 17. re

preſent the Station Lines near the Bounder of a.

Field 5, then the _ſAngle which each makes with she

Meddian.may belobstrved in the following man

ner. - ' i '

_ First,;_having_ſe_t upa Mark at o, Meaſure for

wards with the Chain on the Line o a to a'

tide-Links; . ' - r * '

: Plant the _Instrurn__ent_ at 4, and bring the Index

to 36o_on the Limb, and. turn the whole Instru

ment- about (w 'lst tlie,;Needle hangs in the directionſſofthe eritlian)v t'l 360 in t, ct oxbrought directly ſiagainst the, north End, of. the

Needle, and there fix the Instrument, then is the

Taleſcope._ ſet ' the -=dire&ion _ of, the Meridian'

alſo 53 and in t. kPoſition is the Instrument to

beeranÞed at' every-Station a 1 - .
a _:I_\lovif turn abput the-Index till the in the

Teleſeope cuts 'g ark. left at a, and note in

the Field - Book zflthe, 'regrees and Minutes which

thelpdex-cuts on' theLimb, r'vz'z, 207 D rees

so FMinutes, being; the, anntify-_ ofthe gle
which, the Line a,o.__,_1nak_es with the lVileridian.v

Ren'lovze the Instrument _fr0m a, leaving _a Mark

at Station 'and 'proceed with, the Chain

to hand there, plant the Instrument, then bring

the Index vto 36o-On--the Limb, andugeo in the

Box. exactly to the north Endyof- theNecdle as

aforeſaid, and direct the Telestopeto the Mark

left at a, and note the Degrees and Minutes cut

on the Limb by the Index, viz. 285 egrees 10

Minutes, which is the bearing oſ h a or (ann- _

' F z * ' tity
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tity oftli'e', Angle: which' thatv Line makes" With

the Meridian; -

'It' would'be Tautology to rePeat the manner

of meaſuring'the other Lines and Angles in this

Figure, but' obſerve that when the'Instrument IS

fixed in the direction of 'the Meridian, we free

'quently Obſerve the Needle' b'y moving it from

'the Point at 360 with "TKnife, 655. then if it'

ſwings backward and forward freely without )og

'ging or stopping, and ſettles again to 360 exactly;

wemay conclude the Instrument is right in the

direction oſ the Meridian- to makevan Obſer

_ſſVatiom - ' ' * r - \

If you ſuſpect the Needle to be acted upon' by

ſome hidden magnetick Power', ' as when' you are

Surveying in mountainous Lands, 'where there

'ma * poffibly be Iron Minesirr the Earth, Which

Wil attract the Needle, yOu may obſerve whe'l

ther or no it be drawn-'aſide in the fellowing

Manner. ' r '-'5 'i - "

As when [the Instrument was,

*N0rth End of the N'eedlefpbintmg-'to'zeffo in the

Box; after the bearing of je 'HWas-n'oted; direct
the 'ſſTſſellſiesto'pe' forwards tol'f, and' note"l3h'e'*'Angl_e

Which**theiIndex 'cutsi'onthe Limb; 'yhiz,.£2'oo*

45'0, then-the Instrflinent being 'planted at fzſibecaule

the 'bearing-oſ e-f, obſerved, at e, is more than 180" 3

iubstract- Lad' there-from' 'andcto' the TRe'mainder

2'0 s'o onthe Limb, ſet'theIndex 'exactlyſ'z but

viſ the bearing of e f had been-leſs than iso, add

*1 80 thereto, 'and to that Number', being' the Index

on the Limb,- nowturn about the whole Instrnment

till the Hair 'cutsthe Staffleſtat e,-and then, if the

North End of the Needle points to 369, as at

the last "Station,"the Bearihg of that Line is-truly
ſi'obſervedfi _V ' _3 ' ' *

' '* 7 ct For

' ' ' 1 ' , 'r '' -J u '.' - 1., Lai

planted je, the
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. -For' the magnetick-Power that attracts the Nee

dle,_being ſuppoſed at a great Distance, the Di

rection' on'ſuch a Piece of Land as is commonly

ſurveyed by the Theodolite, will be the ſame:

But if' the attractive Power be near the Instru

ment, the Needle will incline thereto.

Now follows the manner of protracting theſe

Qbſervations, ' ' '

Lines Lint: Sta. Deg. Mn.
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,S E C T. Il.

A new Method _of ,Pr0tr0ffing any Obſerm;

tion; made in [be Field by the Needle.

B which a _Plan may be drawn on the Paper

'from one Meridian only, and all the Angles

therein laid down by once applying the Protractor

to that Meridian by the help ofa parallel Ruler,

being very exact and expeditious.

Provide a circular Protractor, whoſe Numbers

encreaſe the ſame way as on the Limb of the

Theodolite, and a parallel Ruler of a conveni

ent Length, then draw a Right-line N S, Fzg. 17,

(with a black lead Pencil) fora Meridian, and

affign a Point therein, as at o, to which Point

'apply the Center of the Protractor, and turn it

about till the Diameter lyes on the Line N Sz

_z'zvith 180 towards N, _(that part of the Limlz
'r . -\' c.'- -. a! p .A 4,- . O'
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of the Theodolite being-alwayS kept Northward

ofthe Field) . 1 .-, . X '

* The Protractor helduinithls Poſition, lay the

Field Book. before you, hnd against 107 Degrees

no Minutes, thebearing'of the First Line a a

cloſe to the'Limb of the Protractor, make a Mark

'With the protracting Pin conNeedle, and cloſe to

that Mark write a with a black lead Pencil.

Hold the Protractor in the ſame Poſition,

and against 28; Degrees 10 Minutes, the bear

ing of the next Line la a, make a Mark with

the protracting Pin, and cloſe to that Mark ſet h.

In the ſame manner keeping the Diameter of'

the Protractor cloſe to the Meridian as it was at

first laid; make a Prick with the protracting

Pin, cloſe to the Limb of the Protractor, against

the bearing of each reſpective Line as noted in
the Field Book, and cloſe ſito each Prick ſet the

Letter or Number of that Line; ſo against 190

Degrees the bearing at. e, make a Prick and write.

e, against 91 Degrees 55 Minutes write d, against

(m 'Degrees to Minutes write e, He. Vide Fzg. 17.

Having mark'd the bearing of'each Line round

the Protractor, lay it aſide, and apply the edge

of- yovr pletting Scale to 0 at the Center, and

a mark'd by- the Limb of the Protractorz the

beginning of' the Numbers coinciding with e,

and encr'eaſing towards a, and prick off' 6 Chains,

the Length of the Line a a, and with Ink draw

the Line' and." - '

"- Lay the parallel Ruler to the prick'd Lineſ

p oh r, ſo that the edge cuts the central Point

at 0, and the Point at h, as mark'd by the Limb

of' Protractorz, and move it parallel till the

Edge cuts the Point at a in the Line p a I: r,

and'with-the xPoint of your Compaſfes draw the
occult Lineszv ab r by fthe Edge of the parallel'

Buller-5, then' becauſe the .Length of the Line

ahL-.=
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lah-is zstlchaius, lay the Flaming-Scale atque

zP-nck off -s Chains, 'draw the;.Line M

.-W,hen you had drawnzthcperifltqhne pan,

thmughthe Point a,- you might ab thcrcqn

towards-p as well as towards as. hue-ifyou oh;

ibrvein What Direction the Letter h,-as,mark'd by

the, Limb of the Protractor, stands from the

central Point ,a, in the ſame direction-must the

Line a h be let from the Station Point p 5 allb

When the Ruler is laid to the' Station, h, you

cannot be at a loſs Whechfir you ſhould 'drey

the Line a r uprrardsor downwardsz..if,you _ola

ſerve-in-what direction the letter _t'staadr from

the eentral Point a; therefore zin the! ſame. Di

rection draw 5 c from h, or theAngles mark'rl

external in the Field Beak zbe . at ſufficient:
Direction. _ ., x': 5 ,' 2 ctl; misſ

Lay the parallel Ruler to the central- Point a;

and the Mark at r, and move parallel'in that

Direction, till the 'Edge tCUfS thee-Pointxbr at the

r end of the Line Aa-h, and by. the] Edge Oſ-HDC

parallel Ruler, draw an occulc Line, ſetting them

on from h 10 Chains, and draw the Linfizh

Again lay the Edge of the parallel Ruler to

the Point at the" Center _0, and' _to the Mark at

d, and move it up to r, and draw c 21.

In the ſame manner deal ' with the Esther Lilies

and Angles, ſo ſhall the last Line f o zcut through

the Point o, and its Length be 5 Chains, as
_ſſt'edin theſiField- Book, which ptoves vthe Plott

to be truly laid down. . . . ' .= _ſſ ſir, ſi

In theſe Obſervations the Station. Linesare instrted, the Offs'ets fromſithence to the

Bounders are omitted, the manner of plotting

them being already laid down before. j 'T

' When the Bounders of the '*Field*zare draWn,
and the Namefithorſieoſ- entredlin the' middle .- of

the Plott, you may' with a piece dſ r ,

, F 4 . . . 95
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off the Marks that were' made with the Pencil

found the Edge of the Prorractor and meridian

Line, ſo will the Plott be ready for casting up.

a But - ſeveral Fields are to be plotted to

gether, you must draw a Line through the first

'Station ' oint'in each, parallel to the Meridian

'in the first Plott, from which the Plott of each

Field may 'be laid down in the ſame manner as
(1712. 17. J ſi" ' _

Be Obſerve, neither the Circle nor Figures, ex

preſſmg'the' Angle which each Line makes with

the * Meridian, are uſed in Practice, though in

iſerted in the Scheme to demonstrate the Nature

joſ the Work g-'alſo iſ you lay the Edge of the

rthin pletting Scale cloſe to the Edge of the pa

Trallel Knl'er, and move it forwards on the Paper

with the parallel Ruler, till the Edge oſ the

Stale cuts the Point at a, and bring the begin

of theſ'Numbers on the Scale to the Point

a Y y0u may draw the Line a þ by the Edge of

the Scale' held in that Pofition to 500, the Length

of the'Line without drawing any other but the

Station Line it ſelf: '

\. . : 'V

so T. in.
Z-'Mw-Mtihed of calenlatiing or casting up

Aged of et Plott-alr Land in Atrer,&'c.

"ſ" Ccording 'toithe Rules before mentioned in

Chap. 1. the whole _Plott must be reduced

into Trap'ezias' and Triangle's, and r the Length of

each-Bath and Perpendicular meaſured by the Scale',

ſince it is often necefiary to lay down the

lott by a ſmallzone, as' T: of an Inch or leſs',

.iſ-AYOU'MILB ' or - 10 Links in taking off the

vIrlen'gthnfz the Basts andPerpendiculars (which

dnayeafily happen if die-'Lines be not drawn

-_ ' ' 4. 1' very
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very neat and ſmall) "and there being ſwera] ſuch

Baſes and Perpendicula'rs, the Error may be

confiderable in' the whole Plott, and then alſo the

Baſe vand Perpendicular oſ each oſ theſe Triangle:

must' be multiplied together ſeverally, and their

Products added together for the whole Content.

Whereas by this Method the whole Plott,

(let it 'conſist of many Sides or few) is cast up

by applying the Scale but to one Bale and one

Perpendicular, and conſequently by one Multi

plication, and the Truth oſ the Work is demon

strated by the first Theorem in Chap. 1. wiz.

That Parallelograms (and conſequently Triangles)

conſtituted upon the lame Baſe, and between the

ſame Parallels are equal.

Let the ſour-fided Figure a had, Fig. 18. be

reduced to a Triangle, whoſe Area ſhall be e

qual to that oſ the- four-ſided Figure.

First extend one of the Sides as c a', then

lay the parallel Ruler to the Points a and rl,

and move it parallel till the Edge cuts the Point

A, then by the ſame Edge make a Mark in the

extended Line c d at e: Lastly laya strait Ru

ler to the Points e and a, and draw the Line

e a, ſo ſhall the Area oſ the Triangle a re,

be equal to the Area oſ the ſour-fided Figure

a b t aſ.

For the Triangles d a e, and L on, having

Baſes oſ' the ſame Length, and lying between

the ſame Parallels are evidently equal', then iſ

the Triangle b o-a is leſt out of the four-fided

Figure a b ed, and the Triangle d 0 e, taken in,

and the Areas of theſe two Trianglcs being e

qual; it follows, that ſuch an equal anntity

oſ Space is leſt out in one part of the Figure

as is taken in on the other, and the Area must

flill be the lame, . - - -

Y
Again
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'5 Hga'in, let Fzg. 19.';Be:*,red_hced imo- ,n-'_I_l'ri-;
e v _ , . i

ans _ ,, _ - _lz,-_,H-l.., ' _,

Firſt extend-the_.-Line -f a,..and apply, the, par

rallel Ruler to the Points Land vb, andmove it

up parallel to the Point A, and-where the: Edge

cuts the extended;ij ſo; make. a Mark at g,

then lay the Ruler to the Point. g and r, and

move it up to b, and make a Maſk in-the me

Under] Lineor Baſc at 11.-11 '-; -, _ .->- '

- Lay the Ruler to the Points In, and, d, and

move it too, then make a Prick in the Baſe at i.

_ Lay the-Ruler to the Points- ixand e,- and move

it to d, and mnke a Mark in the 'Baſe at. k,

' Lafily draw the Line kc, ſoſhall this ſeven

Iided Figure be reduced to va three-fidedwhoſe Areas are'eqml, ſo may the Triangle ſe k

be cast up by one Multiplicationmly. ,

But Note, instead of laying the Ruler to the

Points i and e, iſ you had laid it to-df, and

moved it up to e, and drawn' the Line z d, the

Triangle z di, would have 'contained the ſame

Area as f e k, and this ofien is neceſſary to pre<

vent the Sides of the reduced Triangle being exo

tended too long, and making the Angles thereof

too acute. i' .

. Apply the firme Scale by which the Plott was

laid down to the Baſe, and meaſiire its Length,

alſo meaſure the Length of thc'Perpendicular;

multiply theſe two Sums together; the half' of

their Product is the Content of the Plott in ſquare

Links, which reduce into Acres, fir. as before

directed; .

Alſo obſerve that we commonly chuſe to ex

tend one of the ſhortest Sides of the Plott-to be

the Bale oſ the Triangle, as the Side f 0 which

we draw with a black lead Pencil as o k, as well

as k e, i d, or z a', and rub em off again with a'

Piece of' Bread, as ſoon as the Content othhz

5 ' ' ' iel
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Field is entred with its Name in the middle

thereof: *

If in uſing the parallel Ruler at the first Tryals

you findlit apt to flip on the Paper, which you

may do if you be not very Careful to hold it

cloſe down thereto, that Inconvenience may be

prevented, if you make uſe of three ſmall Pins

or Needles, thus: gStick the three Pins in' the

three First ' Angles, as at 0, a, and b, then apply

one of the inner Edges of the parallel Ruler, to

the first and third 0 and 5, and move the other

inner Edge to the Second at a, take out the Pin

at the Second, and put it in the Baſi: or Line

extended where the Ruler cuts it as at g, again

lay the Ruler to this Pin at g, and to another

at the Fourth Angle at e, and move the Ruler

to the Fifth Angle at d, take Out the Pin at d,

and stick it in the Bale at la, and proceed in

this _ manner with the rest till the Plott is re-.

duced.

SECT. IV.

Shewng bow to reduce the irregular Boun

ders of a Field to strait Lines, in order

to find the Area thereof.

ET. a be defgb ik, Fzg. 20. repreſimt the

Bounders oſ a Field, whole Content is deſired.

First, produce ſome one of the longest Sides

as ik, then lay the parallel Ruler from the An

gle i to g, the next but one, and move it up to

the Point' I), and where it cuts the Line pro

duced, make a Mark at r, and draw the strait

Line r g, and it will reduce that 'Side oſ the Fi-z

gure bounded by the two Lines i b, and big, to

another bounded by rg one Line only. I

t s , ; ,. z' _ - 4:- 11

I; '

\ .
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-'In like manner r g being produced, and the

rallel Ruler laid from g to e, and moved up to

the Angle f, the Edge cuts the extended Line rg,

at y, Secondly,-;lay the Ruler from y to d, and

move it up to e, it cuts the extended Line e g

at z; Thirdly, lay the Ruler from z to t, and

move it up to d, and where it cuts the extended

Line 'r g, make a Mark at x-,_ Lastly, draw the

strait Line y c, ſo ſhall the Side gc which con

fifled oſ the four Lines gf, fe, ed, and do, be

redmedx to the Side y r conſisting of one Line

only, and in like manner might we proceed, iſ

the Lines were never ſo many, ſo may the ten

fided Figure be reduced to a four-fided one,

and then to a Triangle which may be cast up by

one Multiplication only.

This is the ſame Method before laid down for

reducing a many fided Figure to a Triangle,

but if you have not a parallel Rule, do thus :

Having produc'd the Side k i, lay the Edge oſ

a flrait Ruler from i to g, then take with

a pair of Compaſſes the Distance from la to the

Edge of the Ruler, and with this Distance let

one Point of the Compaſſes move gently cloſe to

the Ruler, while the other traces out a Line

parallel to it, and croſſes k i at r, and draw r g

as before.

- In the lame manner deal with the other Sides,

uſing the Compaffis in this manner instead of a

parallel Ruler. _

- Provide a plate of thin Braſs in form of an

Arch oſ a Circle, near whoſe ends let there be

drill'd ſmall Holes, through which'string it with

a very fine Hair', and then an Hedge as g'c,

Fig- 20. bends in and out in ſeveral Blaces, and

thoſe Bends contain very ſmall Spaces; lay the

Hair over it length-ways, ſo that the O_uantities
cut off from the Figure thereby, vmay be equal

' ' n/ . -'l 'I * I' ' - A" a' i ſ. 1
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Sect. 52 The PrdffficalSurveyor'."to thoſe' added to' it; and' with Pa protracting Pin'

near the ends of the Hair, make two Marks;

through which, draw a strait Line, 'and ſo 'will

this irregular Side-be reduced to a regularand here it may' b'e iobſerv'd' _'th'a't in very' ſmall

Bends by'the-E e, you may' judge - betterby theCom'p 3.; " u' 1-"1'

r But if Hedgizs = conſist, of'v large- Curvatures;

ehu'ſe out ſuch Points, and ib' ma'nyof them that:

Right-lines drawn from Point ito Point' may 'vary

she anntity byrſueh Quantities' only as any:

be rejected, 'andl herein the Hair-will be a Rea

dy Affistanco -- T '* I' "U * ' '

-hS'E-CT.'1V.* ctſſThe manner of reducing lzfotbemfal tozbmlz

' r

e A i

r" .r'.

. _

, LHEN werneetffwit-h anFHill inZSnrveying a.

_- -Piece of Land; we can' only'meaſure the

Whenulal or Hope-Lines thereof, on the Superfi

pies of; the Hill, -,>_,whic>h> being'conſideralily,lima-v

ger then the Baſi: or level Lines: on which the

Bill' is ſituated, as the Lines a b, b r, Figr '21.

are longer than do," or, therefore when we plott

this Hill<becauſe We cannot make a convexSu'

perficies upon a piece of plain Paper)- we must re

duce the hypothenuſal to horizontal, Lines: that

  

_all the Lines in the Plott may be laid down

alike in Plana. , ;

For the Lines of level onlymust be expreſs'd

in a Plott, that every Field therein may lye in

its-true Situation; for if' ab, and be, were laid

down on Paper as meaſirred "in the Field, they

would reach to al, and not only thrust the next

Hedge out of its true Pofition, but alſi) take up

a great
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.- ' eatSpace- inzztIWHeXt Field, making that too

He. i

5. Let Fz;g.-..zr_., repreſent aanill, at the ſoot oſ

whichthe Theodolite, is planted, , which being

ſet level in order to,,meaſure the Angle at a, the

Teleſcope when directed towards bzat the top

of the Hill, cu'ts the' Ground, therefore take the

Pin out of the--Q_uadrafit, and ele'vate the' Telel;

gaps, trothe-Mark, at b, (which must, be (be the

fame Distance from the Groun'dras the TeleſCope

island when, the Hair cuts the Mark at 5, the

Index ſhewe the-horizontal Angle on the Limb,

and the andrant the Angle of ElevatiOn bao,

25 Degrees so Minutes both at the ſame time,

which note in the' Field Book one over against

the other. _ A _

-7 The Instrument removed from a, and planted

level on the top of the Hill at b, the Teleſcope

when directed towards A e, cuts the Element,

therefore take' (int the Pin from-the Quadrant, and

depreſs the Telleſwpe to the Mark at e, and then

the Quadrant will ent 21' Degrees 34 Minutes,

and the Length of- a' Þ, as meaſured up the Hill,'

by. the Chain is tra-'00 Links, and be 1416.

. In order therefore to plott theſe Obſervarions';

first, draw the Right-lined al, but' do not 'ſet the

Lehgth 1200 Linlcs thereon, becauſe the Angle

aſ" Elevation is noted in the Field Book against

the horizOntal Angle, which ſheWs that this Line

is to be reduced to a Levelzrthereſor'elay then

Center oſ the Protractor to a, the Diameter

coincident with ad, and against '25 Degrees 50

Minutes, the Angle oſ Elevatibu, make a Mark,

and through it draw the obſc-ui'e Line a b, flat'

ting thereon nod Links the' Length oſ the _Hy

Pothenule, at theEnd of which make a Mark'at þ.

r Having, drawn the Angle of Elevationbao,
2' ' ' ' ſi take'
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w-_--..-.-'*

takexazfiluane Protraflor or. any othequuare that

Right' - Angle;" and tWD fstrait- Edges. and.

apply-'cut Edge thereof- to the R'Bht; Line 447.;

whilst the other cuts the Beintb 'in the ob-_

rest-6 Line. a. ib, and-thereby-le't'fzdlfa Perpendi

culaxſſfi'om the. Point Ir,-'_vhi'ch'='fills ons the Line:

ad- at W'fo ſhallthe-Line- d 0,L7bezthp< true hoti-z

wiſhe wlncthuLli_beJaid='dewh ' * the Plott:

L In the: ſame vManner: redtIcethei-Hypothenuſh.

bee',- byzdirfizxdraxving the Angle-nt' lDeprefl-iorri

dso-efletetz'ar'fiztting,thelLengtho£> BKHYPOFL

thfinuſe 5- c 14, chaid-" 16 Linkszzmil e zobſcum:

Linezkouflahd When: [that Lengthzen416.-Lmks,=

reaches from o, make a Mark at e..\ lastiy, liron;
e- let: ZfaLl' a; Perpehdiqular 'On the-Limb d, 'which

falls at.- a, lb ſhall the Line o: c,vb'e' (he Ltme -Hd-{

riqutalY-Lihe. ' \\ ' 'evil '10 'Lucan 12- 'Ill

2..Ol'ffldſC' having thb of the' Aſian

gle" of) Elevation, r and Length-be the JrHypnthe-T

miſefiinithe? Field Bookp yeui.may> fibd thd her-'7

rizontal Lihe bY-Fhe helpilzf thnifbllowing Table-i

\: \ a an. i' .- um 'le i; t .. r'vſi; I]

API-'awe ſhedizzg'fi had mity-'um (to-1 29-!

j; du'ct. [out ofa-navy; Qþfflifflrfihgtb izzſſtbg;
ſſi'q'ſi'ix; z i l

3 .: r 1: 7.', r'

DV-lMin. lLin.

i' I'!

DJMMin-i 1142.;- QffilMffi 'Lia-i

9l: 1-1563 '1 '31 a; ,

x';='94- =---7'* mast,- 41 - 14
?n St; (r '47 an; 4

i 30 þ-:s 337; _5z.,
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. Having' then-'Angle ' of 'Elevation 25 Degrees
50 Minutes,?ct amid-the Length of the Hypothe-,

nirſe a 11,-.ia*-'=Chains- g-iVen'- thence to find the

Length oſ theT'hbrizontal Line. s.

- Look in the Tdble for as Degrees 5'0 Mi

nutes, ' and-againſt: it, you willufind Io Links,

and ib mnyvmt'iſto bededucted Out of every

Chain. ini-the Mgth-Of the Hypothenule, 'then

ill-r.ChainloriznoouLinkwrequires. Io Links to
bedledqctedſihoni thence; 12 Chains Oſ'-'1200'

Links,- requires" rao 'Unks to Jbe deducted .-,

therefore -:ſubtra& n'ao Links from lzoo, the.

Remainden risdrqBo; the Length of the < hori

mntal Lineiam its: 'J 13 2.. -'\ '

ziAgain', thefflAngle of 'Depreſſion at Þ; -is_ 31.

Dexgrees - B4'-Mduc555 ->an<i the iLength . of: the

HyPothenuſi: or ſlope Line b c 1416 .Links, you:

will' find" 'in Table fa'gainfl z'r. Degrees 34.

Minute57ln'nks', then if roo-'zr7zrr4r6z 99,there

fore fiibtract- 9o Links out 'of 1416 the Length

of the Hope-Line,"- the yRemainder is 1317

Links, the Length of the level Line o or,

But if you cannot find the given Angle of E
levation in the Table, makeſſ uſe of that which'

approaches nearest thereto; and Note, Surveyors

in Practice ſeldom take notice 'of a gradual Aſ

pent, Liſ. it.. not make..an Angle of above

5 > or 6 Degrees or thereabouts, the difference

between the flope and level, Line, being then

inconſiderable, except inflame extraordinary Caie,

and then 'tis- ziafest to make are oſ- the first

Method hereſi laid down,} becauſe the Table'

is too ſhort, but if you have a perfect: Table

ofa Sines- and _MgafiWnsFyou,rmy make pra

thereof: ".
,.If If T'you_ are working _with the Chain,-ſi and

Would find the horizontal Line 'oſ an Hill," you
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a" may carry a ſmall Quadrant in your Pocket,.'

n- with which meaſure the Angle of Altitude, and

I. note it in the Field-Book 'against the Chord

or Sextant of' the horizontal Angle obſerved at
ſi that Statidn, (but let the Mark be ſet the

' ſame Distance from ſithe Ground with your Eye

p when you obſerve the Angle of Altitude) and

x proceed to reduce the Line as aſorelaid.

\ Alſo you may obſerve an Angle of Alti

x tude if you have only the plain Table in the

1 Field, by turning it down into the notch oſ the

: Ball and Socket, making it stand Perpendicular

i by applying the String and Plummet thereto,

and then the Index and Sights ſcrewed to the

Center oſ the Table may indifferently ſerve the

turn, but a-(Liadrant is better. _

You must ſhade over that part oſ your Plott

where the Lines are thus reduced with the Re

preſentation oſ Hills, lest another Perſon ſhOuld

meaſure them by the ſame Scale with the 0

_ ther Lines, and find them to differ.

_ If a Field have the bottom and top Lines

level, and both Sides riſing alike, it is to be

: accounted but as a declining level, and to be

meaſured as a Level Ground in regard of the

i Qiantity oſ Superficies, though the fide Lines

a must be reduced to make al regular Plott in

1 reſpect of the adjacent Fields that are level;

i but if a Ground be level at one End and both

X Sides, and an Hill riſing up along the Middle,

a or iſ there be stveral Hills in the Middle,

* thereof the Superficies will be more than in a

z Plain bounded by the lame Limits.

; Now Surveyors differ in their Opinion, in re

ſpect oſ casting up the Content oſ ſuch a Field;

X ſome argue on the Tenant's Behalf; that fince

3 all Vegetables stand in a Perpendicular on the

* Earth -, (that is, grow strait upwards) as much will \

G grow
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grow on the horizontal Line as on the Hypo

themlſe, and therefore the Lines ought to be all

reduced to a level, and the Content' to be de

duced from the Plott ſi) laid down.

Others ſay that there ought to be marks

placed on the top of the moſt remarkable Hills,

and the Chain drawn over Hill and Dale, and

the flope Lines laid on the Paper of the ſame

Length as meaſured in the Field, and the true

Content in Acres, &it. deduced from thence

although the Slopes be reduced afterwards, that

the Field may be laid in its true Situation in

reſpect of others adjacent in the fair Plott.

'Tis' hard to determine which way is to

be practiſed in all Caſies; for though by the

last Method you will have the true Quantity of

Superficies more nearly given, yet the allowamc in

the first is often but reaſonable, iſ the Soil of the

Hills is not ib profitable as if the whole Field

was fituated on a Plain, but the Reader may

uſe which he ſhall think most proper.

'CHARI
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CHAP. IV.

Shewin ſhow to Surwey and make a
perfeſſſſzct Draught (ſ flrverdl pieces

ff Land lying together ds 4 Man

nor, &e. Aſ) haw to compare the

Bearing an Angles one with d

not/aer, at each Station, as abfirv'd

by the Neodolite, in order to cor

rect any Error that may drzfi

in meaſurin 'be Angles in the

Field as we! as protracting them

on Taper.

SECT. I.

AVING in the former Chapters

laid down the best and most practi
ſſ cal Methods for meaſuring any Piece

., of Land by the most proper In

_ __;.> struments, I here ſubjoin the manner

of Surveying leveral Pareels lying

together; an Example of which may be taken

from the ſmall Tenement or Farm, Fig. 22.
ſiſi , ſi' ' 7 G a
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. First I take a View of the Land, conſidering

at which Part thereof it will be moſt convenient

to begin, andproceed with the Work; and,..þe

cauſe 7tis best working in a Lane as often as v_an

Opportunity preſents *, therefore I let up the The

odolite at O 1 in Claw-lion Field.

Then I enter in the Field-Book the Title of

the Survey," and *in the middle Column O i, and

then ſend a Station Staff forwards in the Lane,

as far as I can ſee diſtinctly, (the farther the

better) as to O 2,- (and when the' Station Lines

are Within the Fields, I ſend the vStaff to the

next eminent 'Bend in the Hedge, or even to

_the farther end thereof', iſ the Line from the

'Instrument to the Staff be not at too great a
Distance from" the Hedge, ſo asctto cauſe Offsets

greater than a, Chain or a Chain and half, or

thereaboutsrxſor, Offsets taken too long are .not
'ſo eaſily laid'offſi' at right Angles from the Sta

tion.Line)_.and zto that Stafi" at e 2, I direct the

Teleſcope, and note rthe, Degrees in the Box cut

by the north' End of the Needle, viz. 356 De

grees' to Minutes, which I enter in the Field

Book for the Bearing of this first Station Line.

"Then I'ſet up a Staff in the Hole over which

the Center of the Instrument was'plac'd,-.to which
Staff I direct one of my Affistantsſi to apply the

Ring at one End oſ the Chain, whilst the other

Aſſistant stretches it- out' in a right Line towards

e 2, letting it lye on the Ground in that Direc
&ion z_ tillithei , Occurrences, in' this Chain's Length

arelentredjinythe fFiCldrBQQk, Fviz. I meafiire the

Difgances._,oſI the. Chain ſrom the Bounders of

each. Field, _which Ienter in the Columns oſ Off

.ſets,_,that on the: right Handpſ the Chain in the

right HandColbumn, and thatpn the leſt in. the

left _Hand,4_ColL_1mn_-, , and tiſ; the Land Part of

that which _I_axr1_ab011t-to ._ſu_rvey, FI vyrite in oneſ
- e * . o
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of the outſide Columns by what Name it'is call'd,
but iſ it belongs to -a Stranger, I write the nameſſ

oſ the Owner thereof, and in all Caſes expreſs

to which Land the Hedge belongs.

So at the Length of 20 Links from Or, I

lay the Offset Staff at right Angles with the

Chain, and meaſure the Distance from thence to

the corner of Turſy Leas, which I find to be r;

Links, thereſore in the middle Column repre

stnting the Station Line I write 20, and against

it in the right Hand Column oſ Offsets I enter

re; likewiſe when I come to 40 Links in the

Chain-Line I am against the Corner of Cow

pasture, therefore, I lay the Offset Staff to the

Chain, and meaſure the Distance from thence to

the Corner oſ Cow-pasture 80 Links, which

I enter in the leſt Hand Column oſ Offsets a

gainst AO in the middle Column, denoting that

at the Length oſ 40 Links from e) 1 the Offset,

80 Links reached the Corner of Cow-pasture on

the leſt Side or' the Station-Line. '5

The Hedges on each ſide the Lane, running

on very nearly strait from theſe Corners, I take

no more (lffsets in this first Chain's Length nor

at the ſecond 3 but when I have laid the Chain

a third time, and come against 80 Links, I there

take an Oliset on the leſt Hand of the Chain

Line,- becauſe the Hedge varies its Direction, ma

king aconſiderable Bend, for though the Distance

from the Chain to the Hedge continually varies

from the Corner to-this Place ; yet I only take

Offsets at each End, omitting the intermediate

Parts, ſince when the extreams oſ a right Line

are given, that right Line is alſo given, but

When the Hedge runs on with a continued but

irregular Curviture, then I take Offsets at every
Chain or half Chain's Length, or oftner asctthe

'Thing requires. '
V G 3 In
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In this manner I proceed with the Chain till

I come to the Staff at O 2, obſerving as I go

alon the Bends in the Fences on each fide of

the ane, to every one of which I take an Off

ſet, writing the Length oſ each on the right or

left fide of the middle Column in the Field-Book

repreſenting the Station Line, according as they

were laid off in the Field.

Note, the Mark e in the Field-Book denotes

a Station :, B a Bearing, < an Angle, m. the *

cutting oſ an Hedge by the Chain, a g, ſome

remarkable Object on the farther fide of the

Hedge, as another Fence ſhooting up thereto;

ret. return to a former Station, &Ft.

Being come to e 2, I there plant the Instru

ment, and ſend the Station Stafi' forwards in the

Lane as far as I can ſee it, as to 9 3, and then

bring the Index to 360 on the Limb, and tum

ing the whole Instrument about I direct the

Teleſcope to the Staff leſt at e r, and there fix '

the Instrument z and then turn abOut the Index

on the Limb, till through the Teleſcope I fee

the Staff at O 3, and then find that the north

End oſ the Needle points at 338 Degrees, and

the Index cuts on the Limb 161 Degrees so

Minutes, therefore under O 2, in the middle Co

lumn oſ the Field-Book, I enter 338 Degrees,

and under that 161 Degrees so Minutes, denoting

that at the ſecond Station the Bearing of the 12:

con_d Length is 338 Degrees, and the Angle

which the Index cuts on the Limb is 161 De

grees 50 Minutes.

The Rule I obſerve in meafiiring each Angle

is this', first I bring the Index to 360, and with

that part of the Limb towards me, I direct: the

Teleſcope to a Mark at the last Station, and

there fix the Instrument, then I turn about the

' Index
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Index on the Limb, till I ſee the Hair in the

Telleſcope cut a Mark at the next Station before

me, ſo ſhall the Needle ſhew the Bearing oſ the

next Line, and the Index on the Limb ſhews the

(Luntity of the Angle at the preſent Station.

The Angles and Bearings of the Lines are taken

at once fitting the Index, as eaſily and expediti

oufly as the Angle it ſielf only; therefore inſert the

Bearing of each Line in the Field-Book, as you ſee

in the Form thereof; for then you may prove the

Truth of your Work in the Field at each Station,

before you leaVe it, by one ofthe following Rules.

Ifto the preſent Bearing, be added 1 80 Degrees,

and from the Sum y0u ſubtract the last Bearing,

then the Remainder will be the preſent Angle.

Or if to the preſimt Angle, you add the laft

Bearing, and from the Sum ſubtract 180, then will

the Remainder be the prelth Bearing. a

But iſ the Degrees to be ſubtracted are more

than thoſe from which they are to be ſubtracted,

the latter must be encreaſed by 3605 and then ſiib

traEt. And if the Remainder be more than 360,

then abate 360, and the Reliilt gives the Degrees

required. *

So at 62, if to the preſent Bearing 338 oo',

you add 18c5®, the Sum is 518',oo' from which

Sum, if you ſubtract the last Bearing at o r, 3560

10', the Remainder is 161® 50 equal to the pre

ſent Angle. A

\ Likewiſe, if to the Bearing at 93 1" 30', you
add i80 Degrees, the Sum is 181o 30', which is

leſs than 33800',' Bearing of the last Station,

therefore 18:o 30' multbe'encreaſed by 360, and

then the Sum is 5410 50', from which iſyou fiibtraa:

338, the Bearing oſ the last Station, the Remain

der will be 2030 30', equal to the preſent Angle.

In like Manner may any other Angles be exaffl

fulned, and if found erroneous, the Error may
I a , . _. . G 4 ,_ . b? _
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be corrected , before 'tis communicated to the

following Part of the Work.

Therefore when you have noted the Bearing

of the preſent Station, write it in one of the ouc

ſide Columns of the Field-Book, and adding 180

thereto, ſiibtract the Bearing at the last Station

there-from; and then, if the Angle thus calcu

lated from the Bearings , doth agree with that

which the Index cuts on the Limb, you may con-v

clude the Angle is rightly obſerved, and there:

fore may be entred in the Field-Book.

. But obſerve, tho' the Numbers thus compa

red will be very nearly alike, yet lbmetimes they

may differ ſome few Minutes, becauſe the Di

viſions in the Box being ſo much ſmaller than

thoſe on the Limb, the Degrees and Minutes

can't be estimated alike in both 5 but yet you will

be ſure always to correct and avoid any groſs

Error before y0u proceed with the following

Work, and to this End the before-mentioned

Rules are of excellent Uſe.

'Theſe Directions I ſhall not repeat, tho' I

make Uſe of them throughout the whole Work,

unleſs any thing new occurs in meaſuring of the

other Lines and Angles, referring the Reader

rather to the Field-Book and Plan of the Workh

than tiring him with Repetitions.

From O 2: I proceed with the Chain towards

O 3 : but at twenty Links in the first Length

.ſrom O 2, I am against the Hedge that parts

Home-cloſe from Turfy-Leas; therefore I take

an Offset thereto perpendicular from the Chain

Line, and enter in the Field-Book a g 17 Links,

and this will hereafter be of Uſe in cloſing the

Plott.

Being come to 9 2, I there obſerve and prove

the bearing and Angle at that Station, and then

proceed. with the Chain towards O 42, but firstat

O or
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-@ or the Prestnt Station, I meaſure an Offset to

the right 10 Links, and to the left 20 Links -, at

41 in the Chain Line', I am against the Or

chard Hedge at 204, the Orchard Pales at 761,

I am against the Gate that leads into the Yard,

and alſo against another that goes into Cow

Pasture, therefore to each of theſe Remarks I

meaſure an Offset from the Chain Line, and

enter them in the Field-Book.

In going from O 4 to O 5, the Chain touches

the Brow vof the Ditch at 2 Chain 20 Links

from the last Station; therefore against 220 in

the Field-Book I write o, denoting that there

was o or no Distance from the Chain to the

Ditch, and by the Brow of the Ditch is meant

the determined Distance of 5 Links from the

Stem of the Hedge.

Being come to O 6, I ſend a Staff to the far

ther Side of the Field called the Stockin, and

if I cannot ſee the Mark through the Hedge,

I cauſe the Bows to be removed or held back

till I can plainly stre the Mark, and if that can't

be done I make my Station a little on this Side,

or elſe beyond ſuch a thick Place till I can'

plainly ſee the Mark, and draw the Chain through

the Hedge in a strait Line, and where it cuts

the Hedge I write cut, as here it does at 10 Links;

but if the Fence is a Wall I allow for the Thick

nels thereof, and always meaſure the nearest Did

(game between Station and Station that can poffiz

ly be.

Being come to O 9 in the Stockin, I cauſe a'

Staff to be ſet up in the very. Corner of the Field

next the Lane where the Bounders meet, to which'

I meaſiire from O 9310 ſhall the End of this Line

coincide with the Offset which I took to this'

corner from the Station Line in the Lane,whicll;

- WI
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will be a Proof that the Work is truly laid down

when I came to protract it.

If upon a Piece oſ Paper with the Pen only

you make an Eye-Draught of the Lane, and

that Field which you have finiſhed, ſetting your

Station Lines with their Numbers, as you made

them in the Field, you will plainly lite your Work

as you go along, and be able to distinguiſh which

BOunders of the preſent Field are already obſerved

in the Precedent, as well as be directed, with a

ivreat deal of Eaſe, how to proceed with your

ork, when you come to protract it.
Having made allſithe neceſſary Obſervations round

the Stockin, I return to O 9, and with 360 on the

Limb towards me I direct the Telleicope to a

Mark, at the last Station before I came to this,

wiz. O 8, and fixing the Instrument there, I next

direct the Tellestope to ro, and note the Angle and

Bearing at that Station; then I lay the Chain

through the Hedge from 9 9 towards O, lo, and

take an Offset to the Fence where each Partition

Line joins it on the other Side, by the Help of

which, together With the other Oſſsets on the fur

ther Side in the Lane, most of the inward Fences

of the Orchard Garden &it. may be drawn.

From 9 io - cannot ſee into thevery Corner

next the Lane, therefore I take an Offset thereto

zo Links from the Station Line, and ſo are the

Out Lines of the Garden,- Yard, He. finiſhed. 7

Then I return to O 8 in the Storkin, and here

it may be obſerved, that when I deſign to return

to any Station, before I leave it I cut upa Turf

with a little Paddle, which I fix in one End of

the Offset-Staff, or make ſome ſuch Remark that

I may be ſiire readily to find the Place in which

the Station Staff before stood; and in the Field

Book to this Mark O Iwrite return', then plant

ing the Instrument at O 8, I direct the Telle
' ' ctſCOPC
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ſizo e to the Mark left at O 7, and here alſb I

ob erve as a general Law, to obſerve the Angle

with that Line which was meaſured immediately

before I came to the Station where I took the

Angle the first timez-So here I obſerVe the An

gle made with 9 7, O 8,and not with any other,

as O 8, O 9 -, therefore according to this constant

Law I direct: the Tellelcope back to O 7 in the.

Stockin, and fixing the Instrument there, I next

direct the Telleſcope to O 1 r, in Home-Gloſe,

and Note the Angle, fir. as in the Field-Book.

After I have meaſured the Angle He. at 0

13, and am going forwards towards O 12, at

76 Links of the Chain I perceive my ſelf o

ver against the Fence that parts Out-Mad from

Crab-tree-Cloſh, I therefore ask the Follower of

the Chain, how many Arrows he hath in his

Hand, he anſwers 4, therefore I enter in the

middle Column ofthe Field-Book 476, and against:

that onthe left I write 61, the Length of the

Offset, denoting, that at the Length of 4.

Chains 76 links from O it, I laid off an Offset

to the left, 61 Links and proceed to obſerve and

enter in the Field-liook the rest of the Occur

rences round Home-Gloſe, cloſing it at the End of
thev Line from O 12 next the Lane.

Then I return to O 12, and proceed to e 13,

cloſing Turfey-Lcar at the Corner ; to which I

took the first Offsett from O 1, in Charlton-Field.

In the ſame Manner I proceed round Craþtrep

Cloſh, entring the ſeveral Occurrences as you find.

them in the Field-Book.

At o 17, I cauſe a Staff to be ſet up cloſe toffl

the Fence where the Hedges join one another;

to"'which Staff I meaſure strait from (-) 17, clo

ſing Outwaod at the Extremity of the Station

Line, which coincides with the Offsett laid off

from-'O 7, the Sterkin. "
z . . .. Having
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-* Having finiſhed all the Fields on this Side the

Lane, I return to e 6, 'obſerving this general

Rule, never to make a Tour greater than Neceſ

fity requires, but always to cloſe each Field as

ſoon as poſſible : So instead of going up the Lam

from O 2, if I* had turned off into Turfy-Lear,

and cloſed first Turfy-Lear, and then Crabtree

Cloſh, &Ft. the Work had been done as well. o

Being at o 6, I cauſe a Staff to be ſet up in a

convenient Place, on the farther Side of Gar-rot

Field, as at O 18, laying the Chain through the

Hedge, from O 6, towards 9 18', and becauſe

the Hedge belongs to the next Field, I write

Hedge to H/ill. Green, the Owner of the adjacent

Land.

After I have obſerved the Angle at O 18, I

direct the Telleſcope to a Staff ſet up by the Ri

ver Side, and note the Degrees which the Index

cuts on the Limb, wiz. [no 10/ z and then

meaſure from O 18, to that Staff, zoo Links, ta

king' Offsets on each Side the Line to the Brink

Of the River, as you ſee in the Figure thereof;

and this will' be found very uſeful in all Manner

of Practice, where the Bounders are very irregu

lar, that as much Work may be performed at
once ſetting down the Instrument as poffible. ſſ

a From e 18, I proceed with the Chain to

6 19, and from thence I meaſure along the Hedge

fide that reaches from the River to the Lame;

and when I come against the Hedge that parts

Magg-meadow from Cow-pasture, I write, a g. 50

Links, being ſo far distant from the Chain-Line',

and becauſe the Hedge from this Place belonged

to Garrott-Fielrl, I entred it ſo in the Field?

Book, but now it belongs to Cow-pasture', there
fore I write Hedge to Cow-pasture; ſi

Then returning to e 10, I direct the Teleſcope

first to O 18, and then to 20, and find

* - O 19
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e 19 to be in a strait Line with 9 18 and O 20;

therefore I enter in the Field-Book 180, or

Station-Line continued, proceeding to obſerve and

enter down the ſeveral Occurrences at e" 20;

9 21, and e 22, round Magg-meadow, and then'

return'to O 21. ' - 1

From O 21, I go to 9 23 in Cow-pasture, clo-*l

ſing it on the Corner, near 9 1 in Charlton-Fieldz .

and ſo is the Whole finiſhed, as far as relates to?

the Field-work. 7 ,_

If there be ſeveral Pieces of Land belonging?

to the ſame Manor, &it. you are now ſurveying,

that lie diſperſedin ſeveral Furlongs in' Common;

Fields adjacent to the ſame Manor 5 you may'

from one of your Stations on the Outfide of the'

Plot take the Bearings to each Piece, by cauſing;

a Mark to be ſet up thereon, and meaſuring the;

Distance from that Station to each Mark : So

may each Piece be *plotted in its true Form,

and laid in the ſame Situation in the Plot as on

the Land it ſelf :Y And in your'Table of' Refle

rences or Terrier, you*' may inſert' the Name of'

the Furlong where each Piece lies, with the

Name' oſ other Perſons Land that lies round it,_i

as a Direction to the Steward or other Perſon, to'

find each Piece. ,.

\uw'u-'Q''ed-1'-

ObſEr- -
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Olaſiewation: and

Pariſh of W-

Dimenſions of Land lying in 'be
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I se cT'T. ®11.

The manner of Protraffingl- the Obſer'uatiom

contamed in the preceding Field-Book.

HE Protractor for this Purpoſe is best made

a whole Circle,*and marked on the Limb

where the Numbers begin with' N. or a Flower
de-Iuee, for then may that Partſiof the Protractor

be kept always one Way as the Instrument in the

Field, and therefore 'you will il'beVleſs liable to

mistake, thanif you uſe a Semicircle, which must

be laid upwards or downwards, as the Degrees

of the Bearing are more or leſs than 180 5 and

the Diameter of this Protractor is laid Parallel to

the Meridians, by the Help of equal Divifions

graved on the Protractor. '3

Being provided with a Sheet of'strong Cartridge

Paper, or (if that is not large enough) a Skin of

Parchment; orwhich I reckon better (eſpecially

for the fair Plott) if one Sheet of Paper be not

big enough, to have ſeVeral Sheets pasted on

Cloth or CanVas well stretched and dried in a

Frame before you uſe it z and this you may have

of an Size, as the Largeneſs of the Work to be

laid 0wn requires. ,

Or a Practiſer may have Sheets of large Paper

printed from a Copper-plate, with fine Meridian

Lines drawn thereon at exact Distances, and theſe

will be very neat and true, and will ſave much

Trouble in drawing Meridian-Lines by a Parallel

Ruler, or otherwiſe.

_ If you have not a Parallel Ruler, you may

draw Lines parallel to one another, by ſetting

One Foot of a Pair of Compaſſes at or near the

End of your given right Line, and with the other

deſcribe the Arch of a Circle, do the _ſame hat;

t e
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the' other End of the Line, and through the ut

mofi Convex of- theſe Two Arches you may draw

a Line Parallel.to the firflt. -

Having drawn Parallel Right Lines at conve

nient Distances throughout the Paper m'arked

with N. S. repreſenting Meridian, or North and

>SOuth Lines, I pick out ſome Place in one of

theſe Lines, to repreſent the first Station, as at

_Q 1, Fig. 22, and, lay the Center'oſthe Protractor

on the Point e r, the' Diameter being Parallel to

the-Meridian Line," and the Beginning of the De

grees of the Protractor towards N. or upwards 3

and'becauſe the Bearing of , the firſt Station Line

is 3560, Lo),- I make a Mark with my Protracte

ing. Pin against that Number, cloſe to the Limb

oſ the Protractor, to which Mark I draw an oh.

ijcpre Line ſtom O__1, repreſenting the Chain Line

from-Or, to 9 2. ' \

- - Then the Field-Book being open before-me,

I lay the Edge of 'my Plotting-Scale to this ob

ſcure Line O r and O 2 5 and becauſe Ifind in the

Field-book that the Offsets from this Line were

laid off at 20, 40, 280, 300, and 763; therefore

making the Beginning oſ the Numbers on the

Plotting<Scale to: coincide with e r, I make a

Prick againſt each of theſe' Numbers, cloſe to

the Edge ofthe Plotting-Scale, and then turning

the Scale perpendicular to the Line, I apply it

ſucceflively t_o thoſe ſeveral Points, and there prick

off the Length oſ the_,ſeveral Offsets on the re

ſpective Sides oſ-theobſcure Line; ſo against the

first Mark- in the obſcu-re Line, I prick off 15

Links to the Right, which gives the Corncr oſ'

Too-fiv-Leas :' Alſo againſt the ſecond Prick in the

obſcure Line, I prick off 80 Links to the Leſt,

which; give the Corner oſ Cow-pasture z at 280,

or the Third Mark in the 'oblcure Line, I prick
gff IO to the Leſt; at ſſzoo, 20 to the Rights

- '* an
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and at the End of the Line 56; I prick off 18

Links to the Left: Lastly, I draw Lines with

Ink from Point to Point on the Outfides of this

obſcure Line, thereby constituting the Bounders

of the Lane ſo far. *

At the first and ſecond Distances, I was against

the Corners of anfey-Lenr and Cow-pasture;

therefore, with a Black-lead Pencil I draw Two

ſhort Lines, cutting the Lane, to denote that the

Sooth Fences 'come up to the Lnne at thoſe Cor-

Frs, and will hereafter be of Uſe in cloſing theſe

lots. '3

Having thus finiſhed my, first Length, I pro

duce the obſcure Line, if Occafion requires, both

Ways, till it is as long each Way as the Radius

of the Protractor, then I place the Center of

the Protrastor On the Point O 2, and turn it about

thereon, keeping the Beginning of' the Degrees

towards e r z the last Station-3 till the Diameter

coincides with the Station-Line 6 1, O z; then

cloſe to the Edge of the Procrastor, right against

1610 50', the Degrees of the preſent Angle, I

make a Mark- with my Protracting-Pin, and to

that Mark from 9 2, draw an obſcure Line, re

preſenting the Station-Line, from 9 2, to 9 '3.

And that I may be ſiire the Line e 2, O 3, is

drawn in its true Pofition, I turn about the Pro

tractor, the Center still coinciding with O 2, till

the Diameter be Parallel with the Meridiansz

the Beginning of the Numbers of the Protractor

being towards N. on the Meridian Line, and

then will the Line O 2, O 3, before drawn, meet

the Limb ofthe Protractor against 3380, oo', the

Bearing oſ the Line O 2, O 3, which proves the

Line O 2, O 3, to be truly laid down.

And thus may the Plott be laid down by the

Angles, and examined by the Bearings.

The
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The constant Rule] obſerve in drawing the

Angles is this: To lay the Diameter of the Pro

tractor on that Line which brought me to the

preſent Station, where the Angle about to be laid

down, was taken',v and to keep the Beginning of

the Numbers on the Protractor towards the last

Station."

. And in Order to prove'that each Angle is truly

laid down, I turn about the Center of the Pro

tractor on the Point', repreſenting the preſent Sta

tion, till the Diameter be parallel to the Meridi

ans, With the Beginning of the Numbers towards

N. on the Meridian-Line; then will the Line last

drawn, cut the Number, expreffing its Bearing

on the Limb of the Protractor, if that Line be

drawn in its true Poſition. '

In like Manner, I lay down and prove the An

gles taken at the zd, 4th, zth, 6th, 7th, 8th and

9th Stations, and alſo the correſponding Lengths

and Occurrences, continuing the Bounders to the

ſoveral Offsets as I' go along, drawing a ſhort Line

acroſs them with a Black-lead Pencil, where the

Remarks a, g, He. are noted in the Field-book;

breaking off the Fences where there are Gatcsz

So at the last Length, from o 9, when I have

drawn that Line in its true Pofition, and made it

of its just Length, as noted in the Field-book, I

r find its Extremity to coincide with that Point in

_the Fenoe, to which I laid off an Offset from 388'

in the Station-Line O 3, O 4, in the Lane, which

proves that the Angles and Lengths encloſing the

Stockin, are truly laid down. \ _

But if the Extremity of the last Line does nor

mificide with the Extremity of the last Offset
laid Off from the Station-Line O 3, O 4, both "de"-v

noting the Northwest Corner of the Stockin, the

Lines and Angles deſigned to enclole the ſame

' Stockin,
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Stork-in," are not trulyſi laid down, and therefore

muſt be corrected before I proceed.

- Next I lay the Protractorxon e 9, the Diame-v

ter coincident with the Line 9 8, O 9, being the

ſame Line which brought' me to that Station ;

and having laid down the Angle, 9 8, 9 9, 0 10,

I prick off the ſeveral Offsets, marking them as

th'e- Fieldſibook'directs, where the Lines of Parti

tion within come up to the Hedge. '

--Having drawn the Chain-'Line from 9'10, and

ſet off the laſt Offset therefrom 20 Links,-3 I find

the Extremity oſ that Offset' to' coincide with the.

Mark I drew croſs the Fence at'the 2d Offset

from. 6-3, 'which proves theWork to be truly

laid-down, a, Z . .: ' i ' -

The Out-Lines round. the TOr'ch'ard, Garden,

Yard, &Ft. being drawn, the Angles within, about

the Buildings, may .be meaſured with a Bevel;

or elſe with xthe Chain "only, -(" as directed

the-Uſe oſ the Chain) "which, together with

the Remarks on the Outſides, vvill be' an eaſy Di

rection for drawing the ſeveral'- Bounders within

thoſe Lines.- ' _ ' - > a ' '

£ Having finiſhed the Ground-plot about the

Bnildings, I find the next Station in my Field-z

book, marked O 8. ret. therefore I return to e 8,>

in my Draught, and lay down that Angle by the

Line immediately preceding that Station, -w'z.'

O 7, 6 8, and proceed to O r 1, laying down the

ſeveral Occurrences as noted in the Field-book.

ſhe Rules I obſerve in theſe Caſes, are, to

number with Black-lead all the Stations I have

already laid' down in my Draught, and to expreſs

thoſe Numbers ſucceflively one after another, in a

Piece oſ awaite Paper. *

W If the Number of the preſent Station doth not

immediately ſucceed that of the last, but is greater

by -. an Unit than any of the Numbers in the

" waste
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a waste Paper, then I lay down the Angle of the

preſent Station with the Line I meaſiired imme

diately before I came to it, and number it as in

the Field-Book.

But if the Number of the preſent Station is

greater than any in the waste Paper by more than

an Unit, there hath been ſome Omiſſron in the

waste Paper, which must be rectified.

Iſ'I come to a Station whoſe Number is already

entred in the waste. Paper, then I return to that

Station in my Draught, and there lay down that

Angle with the Line meaſured, immediately be

fore I came to this Station the first Time.

Thus obſerving theſe Directions, may the Plot

be laid down without any Burthen at all to the

Memory', and if it was ſurveyed by one Man, it

may be plotted by another, provided the Perſon

who lurveyed it did obſerve theſe Rules; and

any Method of keeping a Field-book, that lays a

Burthen on the Memory, is imperfect, and not fit

for Practice.

The remaining Part of the Work is restrved

for the Exerciſe of the Reader :, The Plan there

of was here laid down by a Scale- ofi ofan Inch :

I ſometimes lay down the Plot of each Field by

a Scale of half an Inch or larger, if the Plot will

he on one Sheet of Paper, and cast up the Con

tent of each ſeparately by that Scale *,, and for

this Purpoſe, the Sheets with Meridians ready

printed thereon, are very ſerviceable, though I

afterwards lay down the whole Plan together by

a Scale oſ a (luarter of an Inch or leſs, entring

the Content of each Field, as cast up by the

large Scalein the Middle thereof. 1 _ s

:fi*; ſi SECT
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S E C T. Ill.

Of Reducing PIOtſ.

HE Plot of a Manor or Lordſhip conſist

ing ofſeveral Hundred Acres lying together,

being laid down by a Scale of a (Liarter of an

Inch or leſs, may yet be larger than is deſired,

and therefore must be reduced into a leffer Com

paſs. Now ſor the Performance of this Work

there are ſeveral Instruments, as, a long Scale

made with a Center-hole at One Third Part there

of; ſo that Two Third Parts may be numbred

one Way with equal Parts, from the Center-hole

to the End, and the other Third Part numbred

the other Way with the ſame Number of equal

Parts, though leſs according to what Proportion

you pleaſe; but to paſs by this, and ſeveral others,

I ſhall only give an Instance of the Parallelogram,

which for Generality, Exactneſs and Diſpatch

ſurpaſſeth all others, and is commonly made of

Six Wooden Rulers joined together, and ſupport

ed by Braſs Feet, with Holes in the Rulers for

ſietting the Instrument to certain Proportions.

But I have lately ſeen one of theſe Instruments

made of Brafs in a different Form from the

Other, and much better, becauſe it may be ſet to

any given Proportion whatever, by the Help of

Sliding Centers, that are moved along certain
Lines calculated forſi that Purpoſe, and divided on

the Sides of the Parallelogram; ſo that a Plott

may be reduced with the utmost Exactneſix to any

given Ratio, in Reſpect oſ the former, either in

Proportion, as the Length of the Sides of the

foul Plott ſhall be to the fair one, or elſe as the

Area of the one to the Area of the other :, and

another Thing may be ſaid of this Instrument,
i ſi that
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that Curves are as Well reduced thereby as Right

Lines; which by any other Instrument is exceed

ing difficult, if not impoffible to be done.

The Parallellogram being fixed upon a very

ſmooth and even Table, and the foul Plott, and

fair Paper fastened thereon, one over-against the

other, flat the Parallellogram to what Proportion

YOu would have your reduced Plott be oſ, in Re

ſpect of the former, then bring the Point of the

Tracer to one of the outmost Angles oſ the ſoul

Plott, and put in the Point which is to draw, in

its Place, letting it rest on the ſair Paper; then

move the Tracer with a gentle, equal Motion,

over all the Lines oſ the ſoul Plott; ſo ſhall the

Motion thereof occaſion the Drawing-Point to

draw u on the clean Paper or Parchment, the

true and exact Figure of the former Plort, tho'

of another Bigneſii, according to what Proportion

you ſet your Instrumentz which will better ap

pplar by ſeeing the Instrument once ustd, than

ords can poſiibly explain.

' When you have gone round the Lines that en

cloſe one Field, you ma take out the Drawing

Point, and bring the racer to an other Point'

on the ſoul Plott; then put the rawingoPoint

in its Place again, and proceed on with your

Work.

Note, This Instrument is uſizſul, not only for

this Pur oſe, but alſo ſorCopying any finall Print,

He. inv iniature. But for Reducing great Plotts

of Land, it ſhould be made oſa larger Size than

is commOnly uſed for other Purpoſes.

SECT.
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SECT."IV.

Direction: fbr Beautifying and Adornng of

Plottr.

HAving reduced the Plan of the Lordſhip,

Manor, fie. to the intended Bigneis', 'tis

neceſſary to draw imaginary Lines both vertical

and horizontal, denoted by Letters at the Top

and Bottom, and alſo on the Sides, to be referred

to by the Table of References, for the ready find

ing of any Field or Parcel of Land therein con

tained, ſuch as you will find in the new Maps of

London, Uſ.

The North Part of the Plott is always ſuppoſed

to be placed upwards, and the East to be on the

Right Hand, .

The Represtntation of Hedges ought to be laid

down on the ſame Side of the Fences that they

are in the Land, and to be broke off where there

are to be Repreſentations of Gates.

The Out-Borders of the Plott, at least ſuch as

border next to the Demefnes, ought to be fill'd

with the adjacent Hedges, and the Tenants or

Owners Names of the Grounds.

If you destribe all Rivers, Highways, Wind

mills, great 'lone Trees, Gates, Stiles, &do. that

fhll within your Plott, it will add to the Beauty

thereof

The GrOund-Plott of Buildings, ought in all

Caſes to be exprefled by the ſinne Scale that the

rest of the Plott was laid down by, and to be

taken Notice of in the Table of References z but

never go about to draw the Repreſentation of an

Houſe or Barn in the Midst of the Plott, ſo big

as will cover an Acre or two of Land. B

Ut
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But if you would expreſi a Gentleman's Seat,

or Manor-houſe, 7tis best done in ſome Corner of

the Draught, or in a Plan by itſelf, annext to

that oſ the Estate to which it belongs. And the

HOuſe must be drawn in Perſpective, (as you

will be ſhewed hereafti? and if the Gardens, Walks

and Avenues to the ouſie are expreſſed, it must

be in the ſame Manner -, and where there are

Trees, they must be ſhadowed on the light' Side.

If you will take the Pains, you may, in one of

the upper Corners of the Plan, draw the Man

lion-Houſe, Uſ. in the other the Lord's Coat of

Arms, with Mantle, Helm, Crest and Supporters,

or in a Compartiment, blazoning the Coat in its

true Colours: In one of the Corners at the Bot

tom, you may deſcribe a Cirde, with the 32 Points

of the Mariners Compaſs, according to the Situa

tion of the Ground, with a Flo-zver-de-luce at the

North Part thereof, ever allowing the Variation

of the Needle: And in the other Corner, make a

Scale equal to that by which the Plott was laid

down, adoming it with Compaſſes, Squares, Ovals,

e.

r Having wrote the Name and Content of each

Cloſe about the Middle thereof, you may, about

the Bounds of each Field or Encloſure, with a

ſmall Pencil and ſome' tranſparent Colour, neatly

go over the black Lines; ſo ſhall you have a tranſ

parent Stroke or Margin on either Side of your

black Lines, which being ſhadowed, will add a

great Lustre and Beauty to the Plott.

If you would have your Fields all coloured,

it will not be amiſs to pounce over the Paper or

Parchment with ſome Staniſh-Grain and bumt

AlIOm, and a double (luantity of _Rofin, finely

ſearced and lightly pumiced, to preſerve the

Paper from being pierced through with the Co

I lourS',
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lours 5 or wet it over with' Allom-Water, which

will add to the Lustre oſ the Colours.

Then lay on the Colours in- Manner following,

being firſt ground, and bound with Gum-Water

very thin and bodilels: "Arable for Corn, you

_ may waſh with pale Straw-Colour, made of yellow

Oker and White-lead -, for Meadow's, 'take Pink

and Verdigreaſe' in a light green, Pasture in a

deep green of Pink, Azure and Smaltsz Fenns, a

deep green; as alſo Heathso'f'yellow and Indico;

Trees, a ſadder green, oſ White-lead and Verdi
ſſgreeſe 5 for Mudd-Walls and Ways, mix White

lead and Rch oſ Iron, or with Okers brown of
Spai'iz, forlwhiteſ Stone, take Umber and White,

Water or 'Glaſs-may be ſhewn with Indico and

.AZure or Black-lead; for Seas, a greeniſh Sky

Colour, or Indico, Azure, Smalts, White-lead

and Verdigreeſe. '

' Having waſhed your Pencil very clean, take a

- ſmall Quantity of the Colour, and on the Inſide

of the bounding Line draw the Colour along, of

an equal Breadth, as near as you can, broader or

nal-rower as the Field is in Bigneſs -, and having

gone round the 'Field in this Manner, ſwill the

Pencil in fair Water, and flrike along, the Inſide

of the coloured' Line, bringing it more down to

wards the Middle of the Field, and this will

ſoften your COIOur, and make it ſhew as iſ it lost

itſelf by Degrees to' the very Colour oſ the Paper :

Lastly,-with a'N'Pen take ſome oſ that C010ur

which _ſhadoweth vthei-'CQIOur you 5 laid on the

Field, and' go over the Black-lead Line only',

ſo'ſhall your Field be finiſhed; r _
ct In this Manner, you may make xo'o 'Fields in

(me PlOtt, of divers Colours, ohſerving, as near as

you can, not toc'colour Two, Fields adjoining to

One another'of ** the ſame Colour; and- therefore

it'will be convenient to understand what Colours

' hest
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best stt off one another -, and as near asyou can.

lav the Encloſures adjoining to one another, of

Two flich Colours, that one Shadow may ſerve

both. . - '

This Colouring and Adorning of Plotts, is ra

ther the Painter's Work than the Surveyor's: Yet

if he has Time to ſPare, and Patience to finiſh the
Work, it may prove a pretty Diverctſion: But for

general Practice, I would recommend the Uſe oſ

Indian-Ink, which ground very fine upon a ſmooth

Tile, and the Hedges or Bounders of each Field

ſhadowed therewith, will look very neat, and make

the Plott reſemble one done from a Copper-Plate,

if rightly managed. ._

The Water-Colours before-mention'd, you may

have in Shells ready prepared (being much rea

dier than to trouble yourſelf with Grindin , Un)

as alſo the Indian-Ink, Pencils, fie. at Key

ton's, a ColOur-Shop, in Long-dere, London.
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Shewng how to meaſure my Piece of

Lemd, hy the Chain on! .

-_ -- HE Content oſ any Piece of Land

F may be found, or a Plott thereof' made,

'_T by the Chain only: So that iſ a Per
ſi ſi ſon is not furniſhed with Inst'ruments

more artificial, he may work with the Chain only

in the following Manner, though it be ſomewhat

laborious and tedious.

S E _C T. I. Let. Pig. 2'3. he the

   

Repreſentation of a Field, who/e Content in

Acre: iſ deſired, without any Plott thereof.

Irst, I walk about it, and fe': up Marks at

the ſeveral Angles, a, h, d, e, g, h, k, I, u,

viewing (as I go along) from which Angle to

which Angle it will be most convenient to run a

Diagonal or Baſe Line, as the Line a, g; ſo that

a Perpendicular from the oppoſite Angles, as I: \

and n, may fall upon this Diagonal or Baſe, in a

convenient: Manner at Right Angles: And note,

we commonly chuſe the longest Line between any

Two oppoſite Angles that form the Trapezia or

Triangle, to be the Baſe Line,

- * ' Having
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Having a Sheet oſ Paper in Readinels, on

which to draw an Eye-Draught of the whole

Work, I make ſome Remark near the Angle, at a,

and lay the Chain thereto, firetching it in a strait

Line towards the oppoſite Angle gz, then I draw

a strait Line on the Paper, to repreſent the Line

a, g, which I am about to meaſure; and proceed

with the Chain towards the Angle g.

When I have meafiired 4 .Chain on the Line

a, g, I perceive my ſelf almost over-against the

Angle þ, therefore having laid the Chain a Fifth

Time, I ſet down an Arrow at the End of the

Chain next g, and let it lie on the Ground in the

Direction oſ a, g, and then endeavour to find a

Point in the Baſe a, g, from which, a Right

Line meaſiired in the Angle b, may stand at Right _
Angles upon the Baſe a, g. i

For this Purpoſe I provide a ſmall Braſs Croſs,

with four plain Sights thereon, having a Socket

on the Backfide, which I put on the Head of a

ſhort Stafl', and ſet the Staff in the Ground cloſe

to the Chain; then I ſizt two oſ the Sights in

the Direction oſ a, g, by looking backwards and

forwards through thoſe Sights till I can ſhe the

Mark in each Angle a and g; ſo ſhall the Mark

in the Angle þ, be ſeen through the other Two

Sights, if the Staff be ſet in a Perpendicular from

17, but iſ not, I move the Staff backwards and

forwards by the Side of the Chain, in the Line

a, g, till through Two ofthe Sights I ſee a and g,

and through the Other Two the Mark at b -, then

will the Staff be ſet in the Point r; and this is

the exacteſi: Way.

But iſ you have not ſuch a Croſs, get a Bil: of

Board made exactly ſquare, in Form of a ſquare

Trencher, and From Corner to Corner draw strait

Lines thereon', and stick a Pin fast and upright

in the Line near every Cgrner, and make an Hole
._ . .. t . a i 3 - r 19
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in the Middle of the Board, ib that you may

turn it on the Head of a Staffz this, for once,

may ſupply the Want of the Croſs.

Having found the Point e, in the Line a', g,

there ſet down a Staff, and take Notice how ma

ny Chains and Links it is distant from a, t'iz. 418,

therefore I apply a Scale to the Right Line on

my Eye-Draught, and near 418 make a lVIark

at r, butdon't regard whether it be exact or no,
ſo it be'within 20 or ſizo "Links, becauſe jthe true

Lengths of each Lilie are; meaſured on the

Ground. - . - ,' : i. . A __- -

. Then I me'aſiir'e on the Ground, in a strait Line,

the nearestDistance betwebnzr andh 600 Links,

and erect a-Perpendiculaii on the Point e on the

Paper, as near as I can gueſs, by applying the End

of the Scale to the Line o, a, and by the Edge

thereof draw the Line e, b, ſetting cloſe thereto
6oo Links, the Length of the Perpeſindicular z'but

don't regard whether-the Line e, h, on the Pa

per,.-be made of its' just Length or not, but only

that the Form of the Eye-Draught may be ſome

thing like that of the Field, a Reſemblance there

of'being all that is requiſite in this Caſe. -

.-' vNext I return to the Arrow, and meaſure for

wards on the Line a, g, till I am near against

the Angle n'z and by a few Trials, I find the

Point o, at the Distance of 616 Links from a;

and then meaſure the Perpendicular o, n, ſetting

the true Length thereof 268, cloſe to its Repre

ſentative On the Eye-Draught. "

'Now I look towards thev Fences a, h, 'and a, n,

and becauſe they are strait Lines, I draw h, a,

a, n, on the Eye-Draught, ſo is that Side of the

Field finiſhed. -

From o, I proceed with the Chain in astrait

toLine to g, and find the whole Length from a

. 'I 1 ' gj

-.'
'L

_L_i
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g, 1373' Links :, 'which I ſet cloie to the Right

Line' onmy Eye-Draught. ,

- Then .I make that Right Line on the Paper

nearly, the Length of 1375, and draw the Right

Lines , 12, and g, n, cutting the Ends oſ the

Perpen iculars e, h, and a, n; ſo ſhall the great

est Part oſ the Field be expreſſed on the Paper,

by the Tra ezia, at, h, g, n.

From g, meaſure in a strait Line towards d,

and when I come to f, I meaſure the Perpendi

cular f, e, 60 Links, and then meaſure Out the

Line g, d, to d 800 Links, and draw the Lines

g e, e d, on the Eye-Draught, to the Extremity

of the Perpendicular f, e. Now I number the

Angles mund the Field, if I can ſee the Marks

at each, and compare 'em with thoſe on the Eye

Draught, and thereby diſcover what Part of the

Field I have already meaſured, and what remains

to be done. > v

Irl the ſame Manner as I meaſured the Trianz

gle g, d, e, I meaſure the Triangles g, h, k, and

it, I, a, 'and then iſ there be ſo many Angles ex

preſſed-on the Eyw Draught, as there are Marks

at each Angle round the Field, and if the true

length 'of each Ball: and Perpendicular, as mea

ſured in the Field," be expreſſed On the Repreſen

native-oſ the Eye-Diaugh't, you may preceed to

cast up the \V0rk." g - *

The ſame Lines in the Field, Fig. 23, are mea

ſured on the Land with the Chain, as we ſhould

have done on the Paper, with the Scale, iſ the

true Plott of the ſame Field had been first made

by the plain Table or other standing Instrument;
and therefore mustſi be cast up in the ſame Man

ner, _for you have the true Length oſ each Baſe

and Perpendicular given on the Eye-Draught; ſo

the Sum oſ the Two Perpendiculars e, I), and N,o,

multiplied by the Baſe a, g', alſo the Baſes and
ſi' ' 5 I 4 ' Perpeng
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Perpendiculars of the other three Triangles mulz

tiplied together, and added into one Sum, the half

oſ that gives the Content oſ the Field, Fzg. 23,

in ſquare Links, which reduce in Acres, He. as

directed in Chap. I.

This is the best Way I can preſcribe, for find

ing the Content of a Field by the Chain only,

without making a Plott thereof; and is only pro.

per for plain, level Ground, and ſmall Encloſiares:

But even then, iſ the Fences are very irregular,

'tis better to go round and meaſure the Angles

by the Chain, taking Offsets from the Station

Lines to the Fences. .

Indeed iſ the Fences be tolerany regular (but

there are many Fields, whoſe Sides are not

ſo ſtrait as Fig. 23.) you may make a true Plott

thereof well enough, by obſerving at' how many

Chains and Links the Perpendiculars meet the

Baſe of the Triangles or Trapezias, by erecting

Lines on thoſe Points Perpendicular to- the Bale,

which made of their true Lengths, as meaſured

on the Ground, the Sides oſ the Field may be

drawn ſrom the Extremities oſ the Baſe, to the

End of each Perpendicular. Alſo obſerve, if- any

of theſe Baſes be longer than ro Chains, leave a

Staff at the Tenth, and take the Direction of the

Line bydthat Staff, becauſe the Station will be at

too great a Diflance, and iſ the Length be 20,

ſet up another Staff, and ſo on.

SECT
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SECT. II.
l

How to meaſure Angle: by the Chain.

O this End provide Three round Station

Staves, four or five Foot long a-Piecez and

alſo take Care that the Ring in the Middle of

the Chain, and alſo thoſe at each Tenth Link be

at their due Distance from the Chain's End.

r. In order to meaſure the Angle d, o, e, Fig.

24, ſet one of your Station-Staves as upright as

you can at 0 -, and putting the Ring 'at one End

oſ the Chain over it, let one oſ your Affifiants

take the other End in his Hand, and stretch out

the Chain towards d, whilfl: you ſtanding at 0,

direct him to move fide-ways till the Station-Staff

which he has in his Hand, be brought into one

Right Line with o, 11, as at a, .and there let him

leave the Staff.

Then let him, with the End oſ the Chain in

his Hand, move towards e; and as before, direct

him to plant the Third Staff upright in the

Line o, e, at b.

Meaſure the Distance a, b, in Links and Tenth

Parts, iſ leſs than one Chain, and enter 'em in

the Field-Book 88 i.

When y0u plott this Angle, take with a Pair

of CompaſſeS from a large Scale, the Distance of

one Chain; and having drawn a Right-Line a', 0,

'let one qut oſ the Compaſſes in 0, and with the

other deſcribe an Arch a, ez, then from the ſame

Scale take 88 i Links, and fitting one Foot of

the Compaſſes at a, let the other fall in the Arch

a, e, and 'make aTMark at'b: Lastly, 'through

this. Mark, from o, vdraw the Line 0, e, conſtitu.

ting the Angle d, 0, e. " '

Obſerve
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Obſerve to plott your Angles _by a large Scale,

as an Inch, or two Inches, And the Length of the

Sides by a ſmaller, as a Quarter or Half an Inch:

Alſo obſerVe, that when theLeh'gt'h of' the Chord

a, h, is longer than one Chain, then 'tis best to

lay out a Sextant, or two Sextahts, in'the fi)llOW*

ingManner. r . - 1- v

-., 2., The Manner of' meaſuring Angles with the

Chain, by layingxof Sextants, is deduc'ed from

this knoWn Pmperty oſthe Circle, rue'z'. The Ra

da'zer of every Crreleir equal to the Cho'rei ofOne

Sexthfart (or a Sextant) of its Perip'hery. "

iſ Letit be required to meaſitu'e the Angle h, a, e,

Fz'g. 2; :. First, ſet u a Stast" at a, and lay the

Chainv strait' in the , irectioni' of-a, h, to i, land

at 50 Links- lietd-own an Arrow at o 3- then 'let

your Affista'nts hold-the Ends 'of the Chain at 0,

and a, whilst: yod with the Middle in Your Hand,

laying both . _Halves strait," ſet down an Arrow

at e, constituting the equilateral Triangle 0, a, e;

ii have You' laid out the Angle o, et, e,' aPSex

ram. - . e... , , '

But if you have tWo Chains, - y0u may (which

is better) lay out the Sextants', _ſo that each 'Side

dſ the equilaterzil'Triangle be one Chain _

_r Now theChain'sEnd still held at a, stretch it

through the Point e to a', where alſo fist down'

an' Arrow: Lastly, meaſure the Distance from _

'the Arrow at'zZ, to a Stast" ſet up one 'Chain's

Length from a at a', ſo ſhall the 'Di'stance a', a,

be 76 LinksH-and Four Tenths oſ a Link 2,

Therefore enter in the P'ieldzBOOk '1 5. 76.:ſ P.

implying 1 Sextant and 764 Parts. ' ' *

' In order to plott this Angle,- 27, ſo', e, thus mea:

ſured, chule ſome Line divided-into iooo Parts,

and making thisLine Radius, ſet one Foot of

the Compaſſes in a, and with the other deſcribe

the Arch, z', z, and the Compaiſes continuing at

i 2 the
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the lame Extent, let one Foot in _1', and with the

other, croſs the Arch at d, andcthere make a',

Mark. ' -' -. .

Then take 764 Parts from the lame Line, di

vided into looo Parts, which you made Radius;

and stt one Foot ofi the Compa-ffizs in the Mark

at d, and let the other croſs the Arch at on, and

there make a Mark: Lastly, 'from a, draw a.

Line through the Mark at u, and you willcou

struct the Angle required. ' s p A

Iſ you have not a Line (which is best) actually,

divided into rooo Parts, uſe the largeſlzDiagonal

Scale you have, ſo you may take off, 76 Parts

exactly z and the four Tenths y0u must gueſs at

b moving the CompaflZzs near half way in the

iagonal towards-77 -, alſo obſerve, the roth ofa

Link is meaſured on the Land by the 'Offset<

Staff, having a Link or two thereon, divided into

Ten Parts. .

p. If the Angle be more than Two Sextants,

as in Fig. 26; then having, as before, laid off
the Sextant e, a, a, "let y0ur vAfiistants hold the

Ends of the Chain at a and e, while you with

the Middle in your Hand, let' down an Arrow
at x, censtituting' another Sextaſint e, a, x.

Then the Chain being held at a, lay it thro'z a',
andſ at the other End a', ſi-ſe't down an Arrow z

Lastly, meaſure a', a, which' ſuppoſe tobe 42

Links and 5 Tenths-7 there-Fore enter in the Field-'

Book 2 s, 42; P, ſignifying 2 Sex'tants and 42;

Parts. ' , '

' ' And iſ you would protract" the Angle oſ

26, then with the Length "of 'the Line divided

into rooo Parts, deſcribe the Arch i, y, and
thereon lay 1', n, and ſin, a', each equal to the Ra

dius or divided Line, and aſterwards lay '425

equal Parts' from a', to a, and draw a, a', which'

gives the Angle, as- required. *a \ . ſ, -, - z ' pbſche,
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Obſerve, if you were about to' meaſure the

"Angle, Fig. 26, and had fit up one of your three

Staves where the Station-Lines meet in the an

gular Point a, another at i, and the other at se,

in the Lines a, b, and a, e; beſore you proceed

to meafiire the Angle i, a, u, you must be ſure

that the Staves at a, and i, and the Mark at 5,

are exactly in the ſame Plane; and alſo the Staves

at a, and a, and the Mark at e, in another Plane,

So when the Staff at a, is planted as nearly

Perpendicular as y0u can, move your-ſelf back

wards, the farther the better, 'till y0n ſee the

Staff at a, and that at z', in one strait Line with

the Mark at bz, there stand, and direct your Aſ

fifiant to place his Staff, ſo that the Staff at a,
QXa-ffly cover that at i, from the Top to the Bot-ſi

term ' ' '

t .

s E C T. '111.

' Obflr'vatiem on W'Orking with 'ſithe Chain.

JF you. would continue a strait Line, y0u ma

ſignify it, by entring in the Field-Book

3 5. looo, that is, 3 Sextants.

_ Iſ an Angle he external, and ſo. contain more

thang Sextants, as 5., a, e, Fig. 27, vput the Ring

at one _End of 'the Chain over the Staff attaking the other End in you-r Hand, stretch

out the Chain at Length towards aſind move

sideways, till you perceive. yourſelf in a' Right

Line With a, e, and there at the End ofthe Chain,
fit down an Arrow at a', ſo thar d, a, þ, 'are ſiin'

the ſame Plane, and then ſet down the other Stalſ

at e, at the End of' one Chain alſo; ſo that the

Staves at it, and e, be in the lame Plane with the

Mark at e. Now meaſure, the Angle 11, a, e, in

* the
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the ſame Manner as aſoreſaid, and to it add the

Sextants, ſo will the Sum be the Meaſure of the

external Angle d, a, c.

So iſ the Angle d, a, c, be 947, then will the

external Angle 12, a, a, be 3 Sextants, 947 Parts;

and iſ the Angle a', a, r, be 1 s. 947, then 5, a,c,

will be 45. 947, Uſ.

'hen yOu protract the external Angle þ, a, e,

first continue the Line þ, a -, then from the Angle

ſubtract 3 Sextants, and make the Angle al, a, e,

equal to- the Remainder.

2. But iſyou go on the Outfide oſ a Field or

Wood, you may then work as though y0u were

within the Wood, by meaſuring the Angle verti

cally oppoſite to thoſe that are internal: So in

Fzg. 28, iſ y0u meaſure the Angle o, a, a, instead

of b, a, e, it will do your Buſineſs when you

come to protract, as well as iſ you had meaſiired

5, a, e, on the Inſide z for if two Right-Lines

croſs one another, the contrary or vertical Angles

are equal. Eur/id. 15. 1.

Angles meaſured by the Chain, may be laid

down by a Protractor made on Purpoſe, having

Sextants and Links divided thereon', and then to

be uſed in the ſame Manner as other Protractors.

The Manner oſ keeping the Field-Book, is

in all Reſpects the ſame as thoſe uſed in the 2d,

or 4th Chapters, except that when the Angles

are meaſured by the Theodolite, you note the

Quantity of each by Degrees and Minutes: In

this Caſe, when meaſured by the Chain, y0u note

the (Alantity by Sextants and Parts.

So if you were to meaſure the Field, Fig. 14,

by the Chain, instead oſ nating xon, zo', ſor the

Qiantity of the Angle b, you must note 1 Sex

tant 734 Parts; and instead of 2300, so', for the

external Angle d, you must note 3 Sextants, 886

- . Parts;
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Parts; but the Station-Lines, Offsets, &it. will

flill be the ſame.

There are other Ways of Working with the

Chain z, but theſe beſore-mention'd are the best

and exactest, and contain as much Variety as any

one will commonly put in Practice: Alſo thereby

you might meaſure an inacceffible Distance, and

dbkveral other Things; but theſe are only for a

Shiſt, when we have no other Instruments : And

the ſame may be ſaid of meaſuring Angle-s.

S E C T. IV.

Obfewaziom on men/'ming Land in Common.

Fieldſ.

WHen ploughed Landcts i'n Common-Fields

. are meaſured by the Chain, 'tis uſual to

'meaſure the Length down the Ridge of the Land,

and to take the Breadth at the Top oſ thc Land,

about the Middle, and at the Bottom', and ad

ding theſe Three Numbers together, to take'

the Third Part: oſ the Sum ſor the mean Breadth;

but 'tis not adviſeable to take the Breadth very

near the Land: Ends, becauſe the Turning of the

Plough generally makes it conſiderably narrower

or W1der ; and if in meaſiiring down the Land,

you find the Breadth is not nearly equal, 'tis best

to meaſure croſs the Land oftener, as at every z

or: 4 Chains Length, and adding, the ſeveral

Breadths together, divide that Sum by the Num

ber of Breadths, for the eqriated Breadth: And

* for this Practice', half the FOur Polc Chain is

fooli- convenient, remembring either to ſet them

down as whole Chains, or to make 'em ſo, when

you caſt. up the Content. .

The

l
r

l
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The ſeveral Furlongs in Common arable Fields,

may be accounted as ſo many particular Enclo

iures, and mcaſured after the lame Manner, by

fitting up Marks at the Extremities of the Fur

long, and meaſuring the Angles by the Theodo

lite, as before directed; and as you paſs along

the Station-Lines, you may from thence take

Offsets to each Man's particular Lands :, and a

gainst that Offset write the Name oſ the Owner

or Tenant : And when you plott that Furlong,

you may, by thoſe Directions in your Field-Book

(ifyou will take the Pains, which is not a little)

expreſs each partieular Land in your Draught,

with its Buttings and' Boundings (but the But

rings and BOundings oſ Land in Common-Fields

is neceſſarily expreſſed in all Caſes ): An Example

of this is needleſs, only it may be added, that in.

the Survey of a large Common-Field, 'tis ſaſer to

divide it in Parcels, as ſeparate Fields, keeping

good Marks at the Stations, than to venture the

Gloſing of' the Plott, by going round it all'at once,

and dividing it into Parcels afterwards.

CHAP.
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C H A P. VI.

7798 Jſhmnfl of Layirzg-out, or

Davidng Land;

SECT. I.

  

PROBLEM I.

a; F any (Luantity oſAcres be given, to'
ſi be laid out in a Square Figure, annex

-ct to the Number oſ Acres given 5 Cy

A phers, which will turn the Acres into

ſquare Links', then from the Number

thus encreaſed, excract the Squa're Rodt, which

ſhall be the Side oſ the propoſed S uare.

So if y0u would cut out of a m-Field one

ſquare Acre, add to 1 five Cyphers, and then it

will be looooo, the Root oſ which is 3 Chains, 16

Links, and ſomething more for the ſide oſthat Acre.

  

' Problem 2. If you would lay out a given Quan

tity of Acres in a Parallelogram, whereofone Side'

is given; -First, tum the Acres into ſquare Links,

by adding s Cyphers, and divide that Number

thus encreaſed by the given Side, the Quotient

will be the other Side, as iſ IOO Acres was to be

laid out in a Parallelogram, one Side whereof

ahall be 20 Chains, therefore to the loo Acres I

add 5 Cyphers, which divided by 20 Chain, the

- Length

l

l
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Length oſ the given Side, the Quotient is 50

Chains ſor the Length of' the other Side.

Problem 3. If you would lay out a Parallelo

gram that ſhall be 4, 5, 6, (975. Times longer than

it is broad. First, turn the given (Liantity oſ

Acres into Links, as before, which Sum divide

by the Number giVen, for the Proportion between

the Length and Breadth, as 4, s, 6, Ur. the

Root of the (luotient will ſhew the ſhortest Side

ofſuch a Parallelogram: As if it was required to

lay out 100 Acres in a Parallelogram that ſhall

be 5 Times as long as broad; first, to the loo

Acres add 5 Cyphers, and it makes Iooooooor,

which Sum divide by 5, the (botient is zoooooo,

the nearest Root oſwhich is 14 Chains, 14Links, .

and that ſhall be the ſhortest Side oſ ſuch a Pa

rallelogram; and by multiplying that x Chains,

14 Links, by 5, ſhews the longest Side thereof to

be 70 Chains, 70 Links. _

Problem 4. Ifyou would make a Triangle that

ſhall contain any Number of Acres, being confined

to a certain Baſe: First, double the given Num

ber oſ Acres, to which annex 5 Cyphers, and di

vide that Sum by the Baſe, the Antient will be

the Length of the Perpendicular : As iſ the Baſe

given, be 40 Chains, upon which I am to make a

Triangle that ſhall contain IOO Acresz first, I

double the Number ofAcres, and annexing 5 Cy

phers thereto, I divide it by 4b Chains, the li

mited Baſe, ſo ſhall the QLJOtiCUT be so Chains;

for the Height of the Perpendicular, which I ſet

on any Part oſ the Baſe, and from the Extremi

K

ties thereof, draw the other Two Sides, which,

ſhall form the Triangle required.

So iſ when you are laying out a new Piece oſ

Land of any given Content, altho' you meet in

your Way with [00 Lines and Angles, yet you

, K . may,
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may, by , a Triangle, to; the Station

you began at, c'ut off a'ny Bantity required.

Sacrum

of binding; Lar'idr.

.; _. _,__E___X M ÞL E__ _.

- Uppofi; it was required to divide Fig. 29, whoſe

S.,_Content is 10 11., 3 R._ 22 P. into 2 equal

Parts, -,by a Line drawnparallel to a, Iz. __

_. First, the Acres, Roodsland Poles must he re

duced into ſquare Lifiks," which may be done thus:

_, r I? 40* a.

If' the Roods are 2 add 80 to the Poles,

._ _ r20 _

and to the Sum annex 4 Cyphers; divide this

last by 16, and write the Botient Figures, iſ

they be 5, after the Acres. But iſ the Quotient

Figures are but 'ii/ritevafter the Acres, and then the Wotient Figures,

ſo will you have the ſquare Links required. _

Therefore _1_o Aſ. 3 R, 22 P. reduced into

ſquare Links, will stand thus: '

, no , , a

16 (I4zo'ooo (88750 '

* Square Links--Io88750

; _Having reduced the Acres, He. into Square

Links, they make 1088750, the halk' of "Which is

5443 75, next draw a Line by gueſs parallel to a, e,

as the Line e, eſ, and then caſt up the Content of

the Figure a, d, e, 12, which ſuppoſe 494375 Square

Links leſs than 544275, by soooo Square Links,

which ſhews that. the Partition-Line muſt be let
forwarder from b, a. ſi

- Now
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i Now, in order to know how much c, d, must

b_e_ e; forwarder, I divide. the Exceſs goooo Square

Links by the Length, the Line a, d, 953 Links,

and it quotes zz :, therefore 'from c, I ſet.
off 52 Links, and draw the Line f, e, Parallel toct

gw, and' i_t_ will be' fiifficiently near the Partition

me.

This is performed by the ſecond Problem of

the last Section -,_ but if thoſe Parts oſ the Boun-_ -

ders r, a', e, be not nearly parallel, then 'tis best
to draw a Triangle to t, aſ, instead of the Parſialz

lelogra-m t', f, a', e. ſſ ' ſſct

But iſvc, d, had cut off the anntity. a, d, a, 5,

greater than that re uired, then the Partition-'Line
had been more towa dsſſq, þ, whoſe Distance might

be found as befote. ſſ ' ſi i ſſ )

Examp- 2. Sup oſiz it was required to cut . _o

from Fi- . 30, 6 _Zcres towards g, f a Line

drawn Om a given Point in the hands? g, a,

at a. *'

First, reduce the given (zgantitfi 6 Aeres, into

Square Links, and they wil be Gooooo 5' and then

draw the Line a, a' by Gods, from ſhe' give'h
Point a, and cast up '_the Contentbf "g, a, 13,

- which amounts to 43j1 98 oſſſiSquare 'Which is

too little. _

Next draw the Line a, e, from the Point a,

vforming the Triangle a, 5, e, whoſe Content is

235600, which added to the Part g, a, A, f,

amounts to 667g-80, which is more than the given

Pyantity Cooooo, by \67280 Square Links -, there

,ore the Partition-Line paſſes between e, and Z.
Now dividev the Exceſs' 67 280, by 380, half

the Length of 'the Perpendicular a, c, in Links,
the ngtictent is 77 Links, Which ſſfet from Ie,

towards 17, and draw _a, which'is the true -_L'i_n\e

oſPartition. ' ' ' ' ' ' "

ſ'
Ma
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Examp. 3. Snppoſe Fig. 31, was to be divided

equally amongst Three Tenants, in ſuch Manner

that the dividing Lines may paſs through the

Pond o, in the Middle of the Field, ſo that each

Tenant may have the Benefit of the Water.

First, Reduce the whole Figure into Square

Links, and it will be ſound to contain 14774103

then each Tenant must have One Third Part

thereof, w'z. 492470 Square Links.

From 0, to any Two Angles, as a, and b, draw

the Lines oa, ab, forming the Triangle a, a, b 5

which being cast up, amounts to 291984 Square

Links, which is too little.

To the next Angle f, draw o, f, forming the

Triangle a, 0, ſ, which being cast up, amounts

to 231000 Square Links, which added to the

Triangle a, 0, b, gives 522984, which exceeds

the Qiantity required by 30514 Square Links.

Divide the Exceſs 30514, by 347, half the

Length of the Perpendicular o, g, and lay the

(hiotient 87, from f, to la, and ſo ſhall b,o,b, a,g,

be One Third Part of a, b, c, d, e,

Next draw the Line 0, e, to the next Angle e,

and cast up the Content of 0, e, f, amounting to

236410 Square Links, to which add the Triangle

19, 0, f, 30514 Square Links, the Sum is 286924,

which is too little. ,

Therefore draw 0, a', to the next Angle a', and

_cast up the Content of 0, e, a', 265500 Square

Links, to which add la, 0, e, f, 286924, their

Sum is 552424 Square Links, which is more than

the Third Part ofa, þ, r, d, e, f, by 59934 Square

Links, ,

Divide the Exceſs 59054, by 295, half the

Length of the Perpendicular 0, i, and lay the

(Liotient 203 Links from d, to k, and draw 0, k',

_-_ſo ſhall Fig. 31, be divided into 3 equal Parts, by

the Lines b, a, la, o, and b, f, e, k, o, and k, d,

t, b, a,
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a, 5, o, as was required; and the Pond o, laid out

to each T'enant apart.

Theſe 3 Examples expreſs all the Variety

that most commonly cornes in Practice; for either

the Partition-Line is required to be Parallel to

ſome other Line aſſigned; or to pafi through

ſome given Point in the Fence', or to paſs thro'

a Point aſſigned in the Land.

Iſ a Piece of Common was to be divided a

mongst ſe'ſeralTenants, in Proportion to the Rent

which each pays for his Farm: The Numbers

'reduced to the loweſt Denomination (except you

expreſs the Parts of' Acres and POunds by Deci

mals, which is better) the Rule is :

As the Sum total ot'- all the Tenants Rent, is to

the whole Number 'bſAcres in the Piece ofLand

contained 5 ſo is each particular Tenant's Rent, to

the Number oſ Acres to be laid 'out for his' Part:

*This is very plain, and needs no Example.

So if a Piece of' Common was to be encloſed,

and divided amongst &veral Tenants, according to

the Number of Beast-Gates which each Tenant

hath in the Common, it is to be performed ( mu

tatis mummz'ir) by the lame Rule. '

There is no Need'oſ Direction how to make

' the Lines on the Land in the ſame Poſition as o'n

the Paper-Plot, by carrying the Chain in a strait

' Line from Point to Point, on the Land it ſelf, as

' divided on the Paper: Only take Notice, that

= the larger the Scale is, by which the Plott is laid

down on the Paper, the exacter will the odd

Links oſ each Line be estimated by the Scale,

in order to transſer thoſe Lines to the Land.

But iſ- you 'are to divide a Wood, or very

hilly Ground, ſo that you can't ſee the Marks

from Side to Side, do thus :

Be ſure to keep good Marks at every Station,

as you meaſure round it, that you may find the

K 3 Hole
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Holes: each, in which the Staff stood; theniha

ving plotted the Wood, and divided it onthe

Paper-Plott, in' ſuch Manner as deſired, plant the

Center of the Theodolite directly over that'Point

in the 'Station-Line on the Land, where the divi

ding Line cuts it, onthe Paper-Plott, and bring

, the Index to 360, or let it in the ſame Poſition

as it was at the forward Station when you mea

ſured that Angle, turning about the Instrument,

till the' Hair in _the Telleſcope cuts the last Mark;

ſo that the Telleſbope be flat exactly in, the -D'i
.re&ion oſſithe preſent Station-Line, where the

Dividing-Line cuts, and there ſcrqw the-Infiru

ment fast -, then meaſure with yourProtractor on

athe Paper-Plott, the Angle which the Dividing

Line makes with the preſent Station-Line', and

turn about the Index on the Limb to the' flame

Angle', ſo ſhall the Telleſcope be fist in the Di

_!e&ion oſ the Dividing-Linez then by 'looking

through the Telleſcope, you may cauſe Staves to

be ſizt up in the'iame Direction : And thus pro

ceed in a strait Line, till you are far enough in

the Wood, or quite through, if it be divided by

one Line *, but iſ by two Lines, You must conti

,nue them till they meet one another, as in the

Paper-Plott. * ,

The ſame Thing may be performed'þy the

- plain Table, or the Chain only -,, but thoſe; Instru

' ments are not ſo convenient to meaſure a Wood,

or hilly Ground, as the Theodolite.

97 Ei C7ſſT.
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e SECTIn A

How to reducesztflomary into Statute Meaſure.

Meaſure, U Hecuba, (the _ule- is : As the

uare of one ſort ofMeaſure 'is'to the Square of

the other, ſo is the Area of the one, to the Area

of the other.

In ſome _Parts 'of England, they account 18,

in ſome 20, 22, He. Feet to 'a _Pole or Perch,

and 160 'ſuch Perches Wto make an Atrefw'h'ich is

called, customa'ry Meaſure -, whereas out'truexMea

._ ſure ofiLand,_\b_y Act of Parliament, is but 160

Perches to "an Acre, ' accounting 16 Feet and

\ an.h'alf 'to thePerch. ' ' ,*

So if a Field meaſured by a Perch of 18,Feet,

accounting [60 ſuch Perches to the Acre, doth

contain lOO Acres, how_many Acres _ſhallthe
ſame Field cohtain the,St'att_1te'Perchſioſ 16'ji

' Feet ?*'Say,' As the '_Square'of 18 Feet," (T'iZJ

3 24, 15 'to 'roo Acres, _þio isrfth'eJSquare of mxz,
-'Feet, (yiz4£=.7=",,z'5ctr)- ,\.<> 1,.1'9 Fo' Pf HU'PCFC

SlF you would change Customary into Statute

q

' Statute.ſſ '

-H' l

K i4- ' ſ C LH
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C H A P. VII.

General Ohflrrvations touching the

Surveying and Plotting of Roaa's,

Rivers, &e. With ſhort Hints

how to make the Draught of a

Caumjy, or ground Tlott (ſ a City,

&c.

1 N this Seventh Chapter I have added

- general Directions for Meaſuring of

'. - Roads , Ca'c. omitting particular

*' " i; Forms of Charts, as fat ſimilar,

which would take up more Room

ſpared in this ſmall Tract', and in

deed if the ſeveral Varieties that occur in theſe

large and ſpacious Works were inſerted, it would

ſwell to a large Volume: But ſince the Survey

or's Judgment in contriving and carrying on his

Work mufi be his best Guide, theſe ſew Obſer

vations may ſerve as Memorandums oſ the most

neceſſary Things in Prattice, which, together

with other Rules before laid down in this Tract,

may perhaps be a ſufficient Instruction for the Per

formance of' any Thing of this Nature.

SECT
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SECT. I.

General Directions for makng a Draught of

the Roadr lying through any County, &t.

Nstruments ſittest for this Purpoſe are 1. the

Theodolite as before destribed: The Angles

which each Station-line on the Road makes

with the Meridian, being obſerved by the Limb

in the ſame Manner, as before deſcribed in Chap.

III. and the Bearings of the ſeveral Remarks

from thence by the Needle. 2. The Wheel or

Way-wiſer to meaiiire the Length of the Lines,

by driving the Wheel on the Road before you,

ſo ſhall the Hands on the upper Part of the In

strument ſhew how many Miles, Furlongs, and

Poles you go at one Time from any Station. 3.

The Protractor as before deſcribed: A neat dia

gonal Scale of Brafs and a good Pair of Com

paſfes, or rather a Pair of beam Compaſſes, with

ſuch a Scale on the Beam as ſhall be agreeable to

the Largeneſs of your Plott; for thereby you

may lay down the Length of your Lines much

exacter than by any other Way, by ſetting one

Foot of the Compaſſes at one End of the Line,

and moving the Soqket on the Beam to one of

the equal Divifions near the other End of the

Line you are about to lay down, repreſenting

Chains or Furlongsz and then you may bring the

Point of the Compaſs which stands perpendicu

lar on the Paper to the Parts of that equal Di

vifion, repreſenting Links or Poles by the Help

oſ a finall Screw, there being Diviſions on the

Edge of the Socket ſliding cloſe on the Beam

- according to Nonm's Projection, ſo that the Links

of a Chain or Poles of a Furlong are estimated

the ſitme Manner as the Minutes oſ a Degree

on
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on the Limb of the Theodolite, for in theſe large

Plans where the Distances _of zPlaces are deter

mined by the Interſection of Right-lines from

your Stations; thoſe stationary Distances ought

tobe laid down as accurately as ma be, for

where a Mile is laid down in the omþaſs of'

an Inch, a'zPoint is conſiderable.

- xIn order therefore to make-a Draught oſ the

principal Roads that lye through any County,

_ffc. first begin at ſomenoted -Mar_ket Town, ..or

.-rather at the,County :Town, iplacing the hea

.__dolite at ſome remarkablezcmrch, .fisfc. ,then_ha

xving a Field*book _with large Marginsjp Lenter

, the ,Remarksz._,-and.t_hez middlee Column HFCPKeſCnt

the StatioaniUCS divided into threezParts,

at the Head .of- each .efuwhich write lM 'for

cMiles, 'F-rſor Eurlmgznand =P- forzPles

. Whenlyou beginLypuerourneyat;the (Top of

.the zFieldzbook _write the -Name 'ofthe Place

where . you s begin your Work-and mannes? _I

bin the vField-hook .tolrepreſent the first.Stat_i_on:

c-Send flame Parſon-forwards ton thezkpad, LWith a

.MhitezFlag in his Hand, _as far asyou canjeez

A and then by ſome, known Sign' cauſez,hi_m to stand -,

-_ then ilbring the Index to_ 3,6o,, on the; Limb, _and
_turn the .Insttuſiment into, the zDirection of the

-Meridian, and there _fix it', then direct thejTel

-]eſcope to the Perſon on the zRoad, ._and note the

-Degrees cnton- thexLimb for the-bearing of the

z first Station-Line. '

; Put the Hands to the: Beginnings of thezNum

.xbers on the z Plate, and þring the z-Wheelhto the

*._Station, then cauſe _one to drive it from the Place

where. your _Instrumentzstood towards. the zMan

,,_on the jRoad, z'till you iee ſome remarkable _Ob

z ject on either lSide thereof', tithere, let him.zfiop

.- andzdireaz the :TCllCſCOPC to. that object, and

z note 'thC/ Degrees which zthe r-Necdlepoints tQ_,in
' ſi the
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the Box, and at what 'Distance the 'Instrument

planted'ſrom the -last Station, together-with-the

Name of the'Obje'E'c toai/vhic'h the Telleſc'qpe was

directed. '
vHaving entered thisin the 'Fieldſiboolg go on

with the Wheel-till you ſee ſomething elſe ,-re

mar-kable on either Side of the_Road_-, there 'stgp

and take aiBearing there; and in this Manner

proceed till you come up to the'Man at the ſecond

Station, oblerving as young along on theRoad

from Station to Station: 'Mr-"ſir, rWhat _by'Lanes,

or Roads you meet Within youſWay, whether

they be to thevright'Haml or to the leſt, an'd

to What Places they go, and'how they incline',

Whether'ſorwards or backwards, or Whether- they

be at right Angles with the Read y0u ,- are mea
ſiſuring, and note it dovvn in the'Fi'eld-bQOk with

twoiLines 'thus = on the grightor 'leſt "Sideo'ſ

the Station-line', that is, iſ theffRoad orA'Lane

be on 'the right'Hand, then, place it on the right

Hand', but iſ' the 'Road be onthe'leſtHan'd,

then place it on 'the leſt: *Iſ theROad 'doth in

cline ſorwards, then make -it on either Side oſ the

Lane-orRoadthusk : "If the- Road >orſ Lane' in

cline' backwards; then mark it thus 71: IIf it'be

at right 'Angles with the Road you'meaſure, then
mark it down thus.:1 : 'Iſ- anotherſi Road croſſes

that you are upon, note it thus 4: :" Likewiſeiþt

*down at, what' Distance'fi'om your Stations the

Lanes or'Roads do turn out from the Read-you

meaſure, mia. at ſo many'Furlongs,'£97e., aQRoad
to 'theHRight orv Leſt to filth a Place.

T-Likew'iſie, when youv paſs over any', Bridge,

note' it in the -. Field-Book, with the'JDistance

'from the last Station -, as 'alſo the Name of the

Water-that runs under it,- and from whence it

zhath its'Riie, and*where itjdoth empty it ſelf:
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So must you do when you paſs ovenany Ford or

Rill.

Note-down alſo, when you aſcend an Hill, and

When you come to the Top thereof, and when

you deſcend the ſame, and come to the Bottom

thereof.

When you paſs through any Town or Village,

note at how many Miles, Furlongs, and Poles

yOu enter the ſame; and at how many Miles, (976.

you leave it, and whether the Houſes be cloſe, or

flattering, or on the Right or Left Sidev of the

Road, or on both Sides thereof; alſo write down

the right Name thereofz and if a Market-Town,

take Notice on what Day the Fairs or Market

is kept -, and by what Officers the Town is go

verned.

Note down alſo the Mills that are on the Road,

'whether Water-mills, or Wind-mills, and the Di

'stance from your last Station. If there be any

'lone Churches on the Road, note them down

by their Names, and whether they be Towers or

Spires, with their Distance from your last Sta

tion. '

In your meaſilring along the Road, if you ſee

'any Churches, Manfion-Houfis, Beacons, Wind

mills, Towns, Villages, or any other Thing re
vjmarkable, you must take a Bearing to each, no

'ting down 'in your Field-Book, the Name of the

I'Place, and how it does bear, and at what Distance

_ſrom your last Station you took this Bearing.

Then in your meaſuring forwards, at as great

'a Distance as you can, take another Bearing to

thoſe'Plac'es you too last, provided you may but

ſee them, 'andnote he Name of the Places, and

how they bear, and at what Distance from your

last Station, as before.

Obſerving theſe Directions, proceed with y0ur

Work on the Road as far as you can go the first

' Day,
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Day, entring the ſeveral Obſervations in as plain

and fair a Manner as poſſible in the Field-Book,

and then it may be convenient to protract that

Day's Obſervations, before you go any further.

Therefore, on the Paper or Parchment, 'on

which you draw the foul Draught, let there be

ruled Meridian-Lines all over, exactly parallel to

one another; and chufing a proper Place in one

of the Lines, to repreſent the 'first Station, draw

an occult Line from thence, making ſuch an An

gle with the Meridian, as you obſerved the first

Station-Line to do, when you directed the Tel

Eſcope to the Man standing in the Middlepf the

oad.

When you have drawn the Station-Line in its

true Pofition, ſet thereon the ſeveral Distances

from the last Station very exactly, at which you

made any Remarks, as you find 'em noted in the

Field-Book; and make a ſmall Prick at each, in

the Station-Line: Then having made the Station

Line of its just Length, proceed to lay dOWn the

ſeveral Objects you obſerved on each Side the

Road, in their true Situation -, as ſiippoſe a Stee

ple that stands at a Distance from the Road, w'z.

a Mile or two z lay the Center of your Protra

&or on the Place at which you took the Bearing,

thus, (at ſo many Poles,,£93r. Distance from ſuch

a Station, ſuch a Steeple did bear from you

2070, 40',) therefore, against the Degrees of

Bearing make a Mark, and draw 'a Line at

Length. 1

Then at the ſecond Place in the Station-Line,

where you obſerved this ſame Steeple to bear

from you, lay the Center of your Protractor,

and against the Degrees ofBearing make a Mark,

and likewiſe draw a Line at Length', and where

this last Line of Bearing doth interſect thelfirst

fine
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Line. of Bear-ing, there. place the Steeple, with

the Body 06 the Church to. the East' Side thereof)

All Wind-nuns, eminent, Houſes, or other Re

marks that are distant from the. Read, you must-i

protract in the fame. Manner' as you did the

Church, by the Bearings, and likewiſe write down

the Name of each; and if you protract a Village

that stands at a Distance from the Road, you

must ſignify by Writing the ſame, that it is a

Village, but that you may know Market-Towns

from Villages, write the Name of the Marke,t-ſ

Town in a different kind of Letter 3 and if you

protract a Village that is in the Road, with Hou

ſes ſcattering, you must place your *H0ufi:s ſeat

tering on the Right or Left Hand the Read, as

y0u noted them in the Field-Book.

You must protrast the Road all along with two

Lines parallel one to the other. Iſ your Road

have Hedges on both Sides, then draw your

Lines black -, but if your Road be open Way,

then draw it with prick'd Lines z, alſi) you may

inſert the anlity of the Ground, whether it be

a Common, Moor, or arable Land.

If the Road paſs through a Wood, then make

little Trees on both Sides the Road, to ſignify

* the ſame ii) far as the Wood goes.

If the Road pafles over an Hill, you must at

the Beginning where the Hill doth astend, ſhadow

'very deep, 'and as the Hill doth more and more

aſcend, you must ſhadow it lighter, till you come

to the Top thereof: But if the Hill makes an

Angle of above 5 or 6 Degrees, or thereabouts,

and the Height be above a Furlong, you must

find the horizontal Line ofthat Hill, and protrafl:

thi-t, otherwiſe a great Error may enſue.

If' there be a Village or Town on the Side of

the Hill, you must ſhadow it likewiſe, ſo that

the Houſes may be ſeen. If the Remarks that

' are
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are at a Distance from the Road stand on an

Hill, make an Hill to repreſent the ſame.

If y0ur Road paſs by or through a Park, Fo

rest _or Chafe, write down on your Road pro

tracted, where you did enter the ſame, and where

you did leave it, writing the Name thereof amOng

the Trees.

If your Road paſs over a Ford, draw the Ri

ver quite croſs the Road, to ſignify there is no

Bridge, and write the Name of the Ford', but

if there be a Bridge, then draw the River on

both Sides the Road, 'till it touch the Parallel

Lines, _and Write the Name both of the Bridge

and Of the RiVerz likewiſe write on that Side of

the Ro'ad that the Stream runs from you, and

, at what Place the River doth empty it ſelf:, and

on the other Side of the Road write from whence

the water or River hath its Riſe, if you can

lEarn that of the Inhabitants.

All Rills you may ſignify, by drawing a Line

cro'ſs the R'Oad; and Brooks may be fignify'd by

drawing Two Lines croſs the Road, and Rivers

by thoſe Lines, together with the Names, for

all Rivers have Names, but Rills and Brooks

have none.

It will likewiſe be neceſſary, that y0u take No

tice of the (Liality of the Way, whether it be

st0ny or clayey or boggy, and write it down on

the Road that you have protracted: And by

this Means 'you will have your Road mighty full

of Remarks, and it Will ſhew very delightſiil.

_SE'C T.
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SECT. ll.

Containing general Direction: for making the

Plott of a River or Brook, by the before

mention'd Instrumentr.

FIrst, when you come to the Mouth of the

River, caule a Man to go and stand at the

next Bend thereof; then plant your Theodolite

at the Mouth oſ the River, letting your Needle

hang directly over the Meridian-Line in the Box *,

there fix the Instrument faſt, and direct your

Telleſcope to the Man that stands at the next

Bending of the River, and note down the An

gle in your Field-Book, as you did in the Road.

Then cauſe the Man that drives the Wheel,

to meaſure between your firſt Station, and the

Man at the next Bending 5 and note that down

alſo in your Field-Book,--under Miles, Furlongs

and Poles.

Then bring your Instrument to the Man at the

first Bending oſ the River, and cauſe that Man

to go forwards till he finds another Bending,

there let him stand', and placing y0ur Inſtrument

' where the Man last stood, let yOur Needle (as

before) hang directly over the Meridian-Line,

and there make your Instrument fast 5 and direct

the Telleſcope to the Man that flands at the next

Bending oſ the River, and note down the Angle

in y0ur Field-Book, as you did in the former :

And thus must you proceed all along the River,

to the Head thereof. '

In order to take the. Breadth oſ the River, it

will be convenient to ſend ſome Body on Purpoſe

croſs the River, in a Boat, (unleſs a Bridge or

Ferry be near,) and let him ſet up a Staff by

the
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the Brink of the River, on the fiirther Side, to

which Staff take a Bearing, from the Place of

your Standing, which call the first Station :, alſo

let another Staff be ſet up on the lame Side

where you stand, and call that the ſecond Station,

to which take a Bearing alſo. Now meaſure in

as strait a Line as poffible, the nearest Distance

between the ist and 2d Stations, and that Distance

note in the Field-Book with the Bearings.

Plant the Theodolite at the ſecond Station, and

take a Bearing to the ſame Mark on the further

Side of the River, and note that Bearing alſo in

the Field-Book.

When you protract theſe Obſervations, lay the

Center of the Protractor to O r, and turn it

about till the Diameter be parallel to the Meri

dians on the Paper, then against the Degrees of

Bearing from O r, to the Mark on the further

Side of the River z, and alſo to O 2, cloſe to the

Limb of the Protractor make 2 Marks, through

which, from U i, draw 2 Lines at Length.

Set off the Distance between the 2 Stations on

the 2d Line, and mark it O 2, to which Mark

lay the Protractor as before, and against the De

grees of Bearing obſerved at this 2d O; to the

Mark on the further Side of the River make a

Mark, through which draw a Line at Length 5

then will this Line interſect the first Line drawn

at y0ur first Station, ſo ſhall the Point of Inter

ſection ſhew the Breadth of the River.

In the. ſame Manner, are the Distance of the

Churches, &it. from your Stations on the Road,

determined 3 and in chuſing the Distance of theſe

Stations, 'tis very neceſſary to obſer've the Rule

laid down at the Conclufion of Chap. I.

If there be a Ferry over the River, you must

draw the River to its true Breadth, and make a

Prick'd Line croſs the River, to repreſent the

v L ' Paflkge
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Paflage of the Ferry-Boat; and note On the Side

of the River the Name of the F'erry.

In meaſuring on by' the River, obstrve what

Bridges you paſs by, and at what Distance from

your last Station -, alſo whether they be of Wood

or Stone, and by what Name they are called z

alſo take Notice 'of all Corn-Mills, Paper-Mills, \ i

Up. and 'note them in the Field-Book, in the

Column of Remarks,v with their Distance from
the Mouth octſ the River, and your last Station.

Likewiſe take Notice 'of all the Sluices (if

there be 'never ſomany )t that are on 'the River,

and oſ all the, Locks and Flood-gates as you paſs

along, with their Names, if they have any, alſo

if there be any Cut Rivers from the River that

,Ou are meaſuring, note where it goes out of 'the

River, and where it comes in again, and for what

End 'it was ſo 'cut : Alſo where any Brook or Ri

ver enters into that you are meaſuring, note

doWn the Place, and the Name of the Rivet

that comes in, and alſo take an Account oſ 'thoſe

Plates of'the River that 'are fordable, and note

'them down in your Field-Book: And in all theſe

Caſes, expreſs the Distance ofeach Remark 'from

your 'last Station, as alſo their Distance from the

Mouth of the River.

You must alſo note in y0ur Field-Book all the

Towns this River doth run through, or by, with

-..the Towns Names, and the Distance from your

last-Station and the Mouth of the River.

You 'must alſo take an ' Account of all the

'Churches that are on each Side the River Within

your View, by taking a Bearing to them at two

'stveral Plates, as y0u did on the Road, and note

"them down in your Field-Book,*with the Distance

of the Place' from' yOur last Station, where you
utook the Bearing, tcto-the St'eeple both Times r,

. By this Means you will come to know how fall;

' * eac -
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each Church is distant: from the River: The ſame

you must do by all the Wind-mills, great HOuſes,

Uſ. noting their Names, and Plates of Situation,

in the Colunm oſ Remarks in the Field-Book.

' When you have thus meaſiired your main

River, begin to meaſure the ſeveral Branches

thereof; for there are but ſew Rivers but have

ſmaller Rivers running into them, and all thoſe

finall Rivers Ought to be done with the like Ex

aflneſs with the great ones.

_ Note, All Rivers that are navigable, every

Bending of them must be taken exactly; but for

other ſmall Crceks there is no great Need 5 for

you will find. ſuch ſmall Brooks to have a Bend at

every two or three Poles, nay ſometimes leſs,

thereſore they are to be taken thus:

. Take your Sights as? far as you can convenient

ly, till you find the Brook to have a conſidera

ble Bending; and iſ your Scale will permit, you

ma take Offsets to repreſent the ſmall Turnings
andYWindings thereof, as in Fig. 22: But in mea

ſuring a ſmall Brook, if your Scale is to _be a

Mile or two in an Inch, then theſe ſmall Turn

iflgs and Windings can't be deſcribed in the

a .

'Fhe Manner oſ protracting theſe Obstrv'ations,"

is the ſame with the Roads, except the Offsets'

from the Station-Line to the Brink of the River,

and its Breadth, which are particularly to be

regarded.

: . 1

{

Lz SECT;
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S E C T. Ill.

General Direction: for makng a Milp of a

* County, &e.

Irst, from the County-Town, or other-'Mar

- ket-Town, where you began your Work, lay

dOWn the principal Roads throughout the County,

protrasting them truly, as you obſerved them in

y0ur Survey, inſerting the Towns, Villages," 'great

Houſes, Croſs-Ways, &je. according to their true

Situation, taken at Two Stations, as you -.-went

on the- Road; ſo will y0u (if Care begtaken)

have the true horizontal Listance of all thoſe Pla

ces Within Sight of the Roads, from the Road

itſelf, or from one another.

-- Secondly, Lay down' the chief River 'that runs

thrOugh the COunty, ſo will you have the Situa

tion of ſeveral more Towns, and other Remarks, '

as obſerved in your Survey of that River; 'and

when the'main Rivers are done, all the Branches

Must be protracted with the like Exastneſs *, for

thedmain Rivers and Branches being exactlydone,

-wil_l be a great Ornament to a County Man;

i --' Thirdly, If the County borders upon the Sea,

(first Trotract the Sea-Coast exactly, and then take

la Surveyoſ and plott all Rocks,_Sands, or' other

Obstacles that lie at the Entrance of any River,

Harbour, Bay or Road upon the Coast of that

County, by going out in a Boat to ſuch Sands or

Rocks that make the Entrance difficult, and at

every conſiderable Bend of the Sands, take with

-'a Sea-Compaſs, the Bearing thereof, to Two

known Marks upon the Shore: And having ſo

gone round all the Sands and Rocks, you may,

upon the Plott before taken of the Coast, draw

Lines,
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Lines, which ſhall interſect each other at every

conſiderable Point of' the Sands 3 whereby you

may give good Directions either ſor the laying of

Buoys, or making Marks upon the Shore, for the

Direction of Shipping, and the best Time to do

this, is at low Water, in Spring Tides.

Fourthly, Having truly protracted the princi

pal Roads, Rivers, (975. with the ſeveral Remarks

obſerved from thence, you'll find most of' the re

markable Places in the County laid down: But

in Order to compleat the Work, look upon ſome

old Map oſ the County, and contrive 3 or 4

Market-Towns, or other Towns, to meaſure

through, that yOu have not yet laid down, and

from thence to other Towns or Villagcsz and ſo

do, till you have meaſured most or all the Roads

that lead from Market-Town to Market-Town,

taking all the Remarks you can, as you go along;

and iſ you find any thing remarkable in the old

Map, that you have not yet taken Notice of,

you may go and iurvey it. And thus, by Degrees,

you may ſo finiſh a County, that you need not

ſo much as leave out one Gentleman's Houſe,

for ſcarce will any thing remarkable eſcape com

ing into your View, either from the Roads, Ri

vers, or Sea-Coast.

Fiſthly, When you are in a Town, you may

place y0ur Instrumenr, iſ you can, upon the Stee

ple, and from thence take the horizontal Angles

to others, by having the horizontal Distance of

thoſe 2, ſrOm which you take your Angles given',

but obſerve, all Churches are to be laid down

according to their horizontal Distance one from

the other: Therefore, il' the Road between them

be over Hills oſ a conſiderable Height, the Hy

pothenuſal Lines on the Road must be reduced

to Horizontal.

L 3 Sixthly,
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Sixthly, All Parks and Forests must be truly

laid down in the Map, as to their true B0unds

and Situation 3 and all remarkable Lakes of Wae

ter : You are likewiſe to deſcribe the (bality of

the County, whether it be hilly Or woody, pla

cing- the Hills and Woods in their true Places.

Lastly, Take the true Latitude ofthe Place, in

Three or Four Places of the County, which put

down, on the Edge of your Map accordingly.

SECT. IV.

General Directions for taking the Ground-plan

of a City or other Town.

HE Perſormance of' this Work is very

laborious, and you must be careful to keep \

the Field-book in a plain and regular Manner,

otherwiſe the Multitude of Obſervations and Off

iets will be apt to breed Confufionz but iſ Care

be taken therein you'l find the Work not very

hard to be done: One that understands the fourth

Chapter will m=ke no Difficulty of this Section,

for the ſeveral Streets, Lanes, He. in a City are

ſurvey'd and protracted in the ſame Manner as

the Lane Fig. 22. The ſeveral Offsets to the

Houſes, Churches, Uſ. all along the Sides oſ the

Street being taken from the main Station-line,

running through the middle thereof, in ſuch Sort

as the Offsets are taken from the Station-line to
the Hedges, ſſGates, &Ft. on the Sides of the

ſiLane.

i The Instrumenrs for this Purpoſe are, r. the

Theodolite as before deſcribed, to meaſure the

ſeveral Angles made by your Station-lines, as they

incline out of one Street into another, and in this

* .Caſe work with- the Lirnþ only, but never trust

- to
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to the Needle, ſOr (beſides the Danger oſ its

being attracted) you will find it neceſſary to lay

down every Line by ſome other, given in Pofition

in the Plott it ſelſ, rather than by the Bearings

from the Meridian.

2. The Chain -, and becauſe the GrOund-plott

of the Houſes, Pavements, (995. are generally laid

out by Foot Meaſure -, therefore let every Link

thereof be a Foot long, and Fiſty of theſe Links

will make the Chain oſ a ſiifficient Length, di

stinguiſhed at every Ten Links, by Marks, as

Canter-'s Chain is: But if the Content oſ any

Part oſ the Plott be deſired in Acres, you may

reduce the Feet in any Line, to Links; and for

this Purpoſe the Table in Chap. I. will be a rea

dy Affistant.

3. The Offsett-Staff, divided alſo into Feet,

5 of which may make it oſ a convenient Length,

becauſe you will have Occaſion to meaſure' many

Paſſages, Alleys, &Ft. that are not wider z alſo

at one End of' the Staff, you may have a Piece

of about 2 Foot joined, like the Squares of a

Drawing-Board, and this will be a Direction to

meaſure the Oiſsets from the Chain, at Right

Angles.

a. The Scale, (or rather a Pair of Beam-Com

paſiEs) according to the Bigncis of the Plott, the

Protractor, the Drawing-Pen, &fit. .

First, in one ofthe principal Sheets, as at O 1,

in the Lane, Fzg. 22, ſet up a Station-Staff, and

ſend another forwards in the Street as ſar as you

can ſee. Then lay the Chain on the Ground ex'

actly in the ſame Direction with the Two Sta

tions, and with the Offset-Staff both to the right

and leſt at Right-Angles from the Chain; mea

ſure the Offsets as in the Lane 5 taking Notice

at how many Links from the last Station each is

laid off 5 and when any oſ thoſe Offsets reach any

L 4 remarkj
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remarkable Houſe, (970. or the Corner of a Street,

Alley, or Court, enter ſuch a Remark against the

reſpective Offset, in one of the Outſide Columns

of the Field-Book: And in this Manner proceed

to the ſecond Station.

Set up the Theodolite at the ſecond Station,

and bring the Index to 360, on the Limb, tum

ing the whole Instrument about till you ſee thro'

the Telleſcope the Staff at O 1; there fix the

Instrument, and then turn about the Index, di

recting the Telleſcope to another Staff ſent fore

wards in the Street, to the further End thereof,

iſ you can ſlee ſo far, and note in the Field-Book

the Angle which the Index cuts on the Limb,

with the utmost Exactneisz Then proceed with

the Chain towards the next Station, as before.

Having in this Manner gone through ſeveral

of the principal, high Streets, that lead through

one Part of the Town, it will be convenient, as

you paſs along, as often as you come against any

croſs Street, to take a Sight down it z and note

the Place or Mark to which the Telleſcope is

directed; and alſo at how many Links Distance

from the last Station , the Instrument is planted,

when you thus look into a croſs Street', and note

both theſe Places in your Field-Book, or Eye

Draught, with this Mark O, ſo that you may be

iure to find thePlace exactly, when you begin to

take your croſs Sheets.

It will be cOnvenient, not only to enter y0ur

Obſervations in' the Field-Book, but alſo to form

a Sketch Or Eye-Draught of the Work, as you

A go along, making Lines to imitate the lame', and

draw the croſs Streets, Alleys, Up. thereon, in

ſuch Manner (as near as you can gueſs) as you

ſee thoſe croſs Streets to bear from the Place oſ

your Standing in the high Streets; and write the

Name of each Street between the Lines repre

ſenting
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ſenting the lame; and this will be uſeſul when

you come to protrast.

Note, Before you begin your Work, it will be

neceſſary to walk about the Town, and chuſe 4

orz principal Streets that lead Out of one into

another, enclofing between them ſeveral By-Lanes,

Alleys, (975. And contrive your first Station in

ſuch Manner, that when you come round theſe

4 or 5 Streets, the last Station-Line may cloſe

exactly on the first Station-Point; and obſerve,

that the fewer Angles you make in going round

theſe Streets before you cloſe, the better.

This is no more than Surveying a Field; the

main Difficulty will be to find your Stations, when

you comc to ſurvey the croſs Streets, By-Lanes,

Thoroughſares, Uſ. between the eminent Streets

that you first went round; but you may help

yomſelf herein, if you lay one End of the Chain

at ſome Door, or other remarkable Place on the

Right Side oſ the Street, and draw it in a strait

Line thr0ugh the Station-Point, to ſome other

Remark on the other Side oſ the Street, taking

Notice at how many Links from the Right,

the Chain cut the Station: You may alſo much

help yourlelf herein by your Eye-Draught.

When the Station-Line leads you into a Square,

you may plant the Theodolite .in the Middle

thereof, and from that one Station direct the Tel

lelcope to the Corners, (very often there are but

four, and the Sides all strait) and meaſure the

Distances from that Station to the Corners, as in

Chap I. Sect. 3. But if you would take Notice

oſ particular Houſes therein, or iſ the Sides are

very irregular, then go round it; but Lanes and

Alleys are laid down by Offsets only, from the

Station-Line through. the Middle.

Having
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Having thus finiſhed one Part oſ the Town or

City, you may proceed to anocher, till the whole

be finiſhed; but this is a Work that will take up

a great deal of Time.

The Manner oſ Protracting this Work, is the

lame as in the preceding Chapters, therefore par

ticular Directions are needleſs-7 but 'tis best to

protract ſo much as you ſurvey in one Day, be

fore you proceed with more', and for thIS Pur

ſe, a Skin oſ fine, ſoft Parchment is better than

aper, unleſs the Paper be very fine, and pasted

on Cloth or Canvas. The Ground-Plotts of

Churches, must be very exactly taken, and laid

down in the lame Manner on the Draught, and

ſhadowed very deep ;_ the, lame oſ Houſes.

Alſo iſ you uſe a Protraitor that will lay down

L/Iinutes, as deſcribed in Chap. II. your Work

will be more likely to cloſe; for you cannot be

too curious in obſerving and laying down the

Angles, eſpecially thoſe in the principal Streets.

FINIS..
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CHAP. I.

Of LEVELLING.

SECT. I.

* H E Instrument most approved for this

i ' Purpoſe, (a Figure whereof you have
" ' ' ſſ in the Beginning ofthis Book) conſists,

' ct r. Of a Braſs Tellelcope of a conveni

ent Length (the longer the Exacter, provided

the Parts _of the, Instrument that ſupport it, be

made proportionably strongz) Within this Tel

leſcope is fixed an horizontal Hair, and a finall

Micrometer, whereby Distances may be determi

ned at one Station near enough for the Buſmeſs

of Levelling : Upon this Telleſcope is fixed, with

vtwo finall, Screws, the Spirit Tube, and Bubble

therein, which Bubble rest exactly in the Middle

of the Tube,when the Telleſcope is let: truly level.

2. Under the Telleſcope, is a double Spring,

with 2 Screws, by which the Bubble is brought

exactly to a Mark in the Middle of the Tube -,

to which Spring is fixed a Conical Ferril, which

is a Direction for the Telleſcope to move hori

zontally at Pleaſure. There is alſo a three-legde

Staff, a Ball Socket, and 4 Screws, to adjust the

' ' * * horizontai
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horizontal Motion the ſame with that belonging

to the Theodolite, before deſcribed. *

Provide 2 Station-Staves, each 10 Foot long, that

may ſlide one by the Side oſ the other to 5 Foot,

for eaſier Carriage-7 let them be divided into Iooo

equal Parts, and numbred at every roth Divifion,

10, 20, 30, 40, He. to roo, and from loO, rrc,

120, (975. to 200, and ſo on till you come to 1000 r,

but every Centeſiimal Diviſion, as loo, 200, 300,

to Iooo, ought to be expreſſed in large Figures,

that the Divifions may be more eaſily cOunted 2,

and you may have another Piece 5 Foot long,

divided alſo into 500 Parts, to be added to the

former, when there ſhall be Occaſion.

Upon theſe Staves are Two Vanes, made to

flide up and down, which will alſo stand against

any Divifion on the Staff, by the Help oſ Springs.

'Theſe Vanes are best, made 30 Parts wide, and

90 Parts long; let the Faces oſ them be divided

into 3 equal Spaces, by 2 Lines drawn lengthways z

let the 2 extreme Spaces be painted white, and

let the middle Space be divided alſo into 3 ſmal

ler equal Spaces, and let that in the Middle be

painted white, the other 2 black; which will ren

der' them fit for all Distances.

Being thus provided with a good Instrument,

Two Station-Staves, a Chain, and Two Affistants,

you may proceed to y0ur Work *, but first it will

be neceſſary to make 'a Trial whether or no your

Instmment be well adjuſled.

SECT. II.

How to adjust the Instmment.

Huſe ſome Field or Meadow, that is nearly

level, and ſet down the Inll'rument about

' the Middle thereof, and make an Hole in the

Ground, under the Center of the Inſh'ument 3

from

42.;"p'at.Z-.

u-_4-5-m-'*B"M-'-2_-_'31

,_2__,_L14_4-1r
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from which, meaſiu'e Out in a Right-Line, ſome

convenient Length, as 20 Chains, and there leave

one of your Affistants with his Station-Staſſ 5 then

return to the Instrument, and meaſure out the

Fame Number oſChains, m'z. 20, the other Way,

by the Direction oſ the Instnunent, and last Sta

tion-Staff, as near in a Right-Line as you can

gueſs, and thereleave your other Affistant with

_ his Station-Smff, ſo will the Instrument and Two

Station-Staves be in the ſame Line.

Then return to the Instrument, and ſet it ho

rizontal, which is preſently done by the Ball and

Socket, and turn the Telleſcope about on its ho

rizontal Motion, to your first Affistant, and move

the Telleſcope by the Two Screws in the double

Spring, till the Bubble rests exactly in the Mid

dle oſ the Spirit Tube', then obſerve where the

Hair in the Tellcſcope cuts the Staff, and direct

your Affistant to move the Vane up or down, till

the Hair cuts the Middle thereof', ſo that you

may ſee as much oſ the Vane above the Hair as

below it, and there give him a Sign to fix it 5

then direct the Tellelcope towards y0ur ſecond

Affistant, and proceed in the ſame Manner; ſo

are the Vanes on each Staff equidistant from the

Center oſ the Earth,

Remove the Instrument to that Affistant which

is nearest the Sun, iſ it ſhines, that you may have

the Advantage oſ its Rays upon the other Aſ

fistant's Vane, and there flat down the Instrument

as near the Staff as you can; then having ſiet the

Instrument horizontal, ib that the Bubble rests in

the Middle of the Tubez, obſerve what Divifion

on the Staff is then cut by the Hair in the Tel

leſcope, above or below the Middle oſ the Vane,

for ſo many Divifions must the other Affistant's

Vane be raiſed or depreſſed, which direct him to

7'do'"accordingly.

But:
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But becauſe the Instrument is 40 Chains di

stant' from the Station-Staff, you must make an

Allowance for the Earth's Curvature, which by

the following Table you will find to be 16 A: Parts',

therefore let the Vane on the Staff be raiſect

16 12- Parts.

A T A B L E of the Earth's Curvature, calcu

lated to the Thouſandtb Part of a Foot, at

1 the. End of every Chain, from r Chain to 40.
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Now direct the Tellestope'to'the Vane thus

raiſed, and if the Hair cuts she Middle thereof;
while the Bubble rests vin the Middle ſiof the

Tube, the Instrument is right; but if not, you'

must raiſe or depreſs the Telleſcope by the Screws

in the doubleSpring, till thedHair cuts the' Mid
dle oſ the Vane,._ and then by ſithe Help of the

Screws that fix'd the Tube to the Tellei'cdpe,

move the Bubble till it rests in the Middle ofthe
Tube: So is the Levelſſadjusted- '

- s
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S E C T. Ill.

Ruler to be obſerved in Lervelling, in Order to

find 'the different Height of any two PtaCfſ;

being 'uſequ for con-veying Mter, cutting

.Sluieer, 'na/ging Sougbr, &c.

Uppoſe it was, required to know whether VVa-j

L ter may be conveyed in Pipes or Trenches,

from a Splint; Head.- to any determined Place.

.1. At the Heardeſt' the Spring ſet up one of

your Station-Staves as nearly perpendicular as you

can, and leave with one (whom you may call

your first Affifiant) proper Directions for Raiſing

or Depreffing the.Vane on his Staff, according to

certain Signs which you (standing at your In'

ſhument) ſhall give'him : Alſo let him be pr0-,

vided with Pen, Ink and Paper, to note down VE-r

ry carefully the Divifion on the Scarf which the
Vane ſhall Cut, when you make a Sign that _iſit

stands in its right Poſition. , ' .x

2. Carry your. Instrument towards the deter

mined Place you are going to, as far as you can

lite, ſo that through the Telleſcope you may but

ſee any Part of' the Staff leſt behind, when the

Instrument is ſet horizontal z and frOm that Place

ſend your ſecond Affistant forwards with his Sta

tion-Staff with the fame Instrudions as you gave

y0ur first Affistant.

3'; Set the Instrument horizontal, by the Help

oſ the Ball, and Socket and 4 Screws, and di

rect the Telleſcope to your first Affiſiant's Staff,

and then by the Help of the Spring-ſhrews bring

.the Bubble exactly to the Middle of the Tube,

and when it rests there, give a Sign for yOur

Affistant
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Affistant to note the Parts of the Staff where

the Vane rests. 1

4. Turn about the Telleſcope to your ſecond

Affistanfls Staff, and by the Spring-ſhrews, as be

fore, ſet the Bubble exact: Then direct yOur ſe

cond Affistant to move the Vane higher or lower

till you ſee the Hair in the Telleſcope cut the

Middle of the Vane,- (but long Distances the

Hair will almost cover the Vane; however, let it:

be ſet in fiich Manner that 'as much may be above

the Hair as below it, as near as you can gueſs,)
and. then give vhim a Sign to note the Divifion on

the Staff z and always let your Affistants note

the Diviſion cut by the upper Edge of the"

Vane. - I X =
5', Ioetv your first Affistant bring his Station

Staff from the Spring Head, and give it to the

ſecond Affistant, and let your ſecond Affistant car

ry it forwards towards the determined Place you

are going to, and at a convenient Place erect- it

perpendicular, whilst your first Affistant tarries

'at the Staſſ where your ſecond Affistant stOod

before; _ _ -

< 6. Place' your Instrument between your Two

Affistants, ſomewhere about the Middle if you can,

and first direct the Telleſcope to your first Affist

'ant's Staff, and when the Telleſcope is levelled to

one of the Divifions on the Staff, let him note

that Diviſion in an orderly Manner under the

first Oblervation 5 and let your ſecond Affistant

do the ſame: 'And in this Manner proceed over

Hill and Dale, as strait forwards as the NVaY

will permit, to the appointed Place, (by only re

peating theſe Directions, tho' it be 20 Miles di

stant from the Spring Head 3 but in' your Whole

Paſſage let this constant Law be obſerved, Other-

wiſe great Errors will enſue, (oiz.)' That your

first Aflistant must at every Station stand betwan

1 t 71.:
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the Spring-head and your Instrument, and your

ſecond Affistant must always stand betWCen the

Instrument and the appointed Place to which the

Water is to be convey'd.

Being come to the appointed Place, let both

your Affistants give in their Notes, which ought

to stand in Manner and Form following.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

First Affistamt's Notes. Second Zffistant's Noteſ

'Sations- Parts. 7 Stations. _ Parts.__

O r 1019 O r 330

O 2 srz O 2 540

9 3 l 737 9 3 13371 9 4 l 40 l O 4 742

9 s 1495 O s 30

O 6 l 1475 e 6 32

O 7 1430 O 7 30

O 8 1149 _ _9_g__ 227

Sum 7857 l I S m. 3268

 

 

 

 

Theſe Notes were collected from Obſervations

made with ſuch an Instrument, as before deſcribed,

at ſeveral Stations between the Ground at theNorth

gate of Hammer-Square, and the Surface of the

ſquare Pond by the New-River Head, near Iſ/Iingtonz

The first Affistant's Notes, when added together,

amount to 78573 the ſecond Affistant's 3268, the

Difference 45, 89 Parts, that is almost 46 Foot;

and ſo much is the Pond higher than the Ground

of that Part of the Square where the first Sta

tion-staff was planted

The following Obſervations were repeated in

the AfternOOn of the ſame Day, at quite diffe

rent Stations; from the Pond before-mention'd, to

the-find North-gate oſLI/rl'am-uer-Sguarez and their:

e
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the two Affistants Notes stood in thefollowing

Manner. '

 

 

  

 

 

 

First Affistant's Notes Second dffistent'i N'ote's

. Statio;zr.) Parts. Stations; Parts.v

O I l 290 O I 1273

(-) 2 36 ' O 2 1515

O 3 77 O 3 1 1395

9 4 68 K O 4 _ 1500

O 5 58 ' 9 5 74

66 p 1'243 O 6 38

6 7 I 998*

O 7 468

O 8 437 . ® 8 774

'9 9 306 r O 9 1066

Sum. ctz s 12 Sum. 8 1 08

   

 

 

 

 

Theſe Notes as obſerved in the Aſternoon, be.

ing added together, and the leſſer ſubtracted out

ofi the greater, the Difference is 45,95 Parts,

which very nearly agrees with the former ObſEr,

vationsz, being but no oſ a Foot _Difference,

which is hiconfiderable.

._N0te-, If' from the first. Affiſiant's. Staff you

meaſure any Number of Chains towards the

Place yon are going to, ſuppoſe ro, and there ſet

downlthe Inſtrument, and then meaſure 10 Chains

for-warder and. there place the other Station
fiaflſi, you will have no Occaſion to make any Al

lowance for the Curvature oſ the Earth,- becauſe

the Inſhrument being planted in the Middle oſ

the Distanc'e. between the Station-staves, the Er

rors mutually destroy each other. '

rſi But this meaſuring' oſ. the Distances with

the Chain, or otherwiſe, is Very tedious, and in.

deed impracticable in many Caſes, unleſs you

makea Nlultitude oſ. Stations: _So iſ. theȜ.Way

between the two determined Plates, whole diffe

rent
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rent Height you would know, lies over Hills

and Dales, as Fzg. 32. you must in that Caſe

make four or five Stations (otherwiLe you will

not be able to ſee any Part oſ the Staff, when

the Instrument is stt horizontal,) which might

as well be done at one, (as in the foregoing Ob-_

ſervations,) in the following Manner.

SECT. IV.

How to make Allowanre 'far the Curvature

of the Earth," when the Station-flaw: are

planted at unequal Dtflancer from the In-_'_

p flmmejnt.

SUppoſe the Instrument was p laiited on the

> Eminence between the two alleys a, and

5, and the first Affistant with his Station-staff;

standing at r, ' and the ſecond at d, and it "is

required to know the different Height of the

Hills r, and d. t
First ſet the Instrument horizontal; and ſi

direct the Telleſcope to the first Affistant's St

at t, and by the Spring-ſcrews ſet the Bubble ex

act, obſerving where the Hair cuts the Staff, and

by Signs cauſe him to move the Vane higher or

lower till the Hair 'cuts the Middle thereof-,_ and

then give him a Sign to notevthe Divifion cut

by the upper Edge of the Vane, which ſu104 Parts from the Ground, and' by themeter in the Telleſcope, I find the Distance from

the Instrument to the S'taff at: c, to be about

lo Chains' ' -_ , .,.,,.;.

Then I direct the Tellestope to 4, pro

cede in the ſame Manner as before, and find that

She Hair cuts 84 9 Parts from the Ground; and

M a by
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by 'the Micrometer- the Distance tosd, is" deter

mined to be about 35 Chains. 7

Next I look into the Table of Curvature and

find against ro Chain, r Part to be deducted for

the Curvature of the Earth at that Distancez

P will the first Affistant's Note be made 103

arts. . -

Alſo against 35 Chains I find rleo, which

deducted out of 849, there remains Sum? Parts

which must be noted by the ſecond _Affistant.

Now if 102, as noted by the first Affistant,

be ſubtracted from 83 6x%,, as noted by the ſecond,

the Remainder will be 73 3,z-, and ſo much the

Hill t, is higher than the Hill d: JBut if

you have not the Table of Curvature at Hand

then you ma find the Allowance that is _to bz

made at any istance, by this Rule.

Multiply the Square of the Distance in Chains

by 31, and divide the Product by goocoo,

In this Manner making Allowance for the _Cur

vature of the Earth, you may ſend a Station-staff

forwards half a Mile, or farther from the In

strument; and take a Sight over ſeveral Valleys

at once, the horizontal Distance in this Caſe be?"

ing only regardable. '

Note, When Water is to be brought to any

appointed Place', there must b: an AlloWance of

4; Inches for every Mile, more than the strait

Level, forthe Current _of the Water; but if the

Spring-head be much higher than the appointed

Place, ſo that the Water will have too violent a

Current, the Pipes may be laid one up and ano

ther down; and instead of being laid in a strait

Line, the_Water be brought in a crooked or

winding'Way. j '

CHAP.
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shewing the Ufl- of the Theodolite,

in 'Drawirig Buildings, &c. in

Terſpecti-Ue. ' '

SECT. l.

HEN a Building is to be drawn up

< on a Perſpective Plane (or Picturc,) the

7, RepreſZntation oſ the ſeveral Objects
' i ought to be delineated thereon accor

ding to 'their Dimenfions and different Situations,

in ſuch Manner that the ſaid Reprefientations may

produce the ſame Effects on our Eyes as the Ob<

jects whereof they are'the Pictures, -

But without Mathematical Rules this Repre

ſentation cannot well be ſound; for when Objects

are drawn by only Viewing or Looking at them,

their true Reprelentations will often be miſs'd;

whereas by the following Method they may al

ways be obtained.

For all Objects appear ſuch as the viſual An

gle under which they are ſeen; which Angle is

taken at the Eye, where the Lines meet that do

compriſe the Object; that is to ſay, an Object

lben in a great Angle, will appear great; and

another ſeen in a little Angle, will appear little;

which is the principal Thing to be obſei'ved in

.Perfigectivce

M 3 So
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So the Windows 6, 7, 8, Fig. 32, must he

draWn on the Perſpective Plane of different Di

menfions (altho' on the Building one of 'em is

really as big as the other) according to- the An

gle which the Rays from their Extremities make

with the Eye at'z. . _ , ,, . '

Objer of equal Bigneſs appear greater or leſs,

according to their Distance from the Beholder';
Eye; ſo the Windows (a and 8, are really one 'asi

big as another on the Geometrical Plane -,- but

the Window 6, at the End ofthe. Buildingzbeing
nearer the Eye at 2., than the'WindowS onctthe

Front, it must be1 made ſo much larger on the

Perſpective Plane,'3 as the Window 6 is to that

marked with 8. _ , v

Therefore, if- theAngles, under which Objects

appear, be given, thoſe Objects may be drawn on.

the Perſpective Plane (or Paper) according to

their Dimenfions and different SituatiOns', in the

ſame' Form as they appear to the Beholder at

any Distance. _ _

-'.The Figures on the Geometrical Plane (or

Building) are composld either of strait Lines,
or Curvesſi: Now to find the Repreſentation of a

strait Line, its' Extremes need only be ſcught :

And tofind the Appearance of a Curve, we need

only tofin'd the Place of ſeveral Points therein.

And hence it-follows, that the whole Baneſs of

Perſpective conſists in finding only the Place of a
Point' ct ' ' '

- But theſe Points can't be determined, unleſs by

the Interiection of Right Lines. And the Rea-'

ſ0n of theſe Sections is, That one Line can deter-H

mine nothing : Thereſhre it is neceſſary, that

there be' Two oſ them, which divide themſelves,
(forming an Angle) for to have the Place of a ſi

Point, as will be ſeen in the following Example.

I. ,

For
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For having noted the Obſervations made by

the Theodolite, the Plan ofany Building maybe

drawn in Perſpective, withOut meaſiiring ſo mucll

as one Line; or coming nearer the Building than'

Where the Instrument is planted.

SECT. II.

Let Fig. 33. repreſent the Building a: 'viewecl'

from Z, heng the Place from which the' Prai
ſped' iſ deſired to he taken. . ſi

' HE Instrument being planted at z, and the

T Staves made to stand firm on the Ground,

I ſitt the Instrument exactly level', and with the

Index at 360, and the Quadrant at o Degrees,

direct the Telleſcope to ſome Part ofthe Building;

as to 0, by turning about the whole Inst'rum'ent,

and there ſcrew it fast, that it stir not out of this

Pofition, till the ſeveral Obfervations be finiſhed-ſ'

The Instrument being ſet level, the Index, when

turned round on the Limb, carries the Telleſcope

in a Line Parallel to the Horizon, as lx, y : And

the (Luadrant elevated or depreſſed, moves always

in a Circle vertieal thereto, as w, z. - '
ſiNow take the Pin out of the Wadrant, and

with one Hand move the Index on the Limb,

and with the other elevate or depreſs the Tel

lestope as there ſhall be Occaſion, till yo'u flee the

croſs Hairs therein cut any Point on the Build

ing', and then note doWn on a Piece ofPaper, the

Degrees and Minutes which the Index cuts on the'

Limb in one Column, and call thoſe the horizon

tal Angles: Likewiſe note the Degrees and Mi

nutes' cut by the (Liadrant in another Column,

and call 'thoſe the vertical Angles.
ſſ M 4 I ſi So
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So the Telleſizope being directed to the Point a,

the Index then cuts 70, 25', and the Qiadrant

190, zo'z and thoſe Obſervations when protracted,

will give the Point a.

Likewiſe I make Obſervation of the Point þ;

and then depreſs the Telleſcope to the Bottom oſ

the Building at a, and the Index then cuts the

fame Angle on the Limb as at b, and the an

drant 80, 30': But this Angle of De reffion must

be marked with ſ\, or ſome ſuch ark to di

flinguiſh it from the Angles 0£Elevation, that in

Protrafiing that Point, it may be known to be

under the Horizon, or the Line x, y. .

When the Instrument is planted at a confide

rable Distance from the Building, the Ground

there may be higher or lower than any Part oſ

the Building : And then all the Points will be

above or under the Horizon z, and in ſuch Caſe

there will be no Occaſion ſor this Distinction.

In the ſame Manner I make Obſervation oſ ſo

many Points on the Right Side oſ the Houſe as

is convenient; but when, the Telleſcope. is directed

to the Point m, on the Leſt Side, the Index cuts

34o®, 40'

Now this Number 3400, 40', must not be no

ted ſor the horizontal Angle, but its Complement

to 56o (e'iz.) 1915, 20', by lubtracting 3400, 40',

out oſ 360', but iſ the Degrees be numbred by

ſmall Figures ſrom 360, the contrary Way, as ic,

20, 30, &ſo. to 60, or further, as may conveniert

ly be done, the Numbers will encreaſe from 360,

both to the Right and Leſt; and then the Index

will always cut the Number denoting the hori

ZOntal Angle, in the ſame Lianner as the (loa

drant.

Having obſerved the Point m, the Index re

maining at theihme Angle on the Limb, I de,

Preſs the Telleſhope to the Points 4, 3, 2,_ r, and

TDW
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note the Degrees, Uſ. cut by the (luadrantz

which when protracted, will give the Breadth of

theiFacies and their Distance one from another.

Next I obſerve the Points of the Window

e, i, a, in the Left Wing of the Building 2, and

becauſe theſe Remarks are on the Left Side of

the Building, therefore I note them by ſuch

Names as I call the ſeveral Points I look at,

(instead of the Letters, a, h, Uſ. on the Left

Side of the Column of Obſervations, (e'in con

trary to that Part of the Limb where the Index

ents, (which rememberz) for when the Index is

turned from 360, on the Limb towards the Right

Hand, the Tellestope moves towards the Left :

And theſe Remarks thus noted, must be pro

tracted on the-Left Side of the Vertical Line w, z,

Ft' . 33.
gIn making theſe Obſervations, 1. Set the In<

strument level in that Place from which the Pro

ſpect is deſired to be made; and with the Index

at 360, direct the Telleſcope to ſome remarkable

Place about the Middle of the Building, and

there fix the Instrument.

2. The Remarks on the Right Side of the

Building, en:er in the Column of Obſervations on

the right Hand; U a contra. ' "

3. If there be Angles both of Elevation and

Depreſfion, mark the Angles of Depreſſion

with '

The Obſervations oſ most of the Points, that

need to be taken of Fib. gz, in order to protract

or draw the ſame in Perſpective, are inſerted in

the following Table : And obſerve, that if the

Building,' be regular, there will need but few Points _

to be given', for, where y0u have the Height and

Breadth of one Window given, with its Distance

from the next, the whole Row may thereby be'

drawn, being all of the ſame Dimenfions -, but

r. Objects
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Objects more irregular must be drawn by obIErv

ing ib many Points therein, as ſhall be neceſſary:

But Practice in this Caſe is the bei'c Guide.

3 E C Ill.- >

The Manner- of Piotmcting theſe Obſemattſi'onſir_

in vOrder to find tbevPoim'r of the' Buildinctg,

ng. 33. - - ' .

_Horizon. Vertiml.

fingles I Angles

7®':25"i'19®: go'la

11: 30316: zob

'11230 8: 30'?

19 : 20 26 : go'd
A _ i

19 : 201; . goe /\

38 : 00326 : 50 f

38:0013:30gl\.

419 :_20'26 : 50}

l_ 12; : 30
3-----18-: 40

_ . 3'*_"_I 9 : 35

i A.1}---- I . oo

 

 

 

7 'IIS : 30'19; oo

3518 : zoizz : 40

u 6: gou7 2 so

<. IRST draw a right Line x, y, Fzg. 33,

F for the Horizontal-line-7 and at right An

gies therewith draw another Line w, z, which

repreſents the Vertical-line. _

Set off the Points of Distance from a, g-viz )

from that Point where x, y, and w, z, meet-2

 

ſea one anothesz And according tohwhat Big-_

nelS

_

_
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neſs you would have the Plan of the Building

be, make the -Distance bigger or leſs. If you'

would have the Draught large, make the Di

stance large: Et a contra. Therefore fist one?

Foot of the Compaſs at a, and with the ſame

Extent mark the Points oſ Distance x, y, z.

The Horizontal-angles 'must be drawn ſtom

the Point z, to the horizontal Line x, y, and

the vertical Angles from the Points x, or 'y,

(according as the Remarks are noted on the

right or left Side of the Columns) to the Verti

cal-'line w, z. . ' .

.'The Index being at 360, and the Quadrant at a',

o when the Croſs-hairs in the Telleſcope cut the Point:

* ox'on the Building: Therefore the Point a, ſhallbe

* the. first Point of Sight on the Proſpective-plaiu'

"By the Table of Obſervations I find that the'

Index cuts 70. 25'. on the Limb; and the Qg -

drant 19.0 30', when the Telleſcope was directed

to the Point a: Therefore lay the Center of the

Protractor toz: And becauſe the Letter a is noted

on the right Side of the Columns, lay the Limb?

on the Right Side ofthe Line w, z, the Diame

ter coincident therewith', and against 70, 25 ','

make a Mark cloſe by the Limb of the Protractor.

Lay the Edge oſ a strait Ruler to the Point of:
Distance z, and to that Point 7ct®, 25'; and where

the Edge Cuts the Horizontal Line, make a Mark.

Lay the Center of the Protractor to the Point

of Distance y, (becauſe 'a is noted on the Right

Side of the Columns) the Diameter coincident

with the Line x, yz and against 190, 30', on the

Limb, make a Mark. - '

Lay a strait Ruler to that Mark, and the Point _

of Distance y 3 and where the Edge cuts the Ver

tical Line w, z', make a Mark at r;

Lastly, Lay a Parallel Ruler to the Horizontal

Line-a', y, and move it Parallel thereto, till the

Edge
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Edge cuts the Point r, in thev Vertical-Line; and

with the Compaſs Point draw the obſcure Line r 5.

Then lay the Parallel Ruler to the Vertical

Line w, z, and move it Parallel thereto till the

Edge cuts the Point t, in the horizontal Line x, y,

and by the ſame Edge draw an obfiure Line t 9 -,

ſo ſhall the Interſection of theſe Two Parallels

determine the Place oſ the Point a, which was

ſought. *

. In the ſame Manner may the Point 5, or any

other Point be ſound: And then thele Points

joined with Right Lines, ſhall repreſent the Lines

on the Building, and bear an exact Proportion

thereto, according to the Rules of Perſpettive.

- The Point c is found in the fame Manner as a,

only becaule the horizontal Angle is the lame

with the Point b, you have no more to do but
continue a strait Lineſſfi'om b, through the 'Point x,

in the 'Horizontal Line, Parallel to w, z; and

then lay the Center of the Protractor to y, with

the Limb downwards; becauſe 'c is marked with

(5. 6.) under the Horizon; and draw the Ver.

tical Angle 80, 30', to 8 in the Vertical Line -,

ſo ſhall a Line drawn Parallel to x, y, from the

Point a, cut the obſcurc Line b, c, at c, the

Point ſought.

-The Points 12, k, l, m, n, p, 9, on the Lest

Side of the Building, Fig. 33, have the ſame An

gles with a, 5, c, d, e, f, g, on the Right, and

therefore protracted in the lame Manner', except

this Difference, that becauſe the Points b, k, I, He.

are on the Left Side of the Building, therefore

the lame Points must be found on the Lekt Side

oſ due Vertical Line w, z, and the Protractor

laid to the Point of' Distance xz but the Hori

zontal Angles are all laid off from the ſame Point

. of Difiance 2..

Qbſervez
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Obſetve, That in Protracting theſe Points, 'tis

convenient, that the Numbers on the Semicircular

Protractor ſhould be made to encreaſi: from the

Diameter both Ways, that the Numbers may be

counted thereon, bath to the Right and' Leſt :

And then in Protracting any Point on a Building,

1. Draw the Horizontal Angle from the Point

oſDistance z, to the Horizontal Line x, y, as to t.

2. Draw the Vertical Angle to the Vertical Line

to, z, as to r. 3. Draw Lines Parallel to w, z,

and x, y, through the Points t and r; ſo ſhall

the Interiection of the Two Parallels give the

Point ſought.

But theſe Points are ſound with much greater

Expedition, iſ the Paper on which you draw the

Plan of the Building, be fastened to a Drawing

Board, and the Angles laid down by the Sector

in the following Manner:

For Example: Suppoſe the Point a, fig. 33,

was ſought.

First, Draw Two Lines by the Side of the

Tee, croffing one another at Right Angles, as x, y,

and w, z, Fzg. 33.

Take between the Points of' the Compaffizs the

Distance z, a, and let the Sector be opened to the

ſame Extent', by ſetting one Foot of the Compaſ

ſes at the End oſ the Tangent-Line, at 4<, on

one Side of' the Sector, and let the other fall at

the other End oſthe Tangent-Line, at 45, on the

other Side of the Sector.

The Sector remaining at this Extent, ſet one

Foot of the Compaſſes in the Tangent-Line on

one Side of the Sector at 70, 25', the Horizon

tal Angle, as in the Table; and let the other fall

at 7", 25', on the other Side; this Distance ſet

from the Point of Sight o, in the Horizontal

Line a', y, to t. In
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' > In the flame Manner take off from the Sector

the vertical Angle 19o 30' which ſet on the ver

tical Line _w, z,- from a to r. - ..

, Last-ly, lay the Tee on the Drawing-board, pa

rallell to w, z, ſo that the Edge cut through

the Point t, and draw the Obſhure-Line-t, 9. z

= Lay the Tee to the other Side of. the Draw

ing-board parallel to x, y: And: the Edge cutting

through the Point r. Draw the Obz'cure- Line

r, 5, ſo ſhall the Interſection of theſe two Lines

t, 9, and r, 5, give the Point a which was

ſought. .

In the ſame Manner may any other Point be

ibund in as little Time as it could be obſerved

by the Theodolite', but iſ you have not a

Drawing-board nor Parallel-ruler, you may put

th; Paper on, the plain Table and by the Edge
of the Indexſi laid on the equal Divifions, draw

the Parallelsz but a Drawing-board is better.
ſi Having found the Points m and k, both deno-i

ting the upper Part of the Facies, if you lay a

Ruler to theſe two Points, and continue a strait

Line till it cuts the Horizontal-line' x, y, as

at ſ, that ſhall be the accidental Point, (or, as

the Draughts-Men ſometimes call it, the vaniſh-'

ing Point,) which being ſound, you may from

thence draw right Lines to any other Points. on

the Draught which were viewed obliquely from

a; (and therefore the Figures on that Part of

the Building must be made inclined on the

Draught,) and thereby find the Abridgment of

all the Lines parallel to the Horizon on the

Bu-ilding or geometrical Plan', (which is ſiippoled

parallel. to the perfpective Plan or Picture) '

So when you have protracted the vertical An

gles. of 4, 3,-2,, .1, Fzg. 33. and thereby found

thoſe Points. You may lay a Ruler to, each of

them, and the accidental Point ſ, and theseby

raw
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draw the Facics on the Wings of the Building

according to their Breadth and Distance from

one another on the perſpective Plane or Draught.

In like Manner having ſound the Points e, i,

and u of the first Window, you may from e and

i, draw Lines to the accidental Point ſ; which

will give the Bottoms and Tops of all that Row:

And then you have nothing to do, but find

their Breadth and Distance, and by theſe Di

rections draw all the Windows on that Wing of

the Building. >

If a Statue, Coat of Arms, or other Objefl:

was placed at 0, Fzg. 33. and it was deſir'd to

place the ſame (or another,) a good Deal higher,

as at r; but ſi), that the Object when placed at

'r ſhould appear full as big, as when at o 3 be-.

' viewed from z. A

- Ob-ſerve with the Theodolite, the Angles un-

der which the Objefl: appears at 0, as iſ it was

a Statue, obſerve the Height from the Feet to

the Head, &a. and note the Angles with proper

Remarks on a piece of Paper; and then by di-'

recting the Telleſcope to r, and ſetting the (Lia

drant and Index to the ſame Angles, you may'

give Directions how to make the Objeſt at',

of ſhch Dimenſions as being viewed from 22,

will appear of' the ſame Magnitude (or natural

Height) with that at a', (97 vice 'ver/22.

The ſame may be done, if Objects are deſired

to be placed at a Distance, to appear of the:

ſame Size as thoſe that are nearer', with ſeveral

other 'Problems to be performed by this Instru

ment, which the Ingenious will find out in the

Uſe thereof: But I have already exceeded what

I intended on this Head, and ſhall only add two:

or three AstronomicallProblems, whichxt-he 'Sur

Veyor perhaps may find very uſeful in Practice. <.'

' ii'iiſi
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C H'A P. III.

PROBLHM 1.

How to find a True Meridian-Line, by 05

ſerving with the Theodolite.

> - H E best Time- to make the Obſer-z

vations, are in a clear Day, about 3

' or 4 Hours belbre and after Noon.

In the Morning, having ſet the
a - i ' ' Instrument exactly level, move the

Index Horizontally, and the andrant Vertically, '

till through the Telleſcope you ſee the croſs Hairs

in the Center of the Sun 1 Then obſerve what

Degrees and Minutes are cut by the Index, ſup

poſe 30, 25', which note in a Piece oſ Paper, as

alſo the Angle oſ Elevation cut by the Quadrant.

About ſo many Hours after Noon, obſerve ex

acty, that the Quadrant be flat to the ſame Angle

oſ Elevation as in the Morning; and then move

the Index on the Limb till you ſee the crols Hairsv

cut the Center of' the Sun, as in the Morning z,

and note the Degrees and Minutes which the

Index then cuts on the Limb, ſuppoſe 640, 371

But Note, 'tis convenient in the ,M0rning to

make 3 or 4 Obfervations 5 or 6 Minutes from

one another', becauſe in the Afternoon you must

wait till the Sun falls into the lame Altitude as

it had when you made the Obſervaticn in the

Morning, (the andrant remaining at the filme

Angle at'bothz) and if it ſhould happen to be

obſcured
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obſcured by Clouds at that Instant, your Labour

will be lost for that Day, having made but one

Obſervation in the Morning.

Now, iſ from 640, 37', the Evening Obſerva

tion on the Limb, you ſubtract 30, 25', the

Morning Obſervation, the Remainder will be

610, 12', the half oſ which is 300, 36', to this

half Sum 300, 30', add the Morning Obſervation

30, 25', and the Sum will be 340, 1'.

Lastly, the Instrument remaining in the ſame

Pofition, bring the Index on the Limb to 340, 1',

and the andrant and Telleſicope will be exactly

in the Plane of the Meridian: But if the Obſer

vation on the Limb in the Morning, exceed that

in the Aſternoon, you must add to the Asternoon

Obſervation 260, and work in like Manner, and

iſ the Remainder ſhOuld exceed 360, you must

ſubtract 360 therefrom.

Now obſerve what Point (on ſome firm Wall

ofa Building) is cut by the croſs Hairs in the

Telleſcope, there cauſe a good Mark to be fixed,

or cauſe a Pillar with a Mark thereon to be ſet

up by the Direction of the Telleſizope: Alſo take

Notice, If you could place the Mark a Quarter

or Half a Mile distant from the Instrument, it

is better than iſ it was nearer. And in making

theſe Obſervations, you ought to be very exact;

becauſe when a Meridian-Line is once Well fixed,

it is very uſeful for divers Purpoſea -

Obſerrve, When the Sun is near the Tropicks,

the Meridian-line may be ſound well enough by

obſerving as aſoreſaid: But when it is near the

Equinox, there will be ſome Variationz becaust

the Sun's Declination is greater or leſs at diffe

rent Times in the ſame Day: And conſequently

When in equal Altitudes, has different Azimuths.

Therefore the Meridian-line may be more truly

ſound, By the Pale Slar. _

' * " N The
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The following Table ſhe-ws the Time from Noah,

when the Pole Star make: the greatest Angle from

the 1Weridiah-Line towards the East, for any

Time in the Year.

 

January. Fehmary. March. l dpril.

D. H. M . H. .

 

 

  

  

D. H. M. . M. D. H M

12316 52052 5198 21727

822511122026 121843 917 0

15 22 17 19 19 59 19 18! 17 16 16 35

' 22 2148 261933 '26 17 52 2316 7

29 21 20 ,3o 1: 40

May. June. July. dugust.

71513 þ41319 21123 6 9 6

14 I4 45 11 12 49 9 Io 55 13 8 40
21 14 16 18 12 20 16 Io 26 20 8 14ſi

28 13 43 25 II 52 23 9 59 [27' 7 5o

30 9 33 --
  i.-_-___  

 

___

___

 
 

4 Septemher. Octoher. Nowemher. December.

3 7 23 1 .5 42 5 3 26 3 I 26

10 6 58 8 5 16 12 2 57 jlo o 54

 

17 632 '15 450

24 6 8 22 422

"-*29 354

26 1 57 24 23 53

------- 31 23 23

 

 

19 227117 024.

 

  

And, to find the Time that the Pole Star will

make the greatest Angle on the West oſ the Me

ridianz, add 1 1 h. 84 m. to the Time found in the

Table: Alſo Note, The Star comes to the ſame

Place about 4 Minutes ſhoner every 24 Hours,

than it did the Day before.
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The following Table ſhew: the greate/I Angle which

the Pole Star make: with the Meridinn in any

of thoſe Latitnder, (viz.)

 

'Latitnemſſ

lDeg. Min. I Deg. Min.

49 00 3 53

49 30 3 55

I so 00 3 57

. 50 so 4 00

51 oo 4 03

51 32 4 6

52 oo 4 9 '1

52 30 4 12

53 00 4 13

sz 30 4 18

54 oo 4 21

54 30 4 24

55 00 4 27

55 30 4 30

56 00 4 34

 

 

 

 

The Time that the Pole Star comes to the

East or West of the Meridian, and the greatest

Angle which it makes therewith, being ſOund by

the preceding Table: Set the Theodolite hori.

ZOntal, and bring the Index to 360 on the Limb;

then turn the whole Instrument about, and cle

vate or depreſs the TelleſcOpe, till you ſee the

Pole Star in the Interſection of the Hairs therein,

and there strew the Instrument fast: Then (iſthe

Obſervation was made in the Latitude of London,

510, 32') move the Index on the Limb 40, 6',

ias by the Table) towards'the Right Hand or

eft, according as the Star IS Westward or East-_

ward: And the Telleſcope will be flat exactly'in

the Plane oſ the Meridian.
" ' 'ct ' N 2 P R O B.
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PROBLEM 2.

How to find the Latitude of any Place, by the

Theodolite.

HE Inſh'ument being ſet level, bring the

(Liadrant and Telleſcope into the Plane of

the Meridian, and let the Index remain at the

ſame Angle on the Limb', 'then elevate or depreſs

the Telleſizope towards the Sun, at ſuch Time as

you think it is near the Meridian, until you ſee

the croſs Hairs in the Center thereof, dividing it

as it were into four equal Quarters; and obſerve

exactly What Degrees and Minutes are then cut:

on the Badrant, ſuppoſe 420, le, which note

for the Sun's Meridian'Altitude.

By an Ephemeris, you may find the Sun's De

.Clination fOr the ſame Day, ſiippoſe 39, 47 ', which

if it be North Declination, ſubtract it from 420,

15', the Meridian Altitude, and the Remainder

will be 38', 28', the Co-latitude.

But if the Sun hath South Declination, add it

to the Meridian Altitude, and the Sum will be the

Co-latitudez which ſubtracted from 9o®, gives the

Latitude of the Place.

PROBLEM 3;

Haw to find 'when tl-e Sun or any of the Srarr

are upan the Meridian: And the exact Li

mits of tbe_Natural Day.

Aving the Co-latitude of' the Place, by the

last Problem, and the Declination of the

Sun given; add the Declination, iſNorth, to the

Co-latitudez but if' South, ſubtract it,' and the

Remainder will be the Sunfs Meridian Altituge

I a' _'r
1
U
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for the' Day, as aforeſaid, which ſuppoſe to be

20, I ) '

4 Set the (Luadrant to 420, is', and the Telleſ

cope will be elevated to the Meridian Altitude of

the Sun', then note the Instant of Time by a

Watch or Pendulum-Clock, when through the

Telleſcope (remaining at the flame Angle) you

ſee the croſs Hairs cut the Center of the Sun 5

for at that Time is the Sun upon the Meridian.

And if you proceed in like Manner the next

Day, you will have the exact Limits of the Na

tural Day, which must exceed or want lb many

Seconds of 24 Hours, by your Clock or Watch,

as appears by the Equation-Table for the Day,

if your Clock or Watch goes right.

In the flime Manner, you may obſerve when

any Star comes to the Meridian; and if the ſilme

Star comes to the Meridian 3 Minutes, 56 Seconds

and a half, ſooner the ſeeond Night than it did

the first, your Pendulum-Clock or Watch keeps

true Time, is' ecomm. Alſo if you ſubtrati: 3

Minutes, 56 Seconds and a half, for each Night

after that on which you made the first Obſerva

tion, you will have the true Time of that Star's

coming to the Meridian for each Night follow

ing.

And thus may a Pendulum-Clock or Watch

þe adjusted to the Mean Motion of the Sun.

PROB.
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PROBLEM 4.

How the Azimuth and Altitude of any of the

fixed Star: are found by the Theodolite.

THE Instrument being ſet level, and exactly

in the Plane oſ the Meridian, and there

fixed, if you direfl: the Telleſcope to any Star,

its Azimuth is ſhewn by the Index on the Limb :,

and the Altitude by the Badrant both at the

flame Time. '

FINIS.
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TOblemens and Gentlemens Estates Sur

N vey'd and Valu'd, in order to their

Improvement, and Books of Maps with the

Particulars, drawn from the ſaid Surveysz

ſhewing the ſeveral Sorts of Lands, and the

Yearly Value of each Parcel in the Poſſeffion

oſ the ſeveral Tenants, whether Tenants at

Will, or upon Lives, &a.

Edward Laurence,

By 3 AND

William Gardz'ner.

Who may be heard oſ, at Mr. Jonathan
Szflſion's, Mathematical lnstrument-maker, in

the Strand, or at Mr. Mead's, a Goldſmith,

near Temple-Ear.

N B. The ſaid Edward Laurmce having

had long Experience in Country Buſineſs,

undertakes to value Estates already Survey'd,

either for the Buyer or Seller, 60. And

draws out proper Covenants to oblige Te

nants to keep their Farms up to the due

Courſe of Husbandry.
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Some BOO KS printed for J. Ho 0 K 15,

at the Flower-de-luce, in Fleet-street.

I. HE Compleat Meaſurer; or, the whole An of

Meaſuring. In Two Parts. The first Part reach

ing Decimal Arithmetlck, with the Extraction of the Square

and Cuhe Roots. And alſo the Multiplicarion of Feet and

Inches, commonly each] CroſsMulri licarion. The Second

Part teaching to Meaſure all Sorts 0 Superficies and Solids,

by Decimals, by Croſs-Mulri liearion, and by Scale and

Compaſſes: Alſo the Works o ſeveral Artificers relating to

Building', and the Meaſuring of Board and Timber. The

Second Edirion. By William Hawney, Pr. 1. s. 6 d.

t'

an Exact Deſeriprion of the Fluid (Liar-[rank for the Lati

tude, &Te. 2. An Eſſay on the Diſcovery of the Longitude,

by a new Invention of an Everlastlng Horometer. Pounded

on the must unerring Principles of Nature. With Copper

Plates of the Instrumenrs, &Ft. By Captain Far-ib Row,

Price 2 s.

Il. Navio'ation Improv'd: In Two Bonks. 1. Containing

Ill. An Exact Survey of the Tide. Explicating its pro

duaion and l'fropagatinn, Varietzr and Auomaly, in all Parts

'of the World, eſpecially near the Coasts of GrMÞ-Brimin

and [reland : With a Prelirninary Treatiſe cencerning the

Origin of Springs, Generation of Rain, and Production of

Wind. By E. Bark-w, Gent. With curious Maps. Pr. 5 s.

IV. The Dylng Sp'erIehes and Behaviour of the ſeveral

State Priſeners that have been Executed the last 3'00 Years.

With their ſeveral Characters, from the best Historians, a,

Cambden, Sþvfstwoad, Clm-endan, Spmt, Burnet, &1. By Mr.

Snlmon. In Seat Pr. 6 r.

V. The Moral Characters of Tbeaþbrzzſlur. Tranſhred

from the Greek ; with Nores- To which is preſix'd a Cri

tical Eſſay on Characteristick-Writings. By Hen. Gally, M.A.
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' of 'SHEWING THE

ALTITUDE and DIAMETER

OFANY -

O B J E C T- e.

To' the Hundreth Part of a Foot,

Anſwering to every Tenth Part of a Degree,"

throughout the DOUBLE SEXTANT; obſerved by

the New THEODOLITE, from a Station of ten,

twenty, thirty, Be. Feet Distant.
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The Fourth Part Of the Girt oſ any Timber-Tree

standing. ' - _
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The USE of theſe TALES will

' appear very plain from oneExamP e. *

Meaſure from the Tree, ten. x

twenty, thirty, &r. Feet, and there

4 plant the Theodolite Level. ;

. Direct the Teleſcupe to the Bot

tqm of the Tree, and. obſerve the

Degree and Tenthjof Deprcffion, "

and to the Top of the Tree, the '

Degree and Tenth of Ekevarion.

Then find in the Table, the Parts

anſwering to each, which' bei-n

added to ether, make the ex

Height o the Tree,

But, becauſe the Fourth Part of '

the Girt in Inches must be taken

in the Middle ofthe Tree; ſubstract

the Parts anſwering to the Depref

fion. from half the Hei ht of the

Tree: The Remainder eek for 'm

the Table, under Parts, against

which, in the left hand Column, is _\

the Degree and Tenth of Eleva

tion; to which, if you ſet the 7

Teleſco e, and obſerve the Diame

ter of t e Tree, i. e. the Degree

and Tenth on the Limb, anſwering

to the Diameter,_ and bring them

to this Table, you will have the

Fourth Part of the Girt in Inches, g;

and Tenths anſwering thereto.
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'LD D. T.] Parts.

epreffion......-z4.:3 4.!

rI'llevation. . . . . . . "58 : 8 1621

Height of the Tree. - . . . 21.oz

Half the Height. . . . . . . xo.51

\ 45'

lSet the Telefcope. . 31 = o 600

2 part of

the &If. 9.;

D. T.l I. T.

'a terLrirgb-r on the 9 = 6? 16 e o

N, B. Theſe Tables are calculated .

for the Distance of ten Feet; yet

are they as peffect: for twenty,

thxrty, &it. Feet, only by

doubling, trebling, daw. the

Length, Diameter. and Fourth

Part of the Girt found thereby. ...9
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FOLIO.

Þthfls that deſire to have a general Knowledge in our Common
vand Statute Laws. In four Fooks. By Thomas Wood, LLD. and

Barrister at Law. The Fourth Edirian. Pr. il. 1.', 6d.

1.', Maxim: of Equiry, collected from, and provt-Jl by Caſis out of

the Books of the best Authorit in the High Court e? Chanrery. To

which is added, the Caſe of the Earl or' Coventry, concerning the

defective Execution of Powers lately adjudgcd in the Hi h Court of

Chaneeryk By Richard Francis, of the Middle-Temp e, Elduire.

I', 7 r. 6 .

12.. Charters of the Cinque-Ports, two ancient Towns, and 'their

Members. Tranflated into Engliſh, with Annotarions historicaland

critical thereupon. Wherein divers old Words are exPzain'd, and

ſome 01' their ancient Customs and Privileges obſerved. By Samuel

Jeake ſenior, of Rye in Suſſex, one of the ſaid ancient Towns,

N. B. This Book was wrote in 1678, and had the Approbation of

the Lord Chief justice North; but the Author ſoon after dying, it

was not printed; and perhaps never had been, if the late Lord Chief

Baron Gilbert had not ſeen the Manuſcript, and thought it would be

uſeful to the World. No conſiderable Alterations have happen'd in

the Limits of the Ports ſmce that time, except the Ineorporation of

Deal. Pr. '1. 43. 6d. _

r z. A Law Dictionary; or the Interpreter of Words and Term:

uſed either in the Common or Statute Laws of Gren Britain, and in

Tenures and jocular Customs. First publiſhed by the learned Dr.

Cowell, and in this Edition very much augmented and improved

by the addition of many thouſimd Words found in our Histories, Anv

tiquities, Cartularies, Rolls, Registers, vand other ManuſCript Records.

With an Appendix containingtwo T ables; One of the anc'ent Names

of Places in Great'Britain, and the other of the ancient Surnames.

Both of them very neceſſary for the Uſe of all ſuchas converſe with

ancient Deeds, Charters, &e. Pr. 163.

14.. Modern Caſes argued and adjudged in the Court of Weekſ:

Bench at Westminster; in the ſecond and third Years of Been

Anne, in the time when Sir Blohn Holt ſate C' ief Justice there.

With two Tables; the first of t eNames of the Caſes; and the other

of the ſpecial Matter therein contain'd. The Second Edition.

I', r: r.

15; The first Part of the Inffitutes of the Laws of England; or

aCommentary upon Littleton. By Edward Coke. The Elevcnth

Edition. Pr. 3 I. r.

' 16. The ſeveral Reports, &c.publiſhed byorder of the Honourable

the Houſe of Commons; in the Reign of King George l.

17. The Votes of the Houſe of Commons From the first Year of

King George I. _ -

18. Inventories of the late South<Sea Director: Estates. In two

Yolumes. Pr. al. ror. *

19. The Lord Chancellor Egerton's Obſhrvations on the Lord

Scke's, Reportszparticularly in the Debate of Cauſe: relating to

A 3- the

a'
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theRight of the Church; the power oſ the King's Prerogative; the
juriſdictionof Courts; or the Interest of the Subject. Pr. ſi1 r. 64'.

Publiſh'd with her Majesty's Royal Licence:

zo. The Works of the Celebrated and Antient 'Engliſh Poet,
Geoffrey Chnucer; carefully compared notv only with former Edi

tion's of Value, but with many rare and ancient MSS. from the cal;

lating'of which the TeXt is in a great meaſure restored and per

fected; many Errors and corruptions that have crept in and conti

nued in all the Editiqns hitherto printed, are amended; and many

whole Lines omitted in all the printed Editions, are inſerted in

their proper places. Three entire new Tales of this Author in MSS.

(never yet printed) have been reeoVer'd, and are added to this Editipn.

By which Alterations, Additions, and Amendments, this Work is,
in a manner, become newſi. A most uſeful'and copious Gloſſary for

the better understanding of this Poet, than has yet been printed,

is added at the end. Begun by John Urry, late Student of

Christ-Church, Oxford, and compleated by others of that College.

Pr. 2. l. [o r. the large Paper in flakes.

11. los. theſmall.

21. All the Miſcellnneous Poetical Works of Mr.Alexander Pope,

in one Volume. Tþe large Paper rl. r r. theſmalllz s.

A Publiſh'd with his Majesty*s Royal Licence z
22.. The Iliad of Homer, tranſlated by Mr, Pope, in ſix Volumesſi.

The large Paper r l. l s. per Vol. the ſmall 115. per Vol. _

Publiſh'd with his Majesty's Royal Licence:

23. The Odyſſey of Homer, publiſh'd by Mr. Pope, in five Vol.

'ſhe large Paper 1 I. 1 r. per Vol. theſmall 12 s. per Vol.

24. An Ode, humbly'inſcribed to the King; occaſion'd by his

Majesty's most auſpicious Succeſſion and Arrival. Written in the

Stanza and Meaſure of Spencer. By the Reverend Dr. Croxal.

Pr. I s.

25', A Poem on the Death of Mr. john Phillips. By Mr. Edmund

Smith,of Christ-Church, Oxon. Pr. 611.

26. Yarhel's Kitchen on the Dogs of Egypt. An Heroic Poem.

Pr. I s. 641. '

27. A Letter to the Knight oſ the Sable-Shield. A Poem by

Mr. Fenton. Habe' Bibliopalh Tryphan. Pr.6d. - .

18. The Maſquerade. A Poem inſcribed to his Grace the Duke

d'Aumont. By Mrs. Centlivrc. Pr. 6d. "*

29. A Letter to a Lady, occaſion'd by the Arrival of her Royal

Highnefi the Princeſs of Wales. By Mr,an. Pr. 6 d. -'

30. Windſor Forest. A Poem, by Muſhlpe. Pr. 1 r.

zt. A Poem on the Return of his Maje y King George from -
Hanover. lnſcrib'd to her Royal Highneſs the Princeſs. By theſi

Reveredd Mr. Dean Daniel. Pr. 6d.

32. . An'Ode for the Year 1 7 r 7. To the King. By Mr. Wicksted:
Pr. 1 s. ' ' ' ſi 'ſi

33. Austin and the Monks of Bangor. A Pocm, by Mr. Keck:

Z'rect 'If
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' '34. Ver-lies on the King's Return, 1720. By the Revcrend Mr',

Medlicoat. Pr. 3 d. -

37. An Epistle to the Right Honourable the Lord Cadogan. By

Mr.Welsted. Pr. 411.

' 36. Daphnis and Chloe, a Ballad. By Mr.Gay. Pr. a I.

37. The Anſwer to Clemens Alexandrinus's Sermon upon Qui:

Diva: ſalwtur, What rich Man can be ſaved? Proving it eaſy for

a Camel to go through the Eye ofa Needle. Deliver'd at the De

vil's Arle 01' Peak. By Dr. King. Pr. ad. '

eegeeaeaaeeeaeaan
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r. ORatio Martyrium Regis Caroli coram Academia Cantabri

, grenfis Habita in Tem lo Beatae Mariae triceſiimo die Jan;

1719. &_Gulielmo Crowc, illa: Trinitatis Socio. Editio altera,

multo emendatior. Pr. r 3. -

2.. The Theory and Practice of Gardening. Wherein is fully

handled all that relates to fine Gardens, commonly call'd Pleaſures

Gardens: Confisting of Parterres, Groves, Bowling-Greens, are,

Containing ſeveral Plans and general Diſpoſitions of Gardens, new

Deſig'ns o'f Partcrres, Groves, Graſs-Plots, Mazes, Banqueting-Rooms.

Galleries, Porticos, and Summer-Houſes of Arbour-work,Terraſie.s.

Stairs, Fountains, Caſcades, and other Ornaments of Uſe in the De

coration and Embelliſhment of Gardens. With the Manner of ma-z

king theGround, forming Deſigns ſuitable to the Place, and putting

them in execution, according to the Principles of Geometry. The

Method of ſetting and raiſing in a little time, all the Plants requiſite

in fine Gardens; Alſo the way to find Water to convey it into Gar.

dens, and to make Baſons and Fountains for the Lame. Together

with Remarks and general Rules in all that concerns the Art of

Gardening. By Le Sieur Alexander le Blond. Done from the late

Edition printed at Paris, by jalanjamn ofGreenwieh. The ſecond

Edition, with very large Additions, and a new Treatiſe of Flowers

and Grange-Trees, and thirty-eight Copper-Plates. Pr. '7 a. 6d. .

3. Plays written by Mr. Cibber, in two Volumes, printed on

Royal Paper. Vol. 1. Containin , Love's last Shift, or the Fool in

Faſhion. TheTragicalI-Iistoryo Richard theThird. Love makes

a Man, or the Fop's Fortune. She wou'd, and She wou'd not; or

the Kind Impostor. The Careleſs Husband. Vol. II. Containin ,

The Lady's Last Stake; or, The Wife's Reſimtment. The Rival

Fools. The Heroick Daughter. The Nonjuror. The Refuſalz or,

the Lady's Philoſophy. Pr. 1 I. z-s. ' '

4. Poems on ſCVeral Occaſions, by Mr. John Gay, printed by
Subſcription, in two Volumes, on Royal Paper. Voſi'LI. contains,

'_luralSports. aPOem. TheFan, aPoem. TheShepherd'sWeek,ſiin

þx Eaſiorals. Triviaz or, The _Art of walking the Street: of London.

' And
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And the What-d'ye-call-it; a Tragi-Comi-Pastoral Farce. Vol. II,"

Contains, Dione, a Pastoral Tragedy; and ſeveral Miſcellaneous

Poems. Prijr l. 51.

Publiſh'd with his Majesty's Royal Licence :

lu5. The Iliad of Homer. Transtated by Mr. Pope. In ſix Vodj

lumes. By Subſcription, at One Guima per Volume.

Publiſh'd with his Majesty's Royal Licence:

6. The Odyſſey of Homer. Publiſh'd by Mr. Pope. ln five Vo

Iumes. By Subſcription, at One Gui'u' per Volume.

7. A Letter from Mr. Maccartney to a Friend of his in London,

dared at Ostend, December lſz, 17 1 2.. Giving a particular Account

_qf what paſs'd before and at the unfortunate uel between hisGrace

the Duke of Hamilton and Lord Mohun. Pr. 61.

8. joannis Keill, M.D. 8: R. S. S. in Academia Oxonienſi Astro

pomiaz Profeſſoris, E istola ad Virurn clariffimum Joan. Bernoulli,

in Academia Baſilien r Mathematicum Profeſſorem. Pr. r s.

9. Prunella: an Intetlude perform'd in the Rehearſal at the 'ſhente

Royal in Drury-Lane. The Scene and Muſick collected from the

most famous Masters. By Mr. Aires, for the Advantage of Mr

Estcourt. Pr. 6d. *

re. The Fair Example, or the ModiſhCitizens. A Comedy. As it

was acted at the Theatre Royal, in Drury-Lane. Written by Mr.

Estcourt. Pr. r s. 6d.

r I. The Life and Character of Marcus Portius Cato of Utica:

Collected from the best ancient Greek and Latin Authors, deſign'd

for the Readers of Cato, a Tragedy. Pr. 6 al.

12. An Account ofa Charity-School, lately call'd the School of St;

Katherine Cree-Church. In which the Diſaffection to the Govern

ment of the Managers of it, is made apparent by undoubted Facts:

With an Account of what paſs'd between ſome ofthem and the Re

verend Mr.Charles Lambe, in. relation to his Grace the ArchbiſhoF

of York's preaching a Charity-Samon for them in the Church of
St. Katherine Cree-Church. By Mr. Charles Lambe, M. A, AMinistec

of the ſaid Church. Pr. zd. '

MMMMMM

O C T A V O.

*r. Practical Expoſition of our Saviour's Sermon on the Mount.

By james Gardincr, M. A. Subdean and Canon-Refidentiary

of the Church of Lincoln. TheFourth Edition. Pr. 53.

2.. A Litcral Expoſition of two remarkable Prophecies in the

Old Testament relating to Jefiis Christ the Meffiah. The first in

the kventh Chapter ot- Iſaiah. Ver-ſe 14.. B'Iaau A' Virgin fir!" m"
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'five and ben o Son, &e. The ſecond in the eighteenth Chapter

Of Denteronomy, Ver-ſelf. The Lord thy God will raiſe up unto

'beenPropbet from the midst of thee,of th Brethren, like unto me. &te.
By William Gardiner, LL. B. Vicar oiyl-lambleton in the County

of Rutland. Pr. 611. '

.The Errorsand Abſurdities of the Arian and Semi-Arian Schemes,

an eſpecially the Polytheiſm and Idolatry by which they have cor

rupted the Christian Faith. Repreſcnted in Eight Sermonspreach'd.

at the Cathedral of St.Paul'sin London, in the Years 1724. and 1717,

at the Lectnre founded by the late worthy Lady Moyer. To which

is added, Concio ad. Clerum in Eccleſia Beatae Maria: Canrabrigienſi

habita quinto nonas Juli', anno (alutis humanae 17 2. 7. By Thomas

Biflw D. D. Ministero St. Mary at Tower-Church in lpſwich in

Suffo k. Pr. ſ r.

4.. An Abridgment of the Expoſition of the Creed, written by

the Right Reverend Father in God Dr. John Pearſon, Lord Biſhop of

Chester. By Thomas Biſhop D.D. Minister of St.M;1ry at Tower

Church in Ipſwich. Pr. 4, r.

5. AReply to Mr.Whiflon's Effizy toward: restaring the true Text

ofthe Old Teflamem. Wherein Mr. Whiston's Pretences about the

ſuppoſed Corruptions of the Hebrew Text by the jews of the ſe

cond Century are particularly examined and confuted. By Gottlob

Carpzovius, Profeſſor of Divinity at Leipſick. Tranflated from thev

original Latin by Mofis Marcus, a converted jew, and Teacher of

the Oriental Languages. Pr. ſr. .

6. Twelve Sermons preach'd at the Lecture founded by Robert

Boyle Eſqz concerning the Poſſibility, Neceſſity, and Certainty of

Divine Revelation. To which are added, Three Sermons; I. Of

Scripture being a Rule. II. Of justification. Ill. Of Propitiation.

By Dr. Williams, late Lord Biſhop of Chichester. The Second Edi- -

tion. Pr. 5- r.

7. Six Sermons on (Ever-al Occaſmns. I. TheDifferencebetween

the Revolution and Rebtllion. II. The Restoration of the King the

Act of God. Ill. The Neceſiity of praying borh- for Church and.

State. IV. TheDuty of Fearing Godand the King. V. Obedience

to the King enforced from the Benefits and Advantages of a wiſe

Administration. VI. Liberty and the Goſpel, against Popery and.

Slavary. By the Reverend Mr.Thomas Goddard, M. A. Canon of

_Windlbr. Pr. 1.',

8. Sixteen Scrmons, all, except one, preach'd before the Univer

ſity of Oxford at St. Mary's, upon ſeveral Occalions. By William

Tilly, D.D. Fellow of C. C. C. Oxen, and Rector of Albury near

Rycot in Oxfordſhire. Pr. yr.

9. Dr. Dibberfs Sermon preach'd at St. John's Church at Utrecht.

on Sunday March 75, 17 i t. Being the day after the Anniver

ſary of her Majesty s happy Acceffion to the Throne. Publiſh'd- by

the Command of their Excellencies her Majesty'si Plenipotentiaries

at the Congreſs of Utrecht. Pr. zd,

1 10.
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to. A Sermon preach'd before Sir William Humphreys Baronet;

Lord Mayor, and the Court of Aldermen,"8tc. at Sr.Paul's, o'n the

ſth oleovember. By Dr. Bradſhaw, now Lord Biſhop of Brist'ol.

Pr. 4. . _ -

. 1 r. Mr. john Jaekſon's Sermon preach'd at the Archdeacon of

Gloucester's Viſitation held at Durſly, the r7th of 'Ap'ril, '1711.

Setting forth the Grounds and Occaſions of Men's Offences against

the Clergy. Together with the Unreaſonableneſs, InjustiCe, and

Miſehief of them, conſider'd and exemplify'd in our Saviour's Uiage

among the jews. Pr. 311. . ' ' _

rz. Mr. Thorp's AffizeSermon preach'd at the Cathedrai at Win

chester, March 8, 1715-16. Setting forth the Beauty of the Pro

testant Religion in oppoſition to Popery. Pr. 3 tl.

* 13: Mr. Laurence's Aſſize Sermonpreach'd in Stafford, August 20,"

1717.- shewing the Christian Religion to be the-'best Friend in

Civil Governmcnt. Pr.4.d.
14.. Mr. Squire's Affize Sermon reach'd 'at Taunton in Somcterſit- -

ſhire March 18, r 7 1 7. Wickedne s High Treaſon. Pr. 4. d. *

15. Mr. Charles Lambe's Affize Sermon preach'd at the Cathedral

Church at Rochester in Kent. Wherein the Common Peoplc's Rea

ſons for their Diffitisfaction to the Government are examin'd; viz. I; .

The Pretender's Right. II. Their Affection to the late Duke of

Ormond. III. The Diſhonour-of changing Sides, and leaving oid

Friends. Pr. 4d. v

16. Mr. Lambe's Thankſgiving-Sermon for the Suppreſſron of

the lateuunasural Rebellion. Preach'd at St. Katherine C-ree-Church, v

june to. When God is 'm ourſide.- In which are conſider'd the

ſad Conſequences, if the Rebellion had ſucceeded; and the happy_

Conſequences that it did not. Pr. 4.d.

17. Mr.Stephens of Sutton in Surry, his Sermon against Popery,

(preach'd to the Protestants of Ireland now teſiding in London, at the

Anniverſary Meeting on October 23, 1717. In Commemoration of

their Deliverance from the barbarous Maſſacre committed by the

Iriſh Papists in the Year 1641. In the Pariſh-Church of St. Paul

Covent-Garden. Pr. 4. 41.

18. Mr. Bryar's Sermon preach'd at the Funeral of a Day-La

bourer. Pr. zd. -

'9. Mr. Knaggs's Sermon before the Lord Mayor of London, &ce.

at St. Paul's, on the yth of November, 17 r 9. shewing the Ct'uelty

and Tyranny of Popcry. Pr. 4d. 7 -

ao. Mr. Thomas Goddard's Sermon on the Guilt, Miſehief, and

Aggravation of Cenſurc, preach'd in St. George's Chapel Within his

Majesty's Castle at Windſor, on Sunday Junc 25', 1720. Pr. 4121.

at. Mr. Bell's Sermon on the Advantages of an Early and Reli

gious Educarion. Preach'd at Liverpool in Laneaſhirc for the B'eneſit

of thepoor Children in that Town. Pr. 441.

aa. Mr. Walker's Sermon on the Neceſſity and Advantages of an

Early Piety. Preaeh'd in Twickenham Chapel in Middleleie, Fe

hruary 11, 1727-8. Pr. 6 d.

, 2 z.
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zz. Mr. Bduiard Collins's Aſſize-Sermon. Preach'd at Bodmyn."

_Augufl: 18, 1723. Wherein the Obligation of Human Laws is

'affected and win icated. Pr. 611.

* 24.. Phto's Dialogues of the Imuinrtality of the Soul. Tranſhted

'from the Greek, byMr. Theobald. yPr'. _r .r. _ _

w r. . A Philoſophical Eſſi concerning the Intermediate State of
ble Soals. By Archih Cockbnrn, M.A. Pr. iſ. ſi

t 26. Seneca's Morals by way of Ahstract. To which is added,

A Diſcoutſe under the 'fide of an After-Thought. By Sir R'oger
L'Estrange. The twelfth Edctition, _wirh Cuts. ry. z-s.

37. An _Eſſay on the_Nature, Extcnt, and Authority of Private

Jud 'ment in Matter-hot' Religion. Shey'ving how far the [Ameic
c ct ent with making of Creeds, and Authority of Councils;

Synods, and other Eccleſiastical AHEmbiies. Highly neceſſary for

determining most of the Controverſies now' on foot, concerning

the preſent State of the Church. By Mr. William Oldiſworth, An:

_thor ofthe Dixlogncsbetween Timothy and-Philatheuz. Pr. n. 61.
__ 28. ADialogne betWeen Timorhy and Philatheus. .ln which ſithe

Principles 'and Projefits of a late whimſical Book, intitled, Tþ'p

Right: of 'be Christian Church, &te. are fairly stated grid 'anſwered in

their hind: And (hine Attem ts made towardv Diſcova of a'

new wayeſ reaſhning, intitey unknown ,bo'th to the Antient;" and

Moderns. In ThreeYolumes. Pr. 165.,v . . - a t,

29. Advioe to yqungGaentlemen concerning the Cnndnctof Life',

heceſſary to twain the greatest Honour-s. To which is _adddd. Mr:

Serth WJinnington's Myice to his Children concerning Marriage.

Pr. u../6 . _

.. zo. Roman Cathqiick System of Alleginnce in ſavour of' theprefi

ſent 'Eſhhliſhmentzjorlmed nyon undeniable Principles ofthe Law'

of Nature, Divine Law, the Law of Nations, and the BritiſhLCpnz

fiitutjon, thoof, that the' Methods of requiring Sub

miſſinptp King George, is conformabletothe Doctrincand Exact-'ce

ofthe Church of Rome, both before and ſince the Reformation.

With an Addreſs to ailzof that Perſnaſrnn; ſhewing-how, acnording

nothezſhfict Rules hath of Honour andConflcicncc, the may ſurely
come into the Revo'lntion MeaſureSa 'By ,P. R. _Pactyar wrixjizm

gary's, Pr. '_c. . ., . - - _ . _

xzr. A 'full _View of Pap-cry, in an vAcconnt of .the Lives of the

Popes, . from the,,prerended Succeffion of St. Peter, to the preſent

Pope Clement XI..._By,alcz1;ncd Spaniſh czpnvm, .Iziowf fpith'fnlly

tranflated from the Want! Edition in. fipzniſh, . printed nex-owen.
By Mr. Savage. Ptzw. ct _ - ., 32.. A Vindication of .the Biſhop of .Exeter, occaſion'd ,by Mr.

fleFjamin ancllcfs Reflections on his lordſhip? two Sum-ons of '
Goyernrnent. Lr up 4 r . .. r.

A '33. Sentenees of Ali, Son-zin-lzw of Mahomet, and his Suqceſſor.

Tranſhted from Arabiek, by the Reverend Mr.Gck1ey. Pr'. 61. -

34. Four Treatiſes concernin the Doctrine, Diſcipline, and Worſi

ſhip of the Mahometans; viz. . An Abridgment of the Mahomew

* B > - 'an
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can'R'eligibm- tranſlated-from the Arabick, by Mr', Reland. Iſ. A

Defence of the Mahomctams from ſeveral Charges falſely made d

ainst them by Christians. vBy Mr'.Rcland. 'TIL A Treatiſe of Bo
Eovius, Ibmetime'ſirst lnt'erpreter to Mahomet. IV.v Concerning

the Liturgy of the Turks, their Pilgrimage to Me'cca, their Cir

cufflciſion, Viſitation of the Sick, &e. V. Reflections on Ma'ho

metaniſm and Sociniam'ſm. To which is prefix'd the Life andiActions

tiſ-Mahomet, ekrracted 'ehiefly from Mahometzm Authors. Pr.'q. J.

' 235. Several Tracts'ag'ain'st Popery; 'together With the Lifeot

Dan Alvlaro de Luna, ' Written by Michacl Geddes, LL.'D. Pr.' ' 36. A Review of the Argument I: Privy-in relation to the Be,

ing air] Attributes of God: In Reply to Dr. Clark's Anſwer to I
ſeventh Letter concerning that Argument, printed at the 'endſiof

his last Edition of his Bbdleian Lectures. ' With ſome Extract: frbm.

the Letters of Mr. Lo'cke-concerning the ſame. . By'Philp Gr'ctt'on;

3- "37, The Protestant Exaoflulator, upon the modern comam;
ſiez betweenithd Biſhop-o ſi Bangor, and' the' Reverend Dr. Sherldck,

Law,\Snape,\Tr'apþ,- and-'the rest of the 'Anti-ſiBangorian Party; .' By
William Davenport;ſiM.'\A':v-3Pr. 611. " *' M' þ' ' if " 'r

1 38: The Religidn'þf-'thtz'Wits at Button's' _tefnted;- in' a "new

Method; by runnin up the remotcr Contests 'Which divideMankintJ

tq first and undenia_ le Principles. With'a general Accountof Au
ci'ent and Modern Exeeſiptions relating to Sceptfc'ifinſ. Atheiſm, 'Deiſm,

Prdvicſil'ehce. Immortalit'ypf'the Soul,'Natura'-l and Reveal'd Rch"

*Thc whole-being' an eaſy Introdu'cti'on to that' neceſſary, But

ithcrtp unattcm ted Perfonnance of applying the Motiv'es pf Chrii

fltidnity-in generai, fojbinfe' particular Sdriety'dfthat Pr'dfefliqM as
my now' 'stand diVided; In a Dialogue between? aſi Politici'a'n and a'

Divine. Pr.' l xc' ' ' ſi 1 ctj **'* 7 *'* j'

-'ct 3'9; Presbytcriatf-Briesterzift laid open-'ſkin an' Add-'reſt toff-he'fid.

eiety- of Yoimg Men in jeWin-ſh-eet." Occziſion'd þyh Semion prea

ched-by Patrick Rn'ſi'ell; M."A. Minister 'loſ 'tthdlþ'el- at - Ldndohi

By a'Lover'of Tru't'h*dnd3Honesty. 'Prz 6-d.* "

4.'0. A Dialogue'þetwe'en Dr.-Sh-ſi-'h-'DEZM' of'Chiſi-arg-a'n'ct

Dr..ASh * Master-'dfirhe-T ' .-'*'- thliſh'dſrom original

Words. Being a justification of Mr. Sykgsfis Charge; Find a-Full

Reply to what the Dean qF-'Chi 1 ſ as' olffeFd, in order td 'te-7

toncile himſelf to' himſelf. jBy Charles Ndfi-is, 'M.'A. vvip'r'. 6 dz'- r

*<' 4i'. 'A Letter from v'£1*'*Dlllſenter in thd'bity,£_to-a"Diſſet:iter in'v'thect

Corintryzctadviſingx him to a quiet anddpezifc'eable'- Ech'aviohr'ſſn'- t'hi's'

prcstntjunctgre. Pr. zþdz ſ . _->*-_ 'V > ſ '-' -' -'

l- 42.', The 'Caſe'of '1 St;" 'Winifrectd 'operi'd'eMiſenhfn'ſwerahle/Cohſuz

ſation of St. 'Wihifred's Life; the Biſhoþfs?HilkoricaLObhffleidhs;

the Examinerxand the Guqrdian on the ſame Subject :v 'wher'effl is'

provjd, that theIE: ſeized-al' Treariſe's' were Written by the' ſithe Hand._

* 43. "to TWOE'PATIO'Ni On an Exereiſe 'upon the'Creatibn.

Writrectn in- the expreſs Wot-ds of the fiercd Texr; as 'an Attemptto

ſhew the Beauty aniSublirnity of the Scripture. zP'. 1 5. 44.
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44.; Meſizch and Kedar : or, Reflections on a ſeurr-ilous Pamphlef

intitled, Mr. Trap'p's Sermon, preach'd at the Pariſh-Church of St,

Martin's in the Fields, 'on the General Fasts. &e. Pr. 6 ds '

'45. Mr. Chillingworth's Judgment of the Religion of Protestants.

&a. Printed for the Information of the Reverend Dr. Moſs, Sher

lock, Canon. Sprat, Davies, Friend, Biſſe, Dawſon. Barret ,- Gentle

men of the Committee appointed by the Lower-Houſe of Convu

cation to draw up a Report against the Right Reverend the Biſhop

of Bangor. Pr. ad.

46. A Practical Method, as uſed for the Cure of the Plague in

London 1667. By Sir Charles Scarborough Knt. Phyſician to his

Royal Hi hneſs the Duke of York. With ſome Remarks on the'

preſent P ague of France. Pr. r 5. £

- 47. The Practice of Phylick reduced to the ancient way of Ob-_

ſervations: Containing a just Parallel between the Wiſdom and EX*

'perience Of the Ancients. and the Hypotheſis of Modern Phyſicians: *

intermix'd with many Practical Remarks upon most Distempers;

Together with ſeVeral new and curious Diſſertations, particularly

on the Tarantula, and the nature of its Poilbn. Of the Uſe and

Abuſeof Blistering-Plaisters, Of Epidemical Apoplexies, &e. Writ-2

ten in Latin, by George Baglivi, M. D. Profeſſor or' Phyſick and'

Anatomy at Rome. Pr. yr. ' t _

48. Diſſertatio de Scriptis Pitcarnianis. Authore Roberto Hepu

burnio Scoto. J, C. Pr. 6 d. 7 -

49. De Vomitione, ejuſque exceſſa curando ,- nee non de Emeti-

cis Medicamentis. De Purgationc ejuſque exceſſu curando. Nec

non de Catharticis. De Variolis 8c Morbillis. Authore Samueie

Dwight. Pr. u. 6d. I '

* ſo', De Hydropibus, deque Medicamentis ad eos utilibus*expel.-_

lendo, nec non de commodiffima Methodo utendi remediis Anti-hy-J

dropicis. Authore Samuele Dwight, M.D. Pr. u. * '

z-r. Opthalmographyz or, A Treatiſe of the Eye. _Part I. Con

taining an exact Deſtr'iption of the Eye,- as alſo the Theory of the

Viſion conſider'd, with its Diſeaſes. Part ll. Containing the Signs,

Cauſes, and Care of the Maladies incident to the Eye. To which is

added, An Appendix of ſome of the Ear; wherein is conſider'd the

Communication between theſe two Organs. Pr.'2 r.

52.. A ſhort Treatiſe of the Small-Pox and Meaſles. Shewing

how People may have but a few, and the Marks oblircrated; as

how others may eſcape having them, tho' in th.- inmost Danger of:

catching them. Pr. u. > ſ
ſſ z-z. The Practical Distiller; or, A brief Treatiſe of PtacticalDistil-a

lation. In which the Doctrine of Fermentations is methodically.

explain'd in anew Method. With the Delcription of a new Engine

Still en rav*d on aCoppehPlate, which, fordiſþarch of Buſineſs, is,

preferalilc to any Other. To which is added, by way of Appendix;

a, Treatiſe to make Artificial Wines from ſeveral Fruits of the Eng

liſh Production; interſperſed with many. uleful Reflections andOb-z '
ſervations. Pa, lJ'. ſſ - . ' ' ' - w'

v13 a ' U,
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74. A Compleat Body of Distilling, explaining the Mysteries of

that_Science in a most eaſy and familiar Manner; Containmgpfl

exact and accurate Method of making all the Compound Cordialb

Waters now in uſe, with a particular Account of their ſeveral VK?

tues. As alſo a Directory, conſisting of all the Instructions neceſ

ſary for learning, the Distillers Art; with aComputation of the ori

gjnal Cost of the fiwera] Ingredients, and the Proſits ariſmg in ſale

Adapted no leſs to the Uſe of private Families, than of Apotheca

ries and Diſtillers. In two Parts. By George Smith of Kendal in

Westmoreland. Pr. a .v. 641.

ff. England's Newest Way in all ſorts of Cookery, Pastry, and

all Bichles that be fit to be uſed: Adorn'd with Copper-Plates, ſet

ting forth the Manner of placing Diſhes on Tables: and the newest

Fastiion of Mince-Pies. By Henry Howard, FreeCook of London.

To which are added, the best Receipts for making- Cakes, Mac-.

kroons, Biskets, Ginger-bread, French-bread; as alſo for preſerving,

conſtrving, candying, and drying Fruits, conſectioning, andmakin

of Creams, Sylabubs, and Malmalades of ſeveral ſorts; likew' e

Additions of beautifying Waters, and other Curioſities: As alſo above

fifty new Receipts are added, which renders the whole Work come

pleat. The fflth Editiqn. .Pr. as. 611.

6. An Eſſay on Money and Bullion, wherein are contain'd Vav

lue intrinſick and extrinſick. Money and Bullion compared. Mr,

Locke's. Conlidetation concerning the raiſing the Value of out Cain,

as well Gold as Silver. Pr. 6 4.

7. An Introduction to the New Astronomy; or, Astronomie.
call Lectures read in the Astronomical School of the Univerfity of

Oxford. By John K_eil, M. D. Fellow of the Royal Society, and

Broſcſſor of Astronor'ny in that Univerfity. The Sheets fiom the

Preſs were corrected by Dr. Halley. Twenty-ſeven Schemes, en:

grav'd on Copper, are added to this Work. Pr. 6:.

53- The Cler yman and Gentleman's Recreation: shewing the

Pleaſure and Fro t in the Art of Gardening, viz. By preparing the

Ground for Planting and Sowing. The Method of Planting Fruitz

Trees in the Garden. Of Nurleries, Pruning, Pruning the Vine;

Peach, Nefltarine, Pear, and the Fig, Of Grafting and inoculating.v

The proper Diſpoſitions of Trees against a Wall; the best Kinds of

each 3 their Order and Time of Ripening, &t. To which is added

an Appendix, ſhewing the Uſefulneſs' oi the Barometer 5 with ſome

ſhort Directions how to make a right Judgment of the Weather;v

By'John Laurence, M. A. Rector ot Biſhop's Weremouth in Dur-'

ham. The ſixth Edition, with the Effigies of the Author, engrav'd

by Mr. Virtu. hath. " '

59. Characters Historical and Panegyrical of the greatest Men that

have appear'd in France during the last Century. By Monſ. Perraultl

Intwo Volumcs. Pr. 6.', ' ' '

60. Englſh Theophrastus; or, The Manner-s of the Age. Beingt

the Modern Characters of the Court, the Town, and the City. The'

third Edition, with 37 new Charzcters added. P'. 4-3. - -

' n" . ' . 9.! -
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61- Monfieur Le Clerc's Abridgment of the Earl of Clarendon's

> History of the Civil Wars. In two Parts.. Tranflated from the

Frenc , by Mr. Ozell. Pr. ar.

6z. The History of the Saracens; Containing the Lives of Aþu

bake Omar, Ottoman, Ali, Haſan, Moawiyah I. Moawiyaþ II,

Abdalla, MarWen I. and Abdolmelick, the immediate Succe'fl'ors of

Mahomet: Giving an Account of their most remarkable Battles,

Sieges, &a. particularly thoſe of Aleppo, Antioch, Damaſcus, A,

lexandria, and }erufirlem: Illustrating the Religion, Rites, and Cuſ*.

toms, and Manner of living of thoſe warlike People. Collccted

from the most authentick Arabick Authors, eſpecially Manuſcripts,

not hitherto publiſh'd in any European Language. By Simon Ockley.

D.D. Profeſſor of Arabick in the Univerlity ot Cambridge. In five -

Volumes. Pr. ros.

63. The History of the Republick of Holland, from its first Foun

dation to the Death of King William. Alſo a- particular Deſcription

of the United-Provinces: Giving an Account of the Cities, For-tie

fy'd Places, Univcrfities, Commodities, Customs, and Manners of

the Inhabitants. With an Alphabetical Table of the Rivers, the Rates

of their Schoots, and the Times of their ſetting out and Coming in

from place to place. To which are added, Reaſon: to justify the

Revolt of the United-Provinces. Tranflated from the Original. As

alſo an exact Map of the Uni-ted-Provinces, by He'rrnan Moll. Uſe

ful for all Gentlemen that travel through that Country. In two

Volumes. Pr. tor.

64.. A new and accurate Deſcript'iorr of the Coast of Guinca, di

vided into the' Gold, the slave, and the Ivory Coasts: Containing a

Geographieal, Political, and Natural History of the Kingdoms and

Countries: With a particular Account of the Riſe, Ptogreſs, andpreſi

ſent Condition of all the European Settle'ments upon that Coast; and

the just Meaſures for impro'vi the ſeveral Branches of the Guinea

Trade. Illustrated with ſeveral uts. Written' originally in Dutch

at the Castle of St.- George D'Elmina, and now faithfully tranſlated

into Engliſh. To which is prefix'd a Map of the whole Coast of

Guinea, that was not in the Original. Pr. 6 r. _

67. Mr. joutel's journal of his Voyage to Melico: His Travels

eight hundred Leagues through forty Nations of Indian's in Loui

ſtana to Canada. His Account of the great River Miſiiſippi. To

which it added a Map of the Country, with aDeſcription of agreat

Water-fall in that River, Tranflated from the French, publiſh'd at

Paris. Pr. 3.', 6d. >

66. Capt. Wood: Rogers's Voyage with the Ships Duke and

Dutcheſs tothe South-Sea, and from thence round the World: Con

taining a journal of Things as they Were really tranſacted. With

a full AcCount of Alexander Selkirk's being in an Illand- tour Years
ctand four Months: And a lricf DiZcription' of most of the remarkable

Places of Commerce, eſpeczally what may relate to the South-Sea

Trade. Illustrated with Views of ſeveral Ports in Mexico, Peru,

and Chili, and praughtrof the SFawCoasts frequented by the Spaniagisdls.
,_, ._ _ _ ,. r , A 0 _
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Conccted' from the best Manuſcript Spaniſh Draughts, never yet

publiſhed. 1. TheSecondEdition. Pr. 6 s. . . _ '

67. Capt. Edward Cooke's Voyage to the South- Sea, and round

(he World, perform'd bythe Ships Duke and Dutcheſi from Bristol,

in the Years '7oS, 9, to, [1. Containing a journalof allmemo-T

rable Tranſactions during the ſaid Voyage; the Winds, Currents,

and Variation of the Compaſs ; the taking of the Towns Puna and

Guiaquil, and ſeveral Prizes; one of which, a rich Acapulco Ship.

A Deſcription of the American Coast from Terra del Fuogo in the

South, to California in the North, (from the Cozsting-Pilot, a Spa

niſh Manuſcript.) An Historical Account of thoſe Countries from

the best Authors, with a new Map, and Deſcription of the mighty

River of the Amazons. Illustrated with Cuts and Maps. ln two

Volumes. Pr. let. _ >

, 68. Rules of Government, or a true BalanCe between Sovereignty

and Liberty. Written by Sir john Heywood, immediately after the

late Civil War, and now publiſh'd to prevent anorher. Pr. 1 s.

69. 'Sta'te-Fables, by De Wit, taken from the most celebrated

Mythologists: With Political Reflections upon them, treating of the

different Kinds of Government in the, World, in order to distover

what is most conducive to the Happineſs of Mankind. In two Vol.

Pr. 101. ' ; . ' .

70. Mr. Stanhope's Anſwer to the Report of the Commiffioners

ſcnt into Spain, &e. Together withan Extract of ſo much of the

ſaid Report as concerns him. Pr. 6d. _ _ _

71. The Second Report of the Commiffioners for the Taking,

Examining, and Statin the Publick Accounts, &e. 1712.. Pr. 611. _

72.. The Liberties o England affirrted, in o poſition to Popcry,

Slavery, and modern Innovation. By Mr. Sout by. , Pr. 6 d.

73. Our Ancestors as wile as we: or, Ancient Precedents for

Modern Facts. In Anſwer to a Letter from a Noble Lord. By

Mr. Burnet., Pr. 6d. , _ _ _

74. The Managers pro and con; or, an Account ofwhatis ſaid

at Child's and Tom's Coffee-Houfin, for and against Dr. Sacheverell

By Sir John,St. Leger. Pr. 64. _ _ . - -

77. A Character of Don Sacheverellio, Knight of the Firebrand

In a Letter to Iſaac Bickerstaff Elqz Cenſor of Great Britain. By

Dr. King. Pr. ad. > , . . A 7

76. Reaſons For Restqring the Whigs. By Mr. Oldiſworth, Auz

thor of the Annotations on the Tatler. Pr_. 6 al. . - ,

77. Cpnfiderations on the Secret History of the White-Staff.

Humbly Addreſs'd to the Right Honourable the Earl of O 1, _ .

By Mr. Dean Smedleya- Pr. 6 J. r A

78. The Conduct ofthe Purſe in Ireland. In a Letter to a1

Member of the late Oxford Convocation; occaſion'd by.their having

conferr'd the Degree of Doctor upon Sir P. Pr. 64. _

 

- ' Sevenv

I
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Elcvcn Books written by Mr. Toland."

' 9. The Art of Governing byPartics ,- particularly in Religion, in'

Poiticks, in Parliament, on the Bench, and in the Ministry: With

the Ill-Effects of Parties on the People in general,_the King in par

ticular, and all our foreign Affairs, aswell as our Gredit and Trade,

in Peace or War. Pr. 33. ' a

80; Anglia Libera; or the Limitation and Succeſſion of the Crown

of En land explain'd and aſſerted, as grounded on his Majesty's

SKe'c , the'Procet-dings in Parliament, the Deſires of the PeOple,

tv Safety of our Religion, the Nature of our'Constitution, the Ba

lance of Europe, and the Righrsof all Mankind._ Pr. 31. 6d.

' Bi. Reaſons for Addreſiing her Majesty to invite 'into England

their Highneſies the Electoreſs Dowager, and the Electoral Prince of

Hanover. And likewiſe Reaſons for attainting and abjuring the

pretended Prince of Wales, and all others pretending any Claim,

Right, or Title from the latc King James and Aeen Mary. With

Arguments for making avigorous War against France. Pr. 61.

* 82.. Paradoxes of State; relating to the preſent Juncture of Af

Pairs in England, and the rest of Europe; chiefly grounded on his

Majesty's Princely, Pious, and mostGracious Speech. Pr. 64.
* 83. Amyntor; or, A Defenceſioſ Milton's Life: Containing, I- A'

general Apology for all Writings of that Kind: II. A-Catalogue of

Books attributed in the primitive Times to JeſusChrist. his Apostles,

and Otherl'eminent Perſons. With ſeveral important Remarks and

Obſervations relating to 'the Canon of Scripture. A compleat History

of the Book intitled,Eik0n Baſilike z provin Dr. Gaudenyand not

King Charles the First, to be the Author o it. -With Reaſons for

abohſhing ſhe zotliofjanuary. Pr. as. 6 d. '

84.. Letters to Sercna: Containing, I. TheOriginal and Force of

Prejudi'ces. lI. The History of the Soul's immortality among the'

Heatlſe'nsz' Il-I. The Original of Idolatry, and Reaſims of Heatheniſm.

As' alſo; l'V. A Letter to a Gentlemanin Holland, ſhewingSpinoſa's

System of Philoſophy to be without Principle, or any Foundation.

V. Motion eſſential to Matter; in anſwer to ſome Remarks, by a

noble Friend, on the Confutation of Spinoſa. To all which is pre

fix'd, V-I. A Preface, being a Letter to a_ Gentleman at London,

lent together with the foregoing Diſſertations, and declaringthe

ſeveralv Occaſions of writing them. Pr. 4. .t. ' - :

85-- A= Letter against Popery, particularly against admitting ther

Authority of the Father's and Councils in Controverſies of Religion.

By Sophia Charlotte, the late Been of 'Pruſſia. Being an Anſwer to

a Letter written to her Majesty by Father Vota, an Italian Jeſuit, and

Confeſſor to King Augustus. There is prefix'd by the Publiſher, a

Letter, containing the Occaſion of the Aeen's writing, and an A

pology for the Church' of England. Pr. 641.v - r' _

'- 86. Dunkirk or Dover; or, The Queen's Honour, the Nation's

Safety, the Libertics of Europe, and the Peace of the World, all at,

Smite," till that Fort ancl- For: be totally demoliſhed 'by the-French.

Pr.6d. * .' . _- . - , t

= 87.
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37. The Art of Restoring; or, the Piety and Probity of Gene'ral

Monk,'in bringing about the late Restoratiun; evidenced from his

own authentick Letters; with a just Account of Sir Roger, who

runs theParallel as far ashe can. In a Letter to a Minister of State

at the COurt of Vienna. Pr. 61.

88. ACollection of General Monk's Letters, who wasaftctwards

Duke of*Alber.m_arle, relating m the-Restoration of the Royal Fa
mily; withan lntroduction, proving by incontestible Evidcnce,tſſh_at

Monk had projected that Restoration in Scotland: Awainst the Ca

vils of thoſe who Wotle rob him of the Merit of:- this Actiqn.

Pr. l p. , '

89. The Grand Mystery laid open. Namely, by dividing the

Protestants-to weakenthc Hanover Succeſſion, and b defqting the

Succeſiiou. to extirpate the Protcstant Religion. 0 which read-'

ded, The Sacredneſs of Parliamentary Securities, against thoſe who

would indircctly this Year, or more directlythe next, (if they live'

ſo long) attack the Publick Funds. Pr. 6 d.

90. Cymbalum Mundi: or, Satyrical Dialogues upon ſeueral Sub

jects. By Bonaventure des Perriers, Valet-de-Chambre to Margarct

de Valois, Been of Navarre. To which is prefix'd a Letter con

cerning the Histor-y, Apology, &c. of that Work. By Proſpe'r

Merchand. Tranflated from the French, Pr. r s.

91. Obſervations, Rules, and Ordcrs, collected out of divers

journals of the Houſe of Commons, enter'd in the Reigns of Ki

Edward Yll. Queen Mary, Been Elizabeth, K. Charles I. and ffi

Pr. a. 6 .

93. The Indictment, Arraignment, Tryal,and Judgment at large,

of 29 Regicides, the Murderers of his most Sacred Majesty King

Charles l. of Glorious Memory: Began' at Hicks's HallonTueſday

the 9\.h of october, 1660, and continued at the Seffions-Houſe in

the Old-Bailey until Fridaythe l9tl1 of the ſaid Month. Pr. 53.

93. The Reports of Sir Edward Coke Knt. in Engliſh, compleat,

in '3 Parts, with References _to all the Antient and Modern Book:

of the Law. Exactly tranſlated and compared with the first and

last Edition in French, and printed iPage for Page with the ſame.

To which are now added, the Pleadings to the Caſes. In ſeven

Volumes. Pr. al. 1045. _

94. The Compleat Court-chper: Containin the Laws and

Customs of Courts Leet and Courts Baron, the C arge to the Ju

ties, Proceedings in Court, Precedents of Copics ot Court-Roll for

Lives, and in Fee, Grants, Sat-renders, Admittances, &ce. The Man

ner-of keeping the Court-Baron for trying of Actions, and Prece

dents of Declarations, Pleadings, and Proceſſes; alſo of Contracts,

Leaſes, Mortgages, Surrenders, &c. The Authority of the Lord,

and Privile es of the Tenants, with Varicty of Law-Caſes concern

ing Copy ers, and the whole Bulincſs of Court-Keeping. The

third Edition. By Mr. Gylcsjacob. Pr. 63. 1

95. The Accompliſhfd Conveyancer. 'The Second Edition. In

Three Volumes. The first Volume treating of the Nature and

3 Kinds
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of Deedsz Instructions for drawing all manner of Decds and

' Instruments; and an Abridgment of the Law relating to all ſorts of

Conveyances, and alſo Precedents oſ Gifts, Grants, Articles, Condi

tions, Leaſes for Years, Marriage-Settlements,oſ PerſonalEſiates,6tc.

Vol. II. Containing great Variety of Precedents of Affignments.

Mort'gages, _Collateral Securities, and allConditional and Deſenſible

Estates, Renunciations, Releaies, oſ Equity, , of Rcdemption, &c.

Vol. III. Being Preccdents of all ſorts oſ large and ſpecial Convey

ances, Deeds to lead the Uſizs of Fines and Rccoveries, Aſiinances,

Settlements, jointures, Uſes, Wills, &e. By Mr. Gyles Jacob. Pr.185.

-_ 96. The Conveyancer's Guide and Aſſistant: Containing the Even]

distinct Parts of all manner of Conveyances, Instruments, and Wri

tings, in one general Deed or Precedent, viz. Recitals, Habendums.

Reddendums, Covenants, Conditions, Proviſos, &e. By Mr. Gyles

jacob. Pr. 65. . . '
97. The Clerk's Remembrancer; Containing Variety ofſmall andſi

uſeful Precedents, with proper Directions in Conveyancing, and the

ordinary Method oſ Practice of Attorneys, &e. in the Courtsof King's

Bench, Common- Pleas, and the High-Court of Chaneery. By Mr.

Gyles jacob. Pr. 45. *

98. The Third Edition of the Modern justice: Being an Abridg

ment of the Common-Law, of all the Acts of Parliament relatin

tojustices of the Peace, &e. And ſome ſpecial Law Calles: Wit

great Variety of authentick Precedents of Precepts, Summons's,

Warrants, Examinations, Commitments, &c. regularly interſperſed,

fitting all OCCaſions for putting the Laws in force. And alſo an
A pcndiſſx, containing the Chairman'sChargc, and the whole Buſineſs

oſ>the Warter-Seſſrom, Determinations o justices, &e. And the

Power or Mayors given by Statute. By Mr.GylesJacob. Pr. or.

99. A new Appendix to the modern justice: Containing aCon

tinuation of Statutes relating to justiees of thePeace, their Bufineſs

and Proceedings, to the1preſent Y-ear 1718, and the end of the first

Year of King Geor e I . With Precedents of Warrants, Commit

ments, &ce. on all t oſe Statutes. And, alſo the manner of Convic

tions for all kinds of Offences: The Diſcretionary Power of justice'

in all Caſes, and ſome extraordinary Law-Caſes concerning justice: '

oſ the Peace. Together with a new Alphabctical Sum'maryor' the

Came-Law, and theLaws against Gaming. By Mr'.jacob. Pr. '1. 61.'

100. The Laws oprpealsand Murders, Manflaughter, Dueiling,

Sta'bbing, &te. Of lndie'tments for Murder, how drawn, the manner _

of bringing them, and ſomeſelect Preeedenta. &cſi Maihem, Rapes,

&e. r[The Laws concerning them, and'Appeals on thoſe Heads, with

Variety of extraordinary Law Caſis and Proeeedings, Precedents,'

Pleadings, &e. in the whole Courſc of Appeals, drawn and approv'd

by the most eminent Counſel.v To Which is added an Appealof

Murder brought by Henry Young against Christopher Slatc'rtord.

for the Murder or his Sister, try'd at thchaecn's Bench-Ear, where

the Defendant wasconvicted, and was afterwards executed at Guil

_ fond in 'the County of Surry, Anno 8o Anna: Reg. 1709. Alſo an

' _ C ' A
P"
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Appeal brought by Reeves against Triudle, who v'vas' Lccelfz'ry ruthe
Murder of a Custom-Houſe Officer on the Cd'mstv of Bull-X, and con.

"Red, . By Mr.Gylcs jacob. Pr. '3 s. 61.

* -101.*LexConstitutionis, or the 'Gentleman's Law: Be' a com

pleat Treatiſe oſ all the Laws and Statutes relating to theTin , and

the Prerogative of the Crovr'n, the Nobility and Houſe of ords,

Houſe-or Commons, Officers ofState, the Etehequer and Treaſury,

Commiſſioners and Officers of the Customs of the Excifi, the Fast

Office, &amp-Office, Forſeited Estates, Publick Accounts, the Navy

Office, War-Office, Lieutenanc of Counties, }usticesof Peace, &me.

Wherein near one hundred Aut rs of the best Re utation,bothAn

cient and Modern, on the Subject, have been conſzlted and referred

to. And alſo an Introduction to the Common-Law of England,

with reſpect of Tenures of Lands, kacerrts, Marriage-Conu-acts,

Cover-ture, &c. Of Property, Creation, and Forfeiturc of Estate,

Tryals of- Offirnders, Courts at We'stminster, &e. To which are' ad

ded under their proper Heads, the Manner of paſſmg Bills in both.

Houſes of Parliament, the judicature of the Lords, Variety of ad

judg'd Caſes, and ſome curious History of Antiquity. By Gylcg

Jacob, Gent. Pr. p. v -

' 107.. lnstiturio Legalis: Or, An Introduction tothe Study and

, Practice of the Laws of England, as now regulated and amendede

&verallare Statutes. Divided into four Parts; viz. 1. The Practice

ofthe Court of King's-Bench. ll. The Practice ofthe Court oſOom

mon-'Heare Ill. The Nature-of'all-Actions uſuallybrou t in either

dſ the ſaid Courts; IV. The Method and Order of Plea ing. With'

uſeful Ptecedents throughout; and a complete Table to the Whole.

The Third -.Edition, wuh large Additions. By William Bohun of

' the'Middle-Temple, Eſq; Pr. 6 s.

' '03. Manwood's Treatiſe df Forest-Laws: shewing, not 'only

'the LaWs now in Force. but the Original of Foreſts. what they are,
ancf'hctnw they differ from Chasts, Parts. and Wancns. With all

ſuch thi s as are incident to either. Together with the proper'Terrn's OXZSAN, collected out of the Common and Statute Laws of

the Realm; as alſo from the Affizes and lter of Pickm-ing 'and Lane'

taster, and ſeveral other ancient and learned Authors. Treating alſo

of tthffice ot' Agistors, Beadlet, Forresters, Keepers, Rangers,Ver

derers, and Woodw-ards, and of the Courts of Attachmenrs, &e.

With all Variety of Cast: relating to Forests, Chafes, Parks, and.

warrens, and all the Laws concerning the Game, made, adjudg'd, or

kept-an ſince the Year '667. The whole digested under proper

- 'Yltles, in an Alphabetical Order. The Fourth Edition, corrected

and enlarged. By William Nelſon'of the Middle-Temple Eſq. Pr. 51.

104.. Reports of ſpecial Caſes argued and decreed in the Court

o'f Chaneery, in the Rcign of CharlesI. King Charles II. and

King William Ill. None of them ever before printed. Publiſh'd

by William Nellbn of the Middle-Temple Eſq; Pr. 3 .r. 6d.

my, Memoirs of the Court of France and City of Paris: Con

tkining the Intrigues of that Court. nd thev Characters of the Mi

stiller:

'
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niſhrs of State, and other Offieers, together with' the Occurrences

of the Town. ln two Parts. Tranflated from the French. Pr. ſr.

'06. Familiar Letters from Mrs. Katherine Phillips to Sir Charlez

Cotterel, under the feign'd Names oſOr-inda to Polyarchus. Major'

Paek in his Eſſay on Study, inſerted in his Milceilanies, gives the fola

lowing Charalter of there Lettersz vie. " The best Letters I have

*' met with in our Engliſh Tongue, are thoſe oſ the celebrated

'5 Mrs. Phillips to Sir Charles Cotterel. As they are directedlall to

Fſ' the fame Per-ſon, a, they all run in the ſame strain, and ſeem'to

" have been employ'd in the ſervieenf atefin'd and generous Friend-'

a ſhip: In a word, they are ſuch as a Woman of Spirit and Virtue_

" ſhould write to a Courtier of Honour and true Gallantry." The

vSecond Edirion. Pr. a s. &I. "

'o7. Freſnoy's Art of Painting. A Poem. Wieh Remarks. Tranſ

lated by Mr. Dryden; and an original Preface, containing a Parallel

between Painting and Poen-y. By Mr. Dryden. Alſo an Account

of the most eminent Painters, Ancient and Modern. Much enlarged

by Richard Graham Eſ ; The Second Edition. To which are pre

fix'd, Ver-ſea from Mrfþope to Mr. jervas, oc'caſion'd by this Edition.

Pr. r. '

138. A Dialogue upon Colouring, and mixing of Colours: Dill

covering ſeveral Secret: belonging to that Part of Painting, and the

Excellencies of the best Mastersin that Kind : Being neceſiary Bt alL

thoſe who would 'udge well of Pictures, eſpecially of Works of the
Ancients.ct Tra ated from the original Frenchof Monſieur du Pile,

printed at Paris. By Mr. Ozell.. Pr. 64. -

" Theſe Five by Mr.Dennis.' >

'09. Reflections Critiral and Satyrical upon a late Rhapſody.

call'd, An Eſſay on Criticiſm. Written-by Mr. Pope." Pr. 64. _

_j - no. An Eilhy on publick Spirit: BeingaSatyrin Proli: upon the

Luxury of the Times, the chief source of our preſenrl'artie's and

Diviſions. I'r. dal. * - - ' - -

x l t. The Grounds of Criticiſm in Poetry, contain'd in ſome new

'Diſcoverien never made before." Requiſite for the writing and,

judging oſ Roems ſurely. Pr. a r. _ I

in. Remarks upon Cato, a Tragedy. .Pr. r:._ . - , - 3..

1 '3. An an; on the Genius and Writings of Sha-keſpeg'rfWith
flame Letters o Critieiſm totheS --ctator. Pr. 13. _' ſi -

rup. The Tell-Tale; or, The In'viſible'Witneſh. Being the ſecret

Obſervations or' Philologus upon the private Actions of. HilmaxiLife:

'By Mr.Clbber. Pr. it. . ' ' b ' "

itſ. The Secret History of Arlus and Odolphus, Miniſþdra-of

State to 'the Empreſs of Grandinſula, in which'are diſcover'd 'the

_ labour'd ArtffiC'es, Formerly uſed for the Removalof Atlus._ and the

true Cauie of his late Restoration upon the Diſmiſſron of OdolPhus

and the Arinquinvirate. Humbly offer'd to thoſe_ _ People of

Grandi-nſula, who have not yet done wondering w y that Princeſ;

ſhould change fiz notable a Minrſhy. By Mr.Cibber. Pr. 6 d. s

- * C 2. - n .
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116. Dialogus de Procis, five de Ambitu nuptiarum nuperrimo.

By hilt-Richard Cromwell.- P'. 641.

117. The Works of La Mothe le Vayer, Counstllor of State:

Containin fix days Converſation between ſeveral Gentlemen: viz.

I. That t e best Authors are liable. to mistake. II. The greatest

Authors had need to be favourably interpreted, &e. P'. 13.

r 18. Iſaac Biekerstaff's Letter to the Tongue-looſed Doctor. By'

gnqted P0et. Pr. zd.

, 119. Plays, by the-Right Honourable the Lord Lanldown; vie.

The She-Gallants, _a Comedy. Heroick Love, a Tragedy. And the

Jew, of Venice, aComedy. - Pr. 3 s.

r ao. The Narrative of Dr.,RobertNon-is, concernin the strange

and deplorable Frenzyof Mr. John Den--an Officer oft Customg

Houſe; being an exact Account of all that paſs'd between the ſaid

Patient and the Doctor, till this preſent day; and a fullVindication of

himſelf and his Proceedings. from theleattravagant Reports of the

ſaid hit-John Den. Pr. 34. _ ' >

' nt, The Works of Mr.George Farquhar: Containing

Love and a Bottle. The Constant Couple; or, ATrip tothejubilee,

Sir Harry Wildair. The lnconstant; or, The Way to win him. The

ijn-Rtivals.v The Recruiting Officer. And the Beaux7Stratagem..

_ . 6 a. , .; A _If' an. Three Hours after Marria e. The Wiſe of Bath. The

WhatzdFye call it, a Tragi-comi-pa oral Faree.The Mohoclts. By
Mr,- john Gay. ' , ct ' =

113. Venus and Adonis. A Maſque. As it was repreſented at

the 'theatre-Royal. Written by Mr. Cibber, and ſet to Muſick by

Mr.Pepuſch. Pr. 6 d.

ta4..'Myr_tillo. A Pastoral Interlude. As it is perform'd at the

Themezlloyal. i Written by Mr. Cibber, and ſet to Muſick by' Mr,

Pepuſizh. YPtf. 6d. . '

rayſ The Death of Dido.

2'. ad. X _ .

116. The Earl of Warwick; or, The Britiſh Exile. . A Tragedy,

A Maſquecſſ Written by Mr. Booth.

As it 'is acted at the Theatre-Royal in Drury- Lane. By Mr. Tolſonl,ſi

if', r .r. 641. , r

j 117. The Eatal constancy; a Tragedcy. As it was acted at the

Theatre-ROyal in _Drury-Laue. By Hil ibrand jacob Eſiþ Pr. 18 d.

_ 123..Chjt-Chat, a Comedy. By Mr. Killegrew. .Br. is. 6d.

_ 319. The conſcious Lovers, aCornedy. ,Written by Sir Richard

Steelc. Pr. 1'5. 61. ' 5 ' - '

'zest A Treatiſe upon Greek Accents. Tranflated ſtom the Nouſi

yelle Mct-hode Grecque, written by the Meſiieurs Port Royal. Tq

which is prefix'd, A CharaQer of the rnost Valuable'Greelt Authors.

fr. 1 r. &of. J ' ' '
ſi_t_: r. An Eſſay on the Invention of- Samplers, by a School-Mistreſsſſ

of Haekney. vNatural Obfervationsmade in the School 'of Llun-ct

dwwforhevy, Taylors Millers prov'd to be noThieves, Mi-T
'. ' _!_, ' , A ſi ct eutcius's

all his'

Letgers, Poems, Efl'ays, and Comedies publiſh'd in his Liſeztame, 'in

-F__
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qtrcius's Treatiſe of the Grecian Games. The Plays of the GrecianK

Boy's and Girls. A Method to teach learned Men how to write.

unintelligibly. Some important Qrerics, whether a Woman may

lay a Child to a Eunuch? Addition: to Mr. Leeuwenhoeck's Mi

croſcopical Obſervations upon the Tongue: ſhewing the ſeveral Par

ticles proper for Pratling, Tatling, Pleading. Haranguing, Lying,

flattering, Scolding, &e. Of the Migration ofCuckoos, with Re

marks on Birds-Nests. Obſervations on the. Tripal-Veſſels. An

Historical and Chronological Account of Conſecrated Clouts. Jaſper

Hans Van slonenburgh's Voyage to Cajamay. By Dr.King.

131. Uſeful Miſcellanies: Containing, I. A Preface of the Pub

liſher of the Tragi-Comedy of joan of Hcdington. II. The Tragi

Comedy of joan of Hcdington, in Imitation of Shakeſpear. 111.'

Some Account of Horace's Bchaviour during his stay at Trinity

CollegeinCambridge. With an Ode to intreat hisdeparture thence.

Together with the Copy of his Medal taken out of Trinity-Collcgc' X

Buttery. By Dr. King. Pr. 61. -

133. The diverting History of Count de Gabalais: Containing,

I. An Account of the R01icrucian Doctrine of Spirits, Sylphs, and

Salamanders, Gnomes and Demons; ſhewing their various Influence

on Human Bodies. 11. The Nature and Advantages of studying the

Occult Sciences. Ill. The carnal Knowledge of Women to be re

nounced. IV, Adam's Fall not occaſion'd by eating the Apple;

but by his carnal Knowledge of Eve. V. The Riſe, Progreſs, and

Decay of Oracles. VI. A Parallel between Ancient and Modern

Priestcraft. To which is prefix'd Monſieur Bailey's Account of this
Work, and of the Scct of the Rolicruciansz The Second Edition.v

Pr. is. 6d. '
ct 134.. The Rape of the Lock. An Heroi-COmical Poem. In five

Cantos, with Cuts. Written by Mr. Pope. The Fifth Edition. To

which is added, A Key to the Lockz or, a Treatiſe proving beyond

all Contradiction,.the dangerous Tendency of a late Pocm, intitled.

TheRa e of the Lock, to Government and Religion. ByEſdras

Barheve t, Apothecary. Pr. r .r. 611.

" 155'. An Eſſay on Criticiſm ,- written by Mr. Pope. The Fifth

Edinon. To which is added, An Ode for Muſick on St. Cecilia's

Day ; written by Mr.Pope. The Third Edition, with Cuts toeach,

delign'd by Cheron, andengrav'd by Gribelin. Pr. r .r. "_

13'6. Windſor Forest, a Poem, to Lord 'Lanſdowm By Mr.

Pope. The Fourth Edition. . To which is added, The Meffiah, a

Sacred Eclogue, in Imitation of Virgil's Pollio; with Notes. _To

Mr. Pope on his Windſor For-est, by Dean Knapp, with a Frontiſ

piece. Pr.u-' ' " _

' xz7. The Temple of Fame, aPoem. By Mr. Pope. The Second.

' Edition, with aFrontiſpiece. I', it. ' v .
rzS. Elo'ifla to Abelatd, a Pocm. AlſoVerſes to the Memory oſſF

anunſortun'ate young Lady 5 both by Mr. Pope. To which isaddcd,

Florcliq, aPastoral, lamenting the Death of the late Marquis of Blaod
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ford, by Mr. Fenton. Upon the Dath of her Husband, by Mr',

Elizabeth Sin er; A Pastoral Ballad,-by Mr. Gay, &e. Pr. r r. 3

N.B. eabruefi-v' Book: of Mr. Pope's er' printed.

139. TheAſſembly. An Heroi-comieal Poem, in ve Cantos; by

Mr. Richard Barford. Pr. u. - v > ſ)

140. Rapin of Gardens. A-Latin-Poem, in four Books. I. Of

Flowers. II. Of Trees. -IH. Of Waters. IV.Of'Ot-ehards. Tranſ;

lated by the Reverend Mr. James Gardiner, Subdean of Lincoln.

The Third Edition. The two first Books corrected by. Mr. Pope;

1the two last by Mr. Harte of St. Mary Hall, Oxon. Puban 4..i.v

1 141. POeuson ſeveral Occaſions. by his Grace the Duke of Buc

kingham, Mr. Wyeherly, Lady Winchelſea, Reverend Mr.-Ward, Dr,

Samuel Gdarth, Mr. Rowe, Mrs. Singer, Bevil HiggonsEſqs &e.

Pr.' r. 6 . '*

122. A Collection of Poems, being all the Miſcellanies of Mr.

William Shakeſpeu, which were publiflfd by himſelf, in the Year

'6095 andnow correctly printed from thoſe Editions. Pr. z r.

143. Oxford and Cambridge Mistellany Poems ,- chiefly written

by Mr. Fenton, Mr. Prior, Mr. Charles Hopkins,'-'Mr. Phillips, Mr.

Gardiner, Sir john Denham, Lord Hallifax, Dr. Sprat, Dr. Yalden,

Mr.Waldern of All Souls, Dr. Biſhop, Mr. aekſon, Dr. Chetwood.

Mr. Boyle, Col.Heningham, Mr. Otway, . Hayncs, Mr. Milton,

Mr. Trapp, Mr. Duke, Mr. Hall, Mr. Burnaby. and Mr.- Warmfley.

It. ſi. . .

'44. Poems on ſeverd Occaſions, by, Mr.Fenton. Pr. 3.', dis

147, Occaſinnal Poems, Tranflations, Fables, Tales, &e. 'By

William Somervile Eſq; - - . . ,_

Dum nihil babemm majm, Cnlamo ludimm. thed. P'; ſr.

146. Peems on ſeveral Octaſrons, by Dr.William Broom, Chaplain

to Lord Cornwallis. .

' --Nor atia um ' .

- Salmur Came; :- Star; ' - Pr. 471.

147. Poems on fiveral Oceafionr, by Mr. Walter Harte, at St,

Mary Hall, Oxford. Pr. 41.- . v - - t

148. Poems and Tranfiations, by Christopher Pitt, late Fellow Of

New-College, Oxen. Pa. 3.', 6d. - . r . .

149. An Epifl-le to Mr. Southern, by Mr. Fenton. Pr. 6d.;* . _

'50. Poems on ſeveral occaſions, written 'by Dr. Tho. Parndli,

publiſh'd by Mr. Pope, and'Dedicated to the Earl of Oxford-w ,

_ Digmm laud'b'irum Muſt vere: man', -- Her.

He. 3 s. 611. - ' ſin

151. Homeris thtle of the Frogs 'and Mice. An Heroiek Poem,

with the Remarks of Zo'i'lu-s. To'which is prefix'd the Life of

__Zoi]us. Pr. rr. _ 'a -'

152.. Trivia; "or, The Art oſ walking in the Streets of London.

-. APoem, by Mr.Gay. Pr.'u. ' '

_ 153. An Epistle to the Right Honourable 'the Earl of Burlington,

ma journeyto Exete'rz a Pocm. Toher Royal Highneſs-t'he P-rin

zccſs of Wales, 'on her Arrival in England; a Poem. Both written

by Mr.Gay. Pr. 6d. [ſk
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v'15-.1.. PoemataTheodori Beare, Vechij; quibuscontinennirSylrx.

Elogiz, Epitaphia, Icones, Epigrammata, quae juvenis 'dhucingenii

exercitandi gratia conſcripſit, 8: divulgari paſſus est. Pr. 1 a.

Iyy. Poctz Rusticantis Literatum Otium: ſive Carmina Andrex

Franciſci Landeſij. ' Secunda Editio priori Auctior. Pr. 1 3.

'56. Dr. King's Art of Cookery, in Imitation of Horace's Art of

Poetry. A Poem. Pr. 1 s. 6 i. With ſome Letters to Dr. Lister

and others, occaſion'd principally by the Title of a Book publiſhfd by

the Doctor. Being the Works of Apicius Caelius, concerning the Scope

and Sauccs of the Ancients. With an Extractot the greatest Curioli

ties contain'd in that Book. To which is added, Horace's Art of

PoetryinLatin. By Dr. King. Pr. u. 6d.

'177. The Art oſ Love, in Imitation of Ovid de Arte Amandi.

With a Preface, containin a more particular Account of the Life of

Ovid, than has hitherto publiſh'd by the Latin, French, or

Engliſh Authors. By Dr. King. Pr. 33. 641.

158. Przlectiones Poeticz: In Schola naturali Philoſophiae Oxon.

Habitz. Auctore joſizpho Trapp. M. A. Coll. Wadh. 8: Prazlectore

publico lecturac Poeticaz, a. Viro inſigniſſimo D. Henrico Birkhead,

LL.D. Coll. Omnium Animarurn olirn Socio, in celeberrirna Univer

ſitate Oxonienfi nuper fundata. EditioSecunda. Pr. 53.

159. A Paraphraſi: u n ſome ſelect Pſalms, and upon the ſeven

Penitential Pſalms, intit ed, The Royal Penitent. By the Revcrend

Mr. Richard Daniel, Dean of Ardmagh. Pr. 3 s. 64',

160. Georgefor Britain, a Poem. By the Lady Piers. Pr. 64.

aaraaaaaaaaaaaaaaeamaaaan

' TWELVEI

LTHE Reverend Mr. Fenton's Tranflation of Monſieur John La

Placette'sTreariie or the Death oſ the Righteous, in ſix Books

Book I. The true Notion of a good Death inquir'd into, and stated,

Boole Of the Preparation which -is to be made for Death during

our Health. Book lll. Of the Preparation which is to be madefoz

Death in the time of our sickneſs. Book IV. Of the Duties incum

bent on thoſe who perceive Death approaching. Book V. The Du

'its of converted Sinners, who have still ſome time to live, after

having made their Peace with God. Book Vl. The Duties of thoſe

who die of a violent Death. In two Volumes. Pr. 71. Allowancs:v

made to thoſe who buy numbers to give away at Funerals.

a. Dr.Fiddes's Preparativeto the Lord's Supper; or, A Diſconrſe

wherein the Nature oſ this Holy Sacrament, the Ends For which it

was institutod, and the Duties requir'd, in order to a more: worthy

Receiving, are conſider'd, and certain Prejudices are &viated. To

Which isaddcd an Appendix, with Meditations and Prayers, form'd.

on
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onzthe principal Parts oſ the Diſcourſie. With Devotion; before;

and at the time of receiving the Holy Sacramenc, and after it. The'

Second Edition, with ſome, Enlargements both in the Body of the

Book, and in the Forms of Devotion.- Pr. N.- or, 4Gui'zea: per

Hundred. , v.

z. Penitential Meditations on the Lord's Prayer. Transtated from

the French, and Corrected by Mr; joſeph _Trapp, M.A. Pr. r a.

' 4.. Private Prayers for Morning and Evening; and DeVOtions

ſuitable for receiving the Bleſſed Sacramcnt. For the Uſe oſ La

bouringPerſons. By the Rcvercnd Mr. Bryars. Pr. lar. per '00.

' ſ. TheChurch Catechiſm explain'd inv ſhort, for the Uſe of the

Poor, by way of Question and Anſwer. By the Reverend Mr.

Br ars.

Z. Sanderſon de Obligatione Conſcientia: Prazlectionesdecem. Oxo

nijjn Schola Theologica habita, Anno Dom. 1647. judicium Uni-.

verſitatis Oxonieniis de Solcmni Ligatione &Foedere, do juramento

negativo. Ordinationibus Parliamenti circa Dii'ciplinam 25: Cultum,

in plena Convocatione l junij '647. Communibus Suffi'agiis (ne

mine contradicentc) promulgarum. *

De juramenti promiſſorij Obligatione, Praelectiones ſeptem,habit.1

'in Schola Theologicanoni) Termino 'Michaelis, Anno Dom. 1646.

Praemiſia Oratione ab eodem habita cum publicam Profestioneni

auſpicaretur, 26 October 1646.

Praelectio ſcptima de Vinculi jurarorij ſolutione, 8: de juris-ju

randi uſu 8: abuſu. Contincns Caſus quinque, 8: Concluſiones toti
dem. Pr.4. .v. _ A

7. Four Offices of Prayer and Devotion, anſwering four of th'

most important Occaſion's of a Christian Life. ' I. An Office of Pre

paration for Death," to be uſed in the days of Health. 11. APeni

tential Office for Times of Humiliation and Confeſſion, more eſpeci

ally for Fastin -days. Ill. 'AnOffice commemorative of our Bleſſed

Saviour's SuffZrings, DEath, Reſurrectiofi, &c. for the Redemption

of the World. IV. An Office of Preparation for the Holy Sacra

ment of the Lord's Supper. All this carefully compiled out of the

Holy Scriptures, the Church Liturgy, and many 'of the best and

most approved Books of Devotions, both of the former and preſent

Age. By William Tilly, D. D. Pr. 2. .e. 641. 4 _ _ _

8. The History of the Church from the beginning of the World

to the Year of Christv1718. In Four Voiumes. Compendioufly

written in French by Lewis Ellis Dupin, D. D. of the Faculty of

Paris; and now tranſlatedinto Engliſh, according to the third Paris

' Edition. Revis'd, enlarg'd, and put into anew Method by the Au

thor. With a large Chronological Table, and a compleat Index to

the' Whole. By the Rcverend Mr. Thomas Fenton, late Student of

Christ Church in Oxford. In four Volumcs. Pr_. 101.- ' ,

9. AChionological History of England; or, An impartial Abstract'

of the most remarkable Tranſactions, and the most conſiderableOc

' currences, both Civil and Military, Domestick and Foreign, that ,

have happen'd in the ſeveral Kings Reign', ſince the first Attemp;
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of julius Caeſar upon the Southern Part of Great Britain, down to

the end of Been Anne's Reign. In two Volumes. By John Pointer,

M. A. Chaplain of Merton College, Oxford. Pr. ſs. And ſince

continued to the end of the fifth Year of King George's Reign. Being

'History of bare Matters of Fact, with the; Series of Affairs in their

proper Order, carefully and faithfully collected from the most authen

tick Authors, without the least Reflections or Remarks throughout

the whole Work.

lo. Memoirs and Reflections on the principal Events of the Reign

of Lewis XIV. and on the Character of thoſe who had the

greatest ſhare therein. By Monſieur L.M.D. L. Fair. Pr. 2 r.

r r. Hiero; or, The Condition of a Tyrant. Tranſlated from the

Greek of Xenophon, with Obſervations. By Mr. Rawlinſon. Pr.6d.

12.. Modern Policy. By Mr. Ra-wlinſo'n. Pr. 611.

' z. An Eſſay on the great Affinity and mutual Agreement of the

tWo Profeffionsof Divinity and Law, and on the joint Intercſi: of

Church and State; in vindication of the Clergy's concerning them

ſelves in Political Matters. Containing Reflections on ſome popular

Mistakes, with reſpect to the Original of our Constitution, and to

the ancient En liſh Loyalt . In a Letter from a Clergyman of the

Church of Eng nd to an Eminent Lawyer. Pr. 13.

14.. A new Treatiſe of Canary-Birds: Containing the Manner of

Breeding and Coupling them, that they may have beautiful Young

Ones; with curious Remarks relating to the Signs, and Cauſes or'

their Distempers, and the Methods of curing them. Written in

French, by M.Hervieux, and tranfiated into Engliſh. Pr. l r. 6 d.

If. The Justice's Vade Mecum: Being a compleat Summary of

all the Acts of Parliament concerning justices of Peace. Shewing

the various Penalties of Offenees by Statute; and the particular

Power and Authority of one, two, or more justices, &e. and ln

ſh'uctions for Drawing of Warrants, Precedents of Warrauts in com

mon Matters, &te. B Mr. Jacob. Pr. 2:- 64.

16. The Compleat Fariſh-Officer'. Containing, I. The Authority

and Procecdings of High-Constables, Ferry-Constables,Headboroughs.

and Tyrhing-men, in every Branch of their Duties, purſuant to Acts

of Parliament: With the High-Constable's Precepts, Preſentments,

Warrants, &e. II. Of Church-Wardens, how Choſim, their par

ticular Buſmeſs in repairing of Churches, Bells, &C. and aſiigning

of Scars; the Manner of paſſing their Accounts, and the Laws and

Statutes relating to the Church in all caibs: And alſo an Abstract

If the Act for buildin fifty new Churches in London and West

minfler, &e. Ill, O Overſeers of the Poor, and their Office; their

Power in relieving, employing, and ſettling, &c. of poor Perſons.

The Laws relating to the Poor, and Settlemcnts; and the Statutes

concerning Masters and Servants. IV. Of Surveyors of the High

ways, and Scavengets, how elected, their Buimeſs i'n amending the

Ways, &c. and the Dntyof others z with the Methods of Taxa.i0n,

Law: of the Highways, &to. To which is addcds thc Statutes re

_ D ' lating
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thihg tb HackneY-Cdzches and Chaifs, The Fifth Ediflofl, With

large Additions. By Mr. Gfle's jabob'. Pr. 1 s. 6d. _

17. The Law Miliary,- oſir, A Methddical Cohectbn of all the

Laws and StatntS felating to the Armies and Soldiery Of Grea': 'Bri

tain; and alſo of the Navy Royal. Cruiſers, Convb s, Privadeers,&e.
'With an Introdu'ctio'n to the Art oſſ'f Wir. By Mr. &Lamb. P'. ' s. 6 I.

18. A Treatiſe of'th'c' Rights o'f the Ci'ſioWh, dec king' how far the

King of England may ſupport and increaſe his AnnUal Revehues 3

tollecte'd odt o'f the RECords bf the Tower, the Pd'rliatnedrjkolls,

and Gloſe Petitio'n's, Ann. ſo Car. Regx 1634. Now first publiſh'fl

fpm ol-i ih'al Manuſeriþts; wi'th ſome Account o'f He'fluthbr. By

'William oy Efiqz then Attdmey-Gener'al. Pk. as. 4

* 1'9. The Lahalord's Law, b'r the Law c'dhcernih'g InhdltzrdszTe'

vants, and Farthei's, viz. I. Of the Nature and Ofigin df Tendres.

'IL Of Eflates, ma theſi' &va-al Kinds. *Ill. Of Cbþyhblds and

Copyholders. 'IV.K OF Leaſes, Covehanrs, Surrenders, Affigh'm'e'ntin

&e. V, VI. Of the'Parties to L'euſcs, Wherein 'is ſhewh who may

Lente,th may' Rehmn'd 'What may be'LealZ'd. VIl, Vlll. Containrche

4051igatitſſmsand [fights dlf' ihe Pames'þy finde 'of ſhet-eare. IX, X.

4Of the Remediest e Law gives vbach Party for the reebvei'i'ng dF their
* Rights._ Neeeſiffiry'ſhr nfi'Landlordsz Tenants, Hrm'ers, Siewflds.

'Age'nksz Sol'ſiciwrs, and Others concern'd in the buying, Tehingzand
. letting dſEstates. The Sevenſith'Editibn. To 'whieh is Mded an

'Appendix ddnfaiuixctrgſudh'Aa-s df Pa'rhaxffi'tlr, a'ndþkdperPon'edehts.

he Make tb thctcfes'ubjects, brought 'dde'w this time. Pr. '3 s.

no. Th'e-Cpurt-Keeper'sComfflnidn: Concerning the emſhvh
'Pu'ſinſieſs dſſf Caur'fs-'Eeetafid ſſpourts-Bm, the'Ch'afigcs given therein,

and Pre'cedenſſtsd'f CapiE-s of Court-Roll, Chattle and Freedom Leaſes.

ſiBy'MruGdecob. Pr. 2 3. -

11. 'The 'Hffipry bf 'the Valdrons a'dd'W'itty Knight-"Errth
Qui'zfore-dſffie 'Ma'n'ehm Wr'itſſren 'in Spaniſh by *Michael"(-)er\rafire.

Tranflared int? Engliſh by 'Thbmasshelto'm'addhow Pribted Verbktiin
ſ 'fibm fhc ſiuarr'oEdl'fld'n Printed in r61n. To Which arc added,

cm taken' tom 5ſi'theDe'ſigns 'of Mouer Co'ypcl. an Four Names.

&Pr. lb x.
22.. Let-kers of Lo'v'e 1mſſ'id G'allimtſiry. Writtenin'Gx-cckyby 'A'riste

mfus. Diſcbvei'ihg the Mrs or Conrt'ſh'ip and Afldre'ſs- am'dug eke
&Ququ ofGree'ce." -. v .,

w
 

---'Thi.c'Baal: will flm'

How Wmtm [heſ-11 a 'bmflmd'flfin 4230. - Pr. 1. s. 6rl.

'22. QCunius's History of the 'Wars'dffflexanden To Which

isþr'efix'u, Frefiſhkffi'ius's 'SuppSenje'ntz The Sedohd Edition. 'In

u4ix'zch 'are added a'Map'and eighteen CdppeFPhtes. 'An Account

bf the-&Hares. The judgmenthf learnede cphce'mihg the'A'ge, ,
'Conditioſh -*Sryle, 'and 'Hifloty=of-"O_.'Cmct*tiu$. The 'Genitang 'of

Alexander, and the '_Epit'ome o'f. his Life; 'as alſo 'the iDi'v'iſions 'of

the Macedonian 'E'mpire mnongst his Follbwers a'ſier IhisD'e'arh, and

'the Tables-of that Diviſion accdrding to'Curtius, "Adrian, Dio'dorus

SicuZus, Orofius, &e. In Two * Volumes. Tranflatcd by John

Digby EEZY, 1'7. 63. . '. * 24..
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24.. 'The Lives of Illustrious Men. Done into Engliſh fmm the

Original Latin of C. Ncpos. By Mr. Shoree. Nun phm'lm; impar.

Pr. a. r. 6 d.

aſ. The Motto's in the five Volume-s of the Tatler, and of the

eight>Volumcs of the Spectaco', and Guardian in two Volumes. .Pr.

a .r. '64.

16. An Historic'sl Account of the Heathm Gods and Heroes, ne
ceſſary for the Understanding of the ancient Poets. Being an vIm- '

provemcnt of whatever has been Written hitherto by the Greek,

Latin, French, and Engliſh Authors upon that Subject. For the Ule

of Westminster, and all other SchOOls, and for the Readers of Mr.

Pope's Homer, mad Engliſh Claſiicks. .Pr. 2 r.

27. A Collection of Nouns and Verbs, to be form'd and declin'd

dryChiidrenof the lowest Form: ſo contriv'd, that all the Rules

and "Exceptions of that part ofthe Grammar which relates to the

Declining or' Nouns and Verbs may be frequently inculcatcd and ri

fvettd in their Miuds. Together w-Ith 'an-Engliſh Syntax, containing

all the Latin Rules, in an Order ſo obvious to Children, that they

**ſelddm>-ſail fighting upon thegovcrniag Wordwith Eaſe and Cer

:ta-inty.' By Mr. johnlbn ofEaton. Pr. u. _

48. Mr.i]ohnionfs Decerpta-qx Ovidii Fast-is. .P-r. (r .r.

29. Mr. johnibn's Decerpta ex Ovidii Metamorphoſegn. .Pr. ,r s.

_ go. Mr. -_']ohnſon's P-hwdri 'Avegusti Czeſiris Liberti 'Fabulamm

Elopiarum libri quinque, cum Paraphraſi perpetua. .Ir. a s. ,

- -zr. Mr.George.Farquhar's Poems, ame-yew Come-dies, publiſh'd

in 'his Life-time. T-hevSixrh-Edition. (In-two Volumes. vCartectod

from the Errors of former Impreffions. To which ere-addgdſome

Memoirs of the Author, never beforezpubliſh'd. Pr. 65. r

, 312. ThezCL-lebrawd Works of Monſieu-r deMoliere: Containing

all his Comedies, lnterludcs, &ce. With alarge Account of his-Life,

and remarkable Death: who, as he was acting the Part of'Dcat'h in

one of his Plays, was taken ill, and died a few Hours after. 'To

which are added, Exrracts out of divers Authors, concerning'ſeveral

Circumstances relating to the Life or' Moliere; as likewiſe judgment

upon ſome of his Pieces. Alſo his Effigies engrav'd from an Ori

ginal, by Mr.Vertue. In Six Volumes. Pr. lya

33. Sir Richard Steele's Comedies; viz. The Funeral, or Grief

A-la-mode. The Tender Husbrnd, or The Accompliſh'd Fools. The

Lying Lovers, or The Lady's Friendſhip. And, The Conſcious

Lovers.

34. Mr. Southern'swPlays, viz. ſſhe.L,oyal.Br0ther, or The Perſian

Prince. The Diſiippointment, or The-'Mother in Faſhion. Sir An

thony Love, or The Rambling Lady. The Wife's Excuſe, or Cuc

kolds make themſelves. The Maid's Last Prayer, or Any rather than

' fail. The Fatal Marriage, or InnoccntAdulrcry. Oroonoko. The

Fatc of Capua. The Spartan Dame. An Epistlc to Mr. Southern,

by Mr.Eliſha Femor. Two Volumes. Pr. 65. '

37. Mr. Baker's' Comedies, viz. The Humours of the Age. Tun

bridge Walks, or The Yeoman ofKent. The Oxford Act. Hamsted

Heath, The Fine Lady's Airs. Pr. 55. - t ' i 36
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36. Mr. Rowe's Plays, viz. The Ambitious Stepmother. ' qu-a

lane. The Fair Penitent. The Biter. Ulyſſes. The RoyalConvert.

Jane Shore. jane Gray. Pr. 6 r.

37. Ajax, Electra, Oedipus; from So hoeles. Pr. zr. -

38. The Works of Mr. Edmund Smit ,' of Christ-Church, Oxon."

Containing, 1. Phaedraand Hypolitus. II. A Poem on the Death of

Mr.john Phillips. Ill. Bodleian Speech. IV. Pocockius, are; To

which is prefix'd, his Character,*by_ Mr. Oldiſworth; and his Epi.

taph, by the Reverend Mr. A ams of Christ Church. Pr. I r. 611.

39. Miſcellaneous Pla s, v . The Buſy Body. The Walter-'s

Wedding. The Fair (La 'er of Deal. Perkin Warbeck. The Walking

StaLUC. Hypermnestra, or Love in Tears, by Mr. OWen. Pr. 1 1.

eac . ,

40. Lady Chudleigh's Poems, on fizveralOccaſions; together with

the Song of the three Children paraphraſed. The Third Edition.
Pr. 2. r. 6 11. l

41. The Works of Virgil, tranſlated by the Right Honourable

the Earl of Lauderdale. In two Volumes. Pr. 65.

41. The Odes, Epodes, and Carmen Seeulare of Horace, Latin

and Engliſh; with a Tranſlation of Dr. Bentley's Notes. To which

are added, _N0tes upon Notes, by ſeveral Hands. Pr. lo s. Dim,

without Now, a r.

43. Miſcellaneous Poems, of Mr. Pope and others. Collected' by

Mr. Pope. In two Vplurnes. Pr. 65. ,'.

44.. ACtiticalDiſcourie upon,the Iliad of Homer; tranſlated from

the French of Monfieur de la Motte, a Member of the French Aca-z

derny, by Mr. Theobald. Pr. I s.

Publiſh'd with his Majesty's Royal Licence: _

45. The Iliad and Odyffiy of Homer, tranſlated by Mr. Pope;

with large Notes fi'om Eustathius, &e. In eleven Volumes.

46. Callipazdia; or, The Art of etting pretty Children. APoemJ

Tranſlated by Mr.Oldiſworth. Wit Cuts. Pr. r s.
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